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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

"The lav embodies the st:ory of a nation• s 
development through 11any cent.uries, and it canllot 
he dealt with as if it contained only the axioms 
and corollaries of a book of aathe•atics." 

Oliver ie ndel.l Holmes 1 Jr. , 1881 

BACKGROUND ~ STUDY 

The major concern of 1:.his work is the evolution of 

ad ainistra ti ve law, especially during the critical .Hew Deal 

and post-Nev Deal years when the administrative state became 

a reality and adainistrative lav becaae a recognized field 

of lav .. 

Although executive agencies such as the Veterans 

Ad.11.inistration and the Custoas of£ice can trace their 

historical antecedents to the eighteen-th century, 1887 is 

usually given as the date at vaich public administration 

became a self-conscious activity. Two events of 1887 

combined to initiate public adainistration: the founding of 

the Interstate Coaaerce Com•issio.n, and ioodro• Wilson's 

essay, "The St.udy of Administration. n Despite this 

auspicious beqinn.ing, the rea1 impetus to the ad11inistra tive 

state came in the 193 0' s with the inaug u.ra tion of the New 

Deal. 1 

1 
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Administrative law was equally slow to develop. Frank 

Goodnow is generally credited wit il being the first to 

discern the importance of adainistrati ve law with th.e 

publication of his book, Coaparative ldainistrative ~~, in 

1893. 2 Ho vever, the field was not generally recognized as 

an important and defined area of study until the liev Deal. J 

The Nev Deal created agencies with control over previously 

unregulated sectors of national life, leading to serious 

questions about the fairness and regularity of agency 

procedures. For students of the law, the impact of such 

enormous, rapid, and unprecedented expansion was to put a 

previously aargina 1 area of lega 1 inquiry in to the forefront 

of concern.• The years that followed the New Deal were 

critical in defining the field. 

In 1939. the Attorney General's Committee on 

Administrative Procedures was formed, headed by Dean Acheson 

vho was later to becoae Secretary of State. The f ina 1 

co.11mittee report, published in 194 1 toqe ther with tventy-

se ven monographs on t·he operations of individual agencies, 

dealt with three points of criticism 'Which had been raised 

against the agencies: "the exercise of power to adjudicate 

in individual cases"; the limits on scope of review of 

administrative processes by the courts; "and the exercise of 

delegated power to legislate by ruJ.es and regulations. ns 
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The Report also proposed legislation to formalize its 

recommendations. In 1945, Congress resumed its 

consideration of the Repor~ after the hectic activity of the 

war years, and in 1946, the Federal Ada.inistrative Procedure 

Act (APA) was enacted by a unanimous Congress. Thus, within 

a decade, the "1egitimacy of a aarkedl J trans£oraed and 

enlarged administrative systea was established and its 

formal processes for makinq policy were defined.•6 In the 

years which fol1oved, the agencies and t:he courts were 

forced to accomaoda te themselves to the nev requirements of 

the APA. 

FOCUS .Qt. A HALI SIS 

This is a period of history which has been the subject 

of innumerable analyses--a veritable eabarras de richesses. 

The work of Robert Jackson, serving as a 9overnaent attorney 

during the Nev Deal, as Solicitor General aad then AttorDey 

General at the time of the Attorney General's &eport, and 

finally as Associate Justice of the Supreae Court, provides 

a fortuitous medium throuqh which to examine this critical 

period in the evo.lution of admi.nistrat.iYe l.av. Jackson•s 

usefulness lies in the public roles he filled during the 

years 1934-1954. Consequently, 

details are subordim ted to 

in this study biographical 

Jackson •s impact • ., His 



influence on administrative la v due to those public roles is 

considerable; the influence he brought to bear by virtue of 

his private concerns remains to be discovered. His service 

at lfureaberg in flue.need his decisions on the Court from 19 46 

to 1954; in addition to changes in his trievs on civil 

liberties, his intense exposure to continental law and h.is 

attempts to reconcile continental procedure to American 

legal philosophy had a significant iapact on his opinions. 

If tllese opinions in turn were influential on the Court, 

Jackson's personal impact on American administrative law aay 

be considerable. However, that such a direct impact exists 

is not my thesis. !J primary concern vi th Jackson is to use 

his work to focus my effort to find soae coherent pa t·tern in 

the wealth of data and spec ulat.ion which surround the yea.cs 

that are so important in shaping mode.en American 

administrative la v. 

IM PORT Alf CE OF THE STUDY 

The emphasis of this study of the eYolution of 

administrative law is on the conception of administrative 

law held by practitioners and scho.lars within the fie.ld of 

public adainistration. The study is not intended to present 

an analysis of case lav or of the concepts within particular 

substantive sub-fields suc.h as the regulation of the 

securities industry. 
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RETROSPECTIVE EXAMINATION OF .lR8I!llIRlTll~ 1!!. 

Why is this conceptua1 history important? Phillip 

Coope.r vri tes that "there is no s.ingle coamonly accepted 

definition of 'administrative lav•. na Be contim1es by 

presentinq a wide range of definitions found in the legal 

literature before settling on a definition suited to his 

purpose. This diversity of definition is deceptive. The 

principal reason that people in public adainistration are 

uncertain about tb.e meaning of administrative law is not 

simply that a variety of defini lions erist from which to 

choose. It is rather that. -these definitions are drawn from 

a ninety year historica 1 progression--f.rom Goodnow in 1893 

to Cooper in 1983--vhich provides a variety of definitions 

wb.ich are tailored to the concerns of eacla historical 

period. ie haYe been too ~uick to reach into the past to 

find facile definitions for a discipline that is constantly 

changing. To draw on Goodnov•s 189.J definition in 1983 is 

to ignore ninety years of social change. However, just as 

ve cannot let the past impose its definitions on tile 

present, neither can we afford to ignore the past. Thus the 

first reason this study .is of importance is th.at it provides 

a panoraaic viev of "vhe re we • ve been " in defining 

administrative law, and this retrospective v .ie11 then 

provides the basis for des:rlbi ng vhere we are today. In 
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this development, few periods have been aore vital than the 

years when Robert Jackson served first as At:torne_y General 

and then on the Supreme Court. Thus, a full examination of 

the legal issues of the period will deepen the public 

administration coamuni ty• s understanding of administrative 

la v. 

DEVELOPl1lUiT OF THE ADMINISTRAX.IVE PBOCEDUBE ACT 

A second reason this stoo y is of importance is the 

ill wnination of the events which led up to the 

Administrative Procedure Act. The ld•inistratlve Procedure 

Act o.f 1946 is of particular concern to public 

administration. It codified many of the procedures in use 

by contemporary administratiYe agencies. It settled to a 

large extent the issue of scope of jodicia1 review and the 

most pressing procedural issues of that. time. The enactment 

of the Administrative Procedure let may have presaged a 

drastic change in Aaerican political noras which led in turn 

to acceptance by the A11erica_o people of a nea basis and 

direction for their 9owernent. An examination of the 

process which produced tae AdministratiYe Procedure Act will 

aid in analyzing the sabsegue•t effects of the Act. 
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ROBfil!.I JACKSON AND ADMINISTRATIVE J:!! 

A third justification for this work is its study of the 

views of Justice Jackson on adainistrative law, a subject 

vhic.h has not been explored previously. Hi.s opinions and 

extra-judicial writings provide an opportunity to test and 

to illustrate the new conceptualizations of ad11inistrative 

law which are emerging in the literature. The application 

of new vays of thinking about ad ainistrati ve law raises 

questions and concerns which are not readi.ly apparent in 

studies of a purely theore tica 1 nature. 

Jackson is an especially appropriate choice. Du.ring 

the .Roosevelt years, Robert Jackson had an intimate 

in vol ve•ent with selecting and prosecut.ing the cases brought 

by the government before the Supi:e me Court. In his thirteen 

terms on the Court (1941-1953, vith 1945- 1946 term in 

Germany), he saw the report he sub11i ·tted as Attorney General 

form the basis of the Administrative Procedure Act. Prom 

the _passage of APA in 1946 to his death in 1.954, Justice 

Jackson sat. on the Court that interpre~ed the Act. 

therefore a central figure ln understanding APA. 

Be is 

Justice Jackson is also intei::esting in ·that he caae to 

the Court from the Executive branch. While this is by no 

means unique among the justices, his experience i..n the Nev 

Deal gave him a dual perspective on issues before the Court. 
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This dual perspective is of value for reseacch because i·n 

those areas sue h as the !organ cases, where Jackson 

expressed his non-judicial opinions, several sides of an 

issue are exposed. Hove ve r, q rea t care must be taken in 

attributing to Jackson as 2ersonal opinion those comments 

made in his role as gov-ernment a tto:rne_y. Jackson hillSe lf 

said: 

The Attorney General is tile attorney for the 
Administration. I don• t -think he should act as 
judge and .foreclose the Administration f.roa making 
reasonable contentions. I vould do the same thing 
with the Administrat:ion as 11ith a private client. 
I would give it the benefit of a reasonable doubt 
as to the lav. I would tell •1 client what his 
chances vere1 what his risk vas, and support hi• 
as best I could. That is what .I did vlth the 
A dmin ist.ra tio n. • 

Th us Jackson •s official comments on issues while he was 

serving as Solicitor General or Attorney General deserve the 

same scrutiny as those of any lawyer engaged in the 

adversary process. 

The judicial writings of Robert Jackson are a.n 

especially rich field for legal .scholarship because of the 

number of his diss en t.s. 111 his thirteen years on the Court, 

Justice Jackson vrote 324 opinions. 109 of which are 

dissents.to Because dissents are usually an individual 

effort, the_y often provide moi:e insights about a particular 

justice's views and reasoning they can be found in a 

majority opinion. The dissents of Jack son are also 
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important because of his own opinions on the value and use 

of judicial dissent.. He did not think highly of 

indiscriminate use of dissent: 

The technigue of the dissent often is to 
exaggerate the hold.ing of the Court. •• {or to] 
force the majority to t.ake positions aore extreme 
than vas originally intended.... The right of 
dissent is a valuable one •••• Bu.t there is nothin9 
good, for either the Court or the disseatec, in 
dissenting per se. Each dissenting opinion is a 
confession of failure to conYince the vriter•s 
colleagues, and the true test of a judge is his 
influence in leading, not in opposing, his 
court.t 1 

iri·t ten just before Jackson• s death in 19 54 1 this excerpt 

indicates what great weight aust be placed on those cases 

where Jackson felt compelled to dissent. 

In addition to Justice Jac1tson•s .leqal opinions the.re 

is a voluminous supply of eitra-legal writings, many of 

which bear directly on adainisi:ratiYe law. 

Robert Jackson•s views are also of interest because of 

his participation at. the llu.reaherg var trial.s. Tbe trials 

changed his views on the legal process: the "once 

libertarian judicial act:ivist ••• had .become profoundly 

cautious. a aarkedly conserya ti Ye in terp:rete.r of the Bill of 

Rights •••• Yet he remained an apostle of judicial restraint 

in the econoaic-proprietarian sphe.re, supporting 

governmental authority to regulate and thus remaining true 

to his basic New Deal coJDait.ments."lZ To investigate this 
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statement that Jackson •s experience as P roseclltor led to an 

a.brupt change in his judicial activity is a worthwhile 

project in itself and adds an element of huaan and 

historical interest that may enhance the value of the 

research. 

SUlllURY 

This dissertation is af valw:! to the discipline of 

public administration because it prorides an historical and 

conceptual background in which to place the field of 

administrative law. It suggests future trends in the 

conceptualization of adm.inistrat.ive law and provides an 

opportunity to test and to illustrate these 

conceptualizations. 

The work of Robert Jackson .is especially appropriate 

for several reasons. Pirst, as Attorney General be helped 

prepare the report on which tile Adllinistrati ve Procedure Act 

is based. Second, he spoke and vro~e on many issues from 

both the ExecutiYe and the Judicial ri.evpoint. Tkird, his 

writings, both judicial and extra- judicial, clearly address 

the concern o.f this dissertation. .Fo11rt.h and finally, the 

reported changes in his _judicial behavior occasioned by the 

Nuremberq trials makes his wor"lcs and opinions of aore than 

ordinary int.erest. 
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SUMMARY OF CORT EJI.~ 

This study is divided into seYen chapters. this 

chapter, Chapter one, "Introduction,• furnishes the 

background of the study, discusses the importance of t.he 

study for public adainist.rat.ion, and suaaarizes t.he chapters 

that follow. 

cha pt er Tvo. "Cooceptual History of Administrative 

Law," divides the development of administrative law into 

three historical periods. 'fhe first period is from 1893 to 

1933 and is dominated by tile work of Frank Goodnow, Ernst 

Freund, and Felix Frankfurter. In this period 11as set the 

basis for the explosion in adlli.n.ist.ratiwe goYernae.nt during 

tile Rev Deal. The Roosevelt-dominated years between 1933 

and 1946 form ·the second period. This period is marked more 

by events than by .individuals, and t.he discussion of these 

years is structured a.cound tlle Walter-Logan Bill, the 

Attorney General •s Coamittee on Adainistrative Procedure a .od 

its Report., and the Ad ainistra tive Procedure Act of 1 946. 

Tke final period is the post-var years--froa 1945 to 1982. 

In this period nev concepts of ad•inistrative law emerged 

and, at least for a vbile, doaiaated the field. .K.C .. Davis• 

work on discretion had considerable impact. 

the evolution from the discretionary 

administ.ra ti ve law to the policy-formula ting 

In retrospect, 

aspects of 

aspects seems 
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inevitable. Administrative lav becaae vieved as a 

managerial tool by some groups o.f publ.ic administrators, a ad 

the acade11ic field o.f administ.ra ti we la• began to define it 

not as a field characterized by uni.form and generalizable 

principles but rather as a grouping of substantive policy 

areas which utilize administrat..iYe procedures to achieve 

policy i•plementa tion. The chapter concludes vit.h a 

dist::ussion of future trends in the conception of 

administrative law. 

Chapter Three, "Government. A ttoraey ," be9i.ns the 

examination of tlle work of Robert Jackson. . Ia this chapter 

his work as an attorney in the es:ecuti•e branch is e.xaaiaed 

in order to present the basis upon •h.ich Jackson's later 

work was built. The chapter serves. in effect, as an 

introduction to Jackson's vievs. His extra-legal writings, 

his briefs on the llorgan cases, and official opinions as 

Attorney Gene.cal proYide most of the source material for 

·this chapter. Jac.kson•s primary impact. on the changing 

field of adainistrative law came daring his teaure as 

Attorney General, but the clearest expression of h.is ideas 

came in his extra-legal 11.ritings. It can be easily seen in 

his opinions as .Attorney General that he was aillin9 to 

utilize whatever tool of la v, e.g. 1 administrative 

disc re ti on, was necessary to achieve desired qo we.en me nt 
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policy. Two themes emerge from his early work: that the 

traditional judicial aodel of justice and t.he administrative 

process are partners in the ad.minis tr at.ion of justice; and 

that on occasion, pract.ica li ty in the application of law 

Ill ost override an absolatist applicat.ion of law. 

Chapter Four is 11Jiabert Jackson as Associate Justice, 

1941-1946.• Jackson served on the Supre•e Court for 

thirteen years, with a full year's interruption in 1946 when 

he vas Chief Prosecutor for the United States at Huremberq. 

The year of the trials provides a convenient point at which 

to break the discussion of his judicial career, especially 

in l.iqht of the frequently repeated assertion that Jackson •s 

legal philosophy was signi.ficant.ly changed as a result of 

that experience. Du.ring these fiwe years, Jackson wrote 

opinions on several cases of interest to students of 

administra ti Ye law. Chapter Four discusses not: only those 

cases but als~ cases which. while not bear.ing directly on 

administrative lav 1 do offer useful insights into Jackson's 

thoughts on the legal issues of t.he day. These insights 

illuminate Jackson's position on adainisb:ative law. In 

this chapter, extra-judicial vrit.inqs were not considered as 

a separate category. Although nearly one-third of Jackson's 

opinions were writ ten before he left for Na.rem be.cg, very f ev 

of them were of great iaport in administrative lav. What 
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can be gleaned from these cases is the beginning of a 

judicial philosophy--a deference whenever possible to 

administrative expertise, a concern for stare decisis, an 

aff iraation of the right of tbe governaent to regulate the 

national economy. These early cases do not shed much light 

on Jackson1s view of ad Iii Di strati ve exper·tise and 

discretion. But the cases do provide a forna for some of 

Jackson's beliefs that developed during th.is period and were 

of importance when he returned to the Court. 

In Chapter P ive. 8 1.fhe Bum II.berg Trials," t.he effect of 

Bure11berq on Jackson's philosophy and career is described. 

This chapter is in soae va ys an i nt.erl ode in the discussion 

of administrative law, but it is necessary in order t.o 

understand the work of Jackson• s last iears on the Court.. 

Those final years can oaly be understood if they are viewed 

through ·the filter of the lu.reaberq e:iperience. His 

experience in designing the ·trials to be fair by the 

standards of both Anqlo-AErican and Continental 1av gave 

him a unique perspective on American views of justice. His 

thorough exaaination of the events leading up to the Nazi 

domination of Germany changed hls view of individual rights. 

We might have expected that Nui:eaberg 1011.ld have given 

Jackson a tlorror of suppression of any k.ind, but 111.ba t he 

learned was in fact the converse: had the Weiaar .Bepublic 
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suppressed the Hitler 11inori ty, the Republic 11.igJat have 

survived. He felt that in his role as Chief Prosecutor he 

had reached the pea It of his career as a l.avyer; tte had 

probably lost forever any chance of becoming Chief Justice. 

He returned fro• Nureabecg to face a new President, a new 

Chief Justice, and the Adm.inistrative Procedure Act. 

Chapter Six, naeturn to the Benell: 1946-1954," is the 

last chapter to focus pri.11.ac il.y on Jackson's vork. one 

point which is imaedia tely clear upon reading Jackso.n 1 s 

opinions is the extraordinary diversity of positions he 

espoused. . In Chapter Two a conceptual history of 

ad•inistrative law was presented which suggests that 

administratiYe law can only be properly understood in the 

context of substantive policy. In this chapter, Jackson's 

opinions are analyzed in teras o.f both t.raditional analysis 

and substantive policy. It is relati.Yely simple to drav 

procedural parallels bet.ween cases, but to discover 

substantive similarities is more difficult and uncertain. 

Jackso.n's opinions in six selected alien cases are discussed 

in an effort to find the substanti Ye similaci ties; hov 

effective this is and hov useful is in part the subject of 

tlae concluding c,ha pter, Chapter Seven. 

In Chapter SeYen, the several lines of thought 

developed throughout the study are brought together. The 
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chapter has three aa jor sub-di visions. The f ix:st concludes 

the direct discussion of Jackson• s work. His ultiaate view 

of administra·tive law and the adainistrative process is 

presented, as is his personal iapact oa our present views of 

administrative lav. 'The second section discusses the 

ramifications of using substantive 1aw and policy to frame 

our conceptualization of administrative la v. Pour possible 

levels of analysis and the usefulness of each are discussed. 

Finally, section three presents the lessons for public 

administration which may be learned fro• this study. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONCEPTUAL HIST OllY OF lDft.Il.IS'lRATI VE LA! 

" ••• the future of adrainistrati ve law lacks the 
claci t y calculated to appea.l to orderly ainds. 0 

N. lfa thanson * 1956 

J:NTRODUCTIOH 

In 1893 Frank Goodnow pnb.lished Coa ea ra ti ve 

ldministcative !:!!~,t generally regarded as the first 

A raerican vork on adainis·trative law.2 He defined 

administratiYe law as "that part of the public law which 

fixes the orqanlzation and deter mines the competence of the 

adainistrative authorities, am. indicates to the individual 

remedies for the violation of his riglats ... 3 Ninety years 

later, Phillip Cooper writes that "there is no single 

coaaonl y accepted definition of • adainistrati-ve law,••• and 

he proceeds to e•ploy an exti:eaely broad definition: ttthe 

branch of lav that deals v it h public administra t.ion, 

providing the autho:rity on which adaini.strative agencies 

operate as well as the limits necessary t.o coatrol the 11. 

The term is broadly defined to incl ud.e both subs·tantive and 

19 
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procedural concerns, internal as well as external issues, 

and aspects of the legal environment of ad11inistration that 

exceed simply quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial 

categories."s Between these two definitions rests ninety 

years of conceptual development. 

Bernard Schwartz wrote that "[a ]n analysis of the 

history of American law would surely show a basic stream of 

development. Within it, however, are inconsistent currents, 

at variance with, and even at cross purposes to, the 

underlying drift of the stream.~• Administrative law also 

shows a basic stream of development. In the early rears of 

adainistratiYe law--froa 1893 to tile Nev Deal--the central 

issues were delegation of power and separation of powers. 

By 19'10 the field had coalesced :into a defiaite discipline 

concerned with the three issues of delegation of power, 

exercise of pover. and judicial review. 7 After t.hese issues 

vere teaporarily resolved in 1946, the year of tile passage 

of tb.e Administrative Procedure Act., t.he field became 

concerned with discretiona·r_y ac ti.on. iaile discretion in 

the adainistrative process is by no means exhausted as a 

field of inquiry, recent litera tum, f .coa Woll 's 1963 book, 

Administrative Lav: The Informal Proc~, to Cooper• s 1983 

text, points to the discoYery of the vital necessity to 

include subs·tantive law vith adainistrative law if any order: 
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is to .be found in the field. All 0£ these views have been 

present in varying degrees throughout the perio·d being 

examined, but the extraordinary eaphasis placed on each view 

at different historica 1 periods enables a pattern of 

conceptual deve1opment to eaerge. 

THE EA RLI YEARS: 1893-1933 

Three naaes dominate the ear1y years in the deve1opaent. 

of adainist.rative lav: F.rallk Goodnow, Ernst .Preund, and 

Felix Frankfurter. Vaile certainly the coatributions of 

scholars such as Roscoe .Pounda and Bruce Vyaan9 should aot 

be discounted, Goodnow, Freund, and Prankfur-ter cepresent 

differences in their appi:oacaes to ad•inistrative law t:llat 

are significant to the changing definitional eaphases. 

Goodnow, Freund, and Frankfurter 

Frank Goodnow,. v hose de.finit.ion of adainist.rat.ive law 

began this chapter, was p.rimarily a poll tical scientist 

interested in public administration. He viewed 

ad•inistrative law as a supplement to constitutionaJ. law 

which he defined as the relations of government with 

individuals from the standpoint of tile rights of 

individuals; administrative law vas v ieved as the rela tioas 

of governaent vith indiYiduals froa the perspective of the 

po vers of qovern11ent. to He wrote: 
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[a)dministrative law is therefore that part of the 
public law wh.ich fixes the organization and 
determines the competence of the administrative 
authorities, and indicates to the individual 
remedies for tile vio1ation 0£ his rights.•• 

Thus Goodnow•s defintion ioclaies v.i.rtua.llJ all of public 

administcati<>n12 .but excludes subst.anti•e law, i.e., the 

law aade by the agencies. This aaission vas challenged in 

later years. 13 

Ernst Freund, writing in 189 4, cited Goodnow •s 1893 

book approvingly.'• He assert.ed that general principles of 

administrative law could be found: 

(Public statutes requla ting t.he adainis·trat.ion of 
qoYernment] aust, ia the nature of things, follow 
certain anifora principles and foras, and the 
relations thereby created must raise corresponding 
leqal probleas. The body of law which is thus 
developed regu.lat.es and limits governmenta.l action 
without involwing constitutional questions. Its 
subject matter being the administratioB of public 
affairs. as distinguislled f roa legislation on the 
one side and froa the jurisdiction of the courts 
on the other, it has been aptly called 
administrative law. 1 s 

Freund distinguished adainistrati ve lav from 

constitutional lav. Constitutiona.l law is involved when the 

issue is "directly between libertJ and sovereiqnity--between 

individual right aad power" but ad•inistrative law is 

concerned vhen "merely the leqali ty of official action is 

involved, (when) the fiscal rights and liabilities of the 

government are .in issue, (and when) t:he question of remedy 
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against the government {a rises,) si. nee the constitution, 

even where it defines right:s, rarely points out the means o-f 

enforcing and _protecting the 11. "16 

Freund did not, however, include all of public 

administration under the robric of adainistrative law. In 

1911 he wrote that 

[ i] n so far as [ la v .cequla ting aa tters of public 
administration] invo.lves problems of public policy 
and of adainistrative efficiencJ, it concerns the 
student of political science and of public 
administration. 'fhe chief concern of 
administrative lav ••• is the protection of private 
rights, and its subject aatter is therefore the 
nature and the mode of exercise of adain.istrative 
pover and the systea of relief against 
adainistrative action.17 

Thus Freund, like Goodnow, ea:luded the substantive law aade 

by administrative agencies f.roa his definition of 

administrative law. However, tventy years later he conceded 

t.ha t "vit:b t.he growth of administrative ~ribnnals, and 

particularly of a practice of publishing reports of 

administrative decisions and of abidin<J by precedents, there 

is every reason to suppose that such a body of coaaission or 

de pa rtaental ad•inistr at ive law v ill gradually establish 

itself." 1 e Thus by 1931, Freund was including in his 

definition the substantive law developed by U1e agencies. 

Felix Frankfurter's influence was directly fe.lt. in this 

early peciod in ad•inistrative law as vell as in the 

subsequent years. llhile aqch of P rankfurter •s :impact came 
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from the bright younq la vyers he sent to Roosevelt •s New 

Deal and froa his opinions as Supreae court Justice, his 

1932 casebook on adai.nis·trative lav, co-authored with J. 

Forrester DaYison, p.rovided a broad and inaovat.i ve view of 

tile field. l9 This nev perspective was foreshadowed by 

Frankfurter's 1927 article, "The Task of Ad•inistrative 

Lav," which openly rejoiced t.hat administrative law, the 

field of law so presciently foretold by El.ihu Root. in 

1916, 20 had at last bee om recognized. nAnd so, u he wrote, 

"this illegitimate exotic, administrative law, almost 

overnight overwhelmed the profession, which for years had 

been told of its steady advance by the lonely watchers in 

the tover.u21 Frankfurter viewed 

field "inextricably bound up with 

administrati•e law 

constitutional 

as a 

la vtt22 

whose task was 11 fashioning inst.ruraents and processes at once 

adequate for social needs and the prot.ection of indiYidua.l 

freedoa.n23 He endorsed ad lli.nistra ti ve discretion (i.e., 

the application of standards2•) because it ttavoids the 

oppression and injustice due to abstractions.tt2s His 

definition of administrative law was not the static 

definition of legislative control of agencies; 

adainistra ti ve law was n1a11 in the a akin g; vith fluid 

tendencies a od tentative tra.di ti ons. •• markedly iaf luenced by 

the specific interests entrusted to a particular 
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administrative organization, and by the c.haracterist.ics--tlle 

history, the structure, 

ad mini strati ve [sic] 

the enveloping environment--of the 

to which these interests a re 

entrusted. n2• Thus Frankfurter saw administrative lav at 

least influenced by substantive issues, if not def.ined by 

them, and encoapassing the broad concerns defined by Cooper 

in 1983. 

The Frankfurter and Davison text.boo.It reflected the 

perspective of its senior editor, Frankfurter.21 Great 

emphasis was placed on sepu:atioa 0£ poaers and delegation 

of powers, tvo doctrines vaich are "basic i.n our 

administrative lav,"2• primarily because Frankfurter felt 

that "thorough consideration of the history, the philosophy 

and the application of these doctrines is essential to an 

understanding of the probleas which beset the field."29 Tile 

text emphasized a coapa ra ti Ye pe.rspecti Ye, dravinq 29 

foreign cases in the total of 167,>0 and thas toiloved the 

path o·ciginally broken by Goodnow ·•hose 1893 text was also 

coaparative in orientation. However, 

use of non-judicial materials such as 

correspondence, parlia aentary debates, 

aost. notable vas t.lle 

essays, semi-public 

and Presidential 

messaqes. 3 t Once again, 

that administrative law 

legalistic. 

Praakfurter was stressin9 the idea 

is neither static nor purely 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS: 1887-1937 

What were the forces in the early part of the twentieth 

century which led to the change in conception from the 

relatively static tri-partite wiev of delegation, exercise 

of autl\ority and judicial i::eriev to the aore dynamic 

discretionary and substant.ive approach·? Ernest Gel.lhoi:n and 

Glen Robinson, viewing administrative lav froa the longer 

perspective of 1975, wrote that "{t ]the chan9in9 conception 

of administrative law, of coursa, mirrors, at least in 

general outline, movement in the underlying character of 

administrative law vhicb in turn reflects dsvelop11ent s in 

the nature and scope of administrative qovernaent. u32 

Bence, the explanation of change coaes first fro• examin.inq 

the development of the ad 11in.istrati ve process. 

Although executive agencies such as the Veterans 

ldllinistration and the Customs Office can trace their 

historical antecedents to the ei9hteenth century, 1887 is 

usually given as the date at which public ada.inistration 

became a self-conscious activity. Two eweats of 1887 

combined to initiate public administration: the ,founding of 

the Interstate Commerce Com.•ission, and ioodrow Wilson• s 

essay, "The study of Administration. •3 3 Previously the 

American government had adhered to the principle of 

separation of powers, at least. in theory. 

nine teen th century the 

However, in the 
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insistence upon the compartmentalization of power 
along triadic lines gave way ••• to the eiigencies 
of governance. Without too much political theory 
but with a kee.n sense of the practicalities of t.lte 
situation, aqencies were created vbose functions 
embraced the three aspects of 9overnaent. Bule-
making, en£orceaent, and the disposition of 
coapeting cla ias mde b J contending parties, were 
all int.rusted to them. Is t Ile rears passed, the 
process grev. These agencies, tribunals, and 
rule-aating boards were for the sake of 
convenience dist.inguisbed froa the existing 
governaental bureaucracies by terming them 
'administrative.' The la v the courts permitted 
thea to aake was named • adainistratiYe law,• so 
that now the process in a,ll its coaponent parts 
can be appropriately termed t.he •adainist.rative 
process.• 3 4 

In the early yea.cs, then, the administrative process vas 

viewed pri11aril.Y as in vol•ed in the wort. of t.lte independent 

re~ ula tory agencies. 35 lf.b.is is partly attributable to the 

French origin of the concept of ad ainistra ti ve law: 

Because droit administratif concerned the 
dispositioDOT cla.i•s bet•een the governaent and 
the individual, and because t.he •ajor eap~asis of 
our newer administrative agencies appeared to 
concern the same category of claims, a superf.icia.l 
similarity vas present. lloceover, the term 
•administrative law• had had neither analytic nor 
historical definition. It was thus easy to employ 
it to describe qovernaent.al lawaaking and law 
enforcement by agencies taat for one reason or 
another fail to snb mi t to con ven.ient 
classification within one of the three historic 
branches of government. 36 

Later developments in gov er n•ent, such as t.lae le11 Deal 

and its proliferation of agencies that we.re not necessarily 

either independent or regulatory, were to expand this viev 

of the adainistra tive process, but in the early years the 
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focus was on the nev agercies. The focus was by no means 

exclusionary, for all adainist.rative activity was under 

increasing scrutiny by the burgeoning new fie1d of public 

administration. 

Early in the century, central issoes in establishing 

ad mini stra t.i ve process es were the issues of deJ.eqa tio n of 

pover--aore specifically, delegation of .legislative power to 

executive aqencies--and concern for the doctrine of 

separation of powers. Prior to the 1860 •s, the legislature 

b.ad held a dominant posit.ion in t.he national. political 

structure; Roscoe Pound asserts th.at 

[f ]rom independence to the Civil War the hegemony 
of the .legislative department is clear 
enough •••• As late as the iapeachment of A.ndre·w 
Johnson ( 1868] it vas confidently asserted in 
Congress that the executive was accountable to the 
le9islative for exercise of powers coamitted to 
tb.e e xecu ti ve by t be coastitut.ion •••• 

After the Civil liar the hegeaony shifted for 
a time to the judiciary ••• ,. In t.he present 
qeneration [ 1940] the he9eaony has quite as 
definitely shifted to the executive.37 

Thus in Pound's chronological scheme, the turn of the 

cent\lry saw the executive branch of government begin t.o 

develop its doaina tion over the judiciary. Not unnaturally, 

the legal profession sought to retain it.s control over 

government processes, and this led to the battles to impose 

judicial models of behavior on the adainistra~ive process-

These battles made their impact felt in the diversity of 
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definition circulating during the earl J parts of this 

century. Goodnow, a political scientist and one of the 

founders 0£ the discipline of public administration, found 

administrative law to encompass all of publ.ic 

administration. P reual ms ttconce rned p:riaarily vi th t.he 

effect of administrative action on pr.iYate r.iqhts ••• (and J 

stressed the iaportance of leqisla ti on in it.s bearing on 

administrative 1av. •3e Frankfurt.er, who eaer9ed as a leader 

in the late twenties, st:re ssed constitutional law and 

judicial review; uFrank.furter saw more clearly than Freund 

at that tiae [ 1932] ·the shift. in j ud.icial eaphasis .in 

matters relating to adainistratiYe powers and discretion. 

Freund relatively neglected the .significance of both the 

separation of powers and constit.utionality.•u• 

This confusion of definitions finally reached some 

resolution in the years just prior to the Rew Deal. 

Scholars such as Freund m<,Jretted "that the non-

constitutional side of adainistrative lav [receiYed] such 

relatively meager trea t•ent. 11•0 To Ila we adainistrative law 

studied required the subject be 11 palatable to old- line 

lawyers" by having it accepted as part o.f the law school 

curricula. •1 The practicing attorneys and judges who 

"wished it vould 90 away but knev it vas going to stay, 

wished to aake it look as leqal and jad.icial as possible. n•2 

The two sides compromised: 
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Administrative lav ceased to be the law that 
administrative agencies made and becaae instead 
the rules that goYerned 11hen, where, and hov 
courts would review agency findings and the rules 
governing the p.roced ures of agencies. •3 

This definition shifted the e•phasis in administrative 

law away from the agencies and toward the courts for several 

reasons. First, it directed attention to the interface 

between courts and agencies. Secondly 1 since the courts 

largely define the rules for judicial review, and these 

rules are found in judicial opinions, the •!av student 

continued his traditional study of court cases rather than 

·turninq to agency practice, and administrative law became 

simply another pigeon.hole into vhich court cases could be 

sorted." Finally, by pcoduc.ing a definition of 

administrative lav which was the law of procedure, the study 

remained respectable; this "proced u.ral focus tended to leave 

in some sort. of nonlegal liabo the sabstantive policies and 

decisions of adainistra ti Ye aqencies. 11 • • 

However, this percept.ion of administrative process a od 

of adainistrat.ive law did not remain static. One influence 

for change is found in the simple process of judicial 

attrition. Prior to the 193 0' s, the j udqes followed the 

precepts of Herbert Spencer's Social Darwinism. However# by 

1937 .raany of these older judges raised vith the Spencerean 

philosophy vere gone and the "laissez-faire theot:y of 
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governmental function 11-Roosev elt • s "horse-and-buggy 

definition°•s--vas demolished.•• Thus judicial philosophy 

in the first half of the century changed froa Legal 

Darwinism to t.he Leqa 1 Bea lism of Justice Holmes whose 

dissents were used as tb.e basis for new interpretations. •7 

This new jurisprudence took the position that lav .is not a 

science: there is no legal certainty.•• Holaes wrote in 

1921 that tt(t]he prophesies of. vltat tb.e courts vill do in 

fact, and nothing more pretentious, are what I mean by the 

law," and nine years later Jerome Prank wrote that 

11[1 ]av ••• is either (a) actua.l law, i.e.• a specific past 

decision ••• or (b) pr ob able la•, i.e. , a guess as to a 

specific future decision."•9 In any case, there were no 

longer any clear cut definitions nor vere tile.re any real 

expectation that such definitions would or could emerge. 

A second influeace foe change in the Thirties vas the 

nev view of the administrative process itself. Richard 

Stewart ca1ls the early view of the administrative process 

the "transllission belt theory," a traditional aode.l v hich 

sees the agency as a "•ere transaission belt for 

impleaentinq legislative directives in particular cases. nso 

This view of th.e adainist.rative process has it.s coots in 

Pound's legislative hegeaooy of the nineteenth century. TJae 

transmission belt theory of tlae ad•in.istrative process tries 
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to reconcile "government authority and private autonomy by 

prohibiting official intrusions on private liberty or 

property unless authorized by legislat.ive directives.•st 

The nev emphasis on the judiciary, incorporated with the law 

scb.ool compromise, led to an increased judicia.lizatioo of 

the administrative process. By 1933# this theory of hov the 

administrative process ought to vo.ri: was firmly entrenched 

.in the judicial aind. It excluded discretionary action; it 

ignored 

provided 

the substantive aspects of agency decision; 

a basis to defend the judicial hegemony of 

foraat:i ve years. 

it 

the 

However, a new era was forming in the evolution of the 

administrative process and thus in the conception of 

ad•inistrative law. The lfev Deal years sav the creation of 

agencies with control over previously un.cegulated sectors of 

national life, leading to setious questions about the 

fairness and regularity of agency procedures. For students 

of the law, the i•pict of such enoraous, rapid, and 

unprecedented expansion vas to pat a previous1y aargina l 

area of legal inqu..i.ry into the forefront of concern. s2 
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!~!RS OF !URKO!,~: 1933-1946 

This period is marked more by event.s--such as the 

Walter-Logan Bill, tlte A~torney General• s Beport, and t.ile 

Federal Administrative Proced um Act (APA) of 1946--than by 

indi vi.duals. 

COIFOSIOll OF DEFINITIONS 

Despite the progress made in defining adainistrat ive 

law during the first third of the century, the tie• Deal and 

post-New Deal era did not bring any resolution of tae 

definition of the field. In 1941, Pennock could still 

vrite--as Phillip Cooper was to echo forty-two years 

laters3--that "[ i ]n fact. usa.qe is so confused that we cannot 

hope to arrive at categorical definitions of teras (for 

'administration,• •executive,• 'la 11, • etc. ]. ns• 

By 1939 1 J. Forrest.er Davison, who had co-authored with 

Frankfurter the 1932 £gse§ Q1l Adainistrative ~, •as less 

confused about terminology than Pennock but sti1i noted 

seve·ral definitions in circulation. The first of these, 

t.hat administrative law is a •branch o.f constitutional law 

dealing with the separation of powers and with judicial 

.review of adainistrative action," Davison thought Jaad been 

"very carefully explored by a great company of legal 

scholars;" he felt that although the definition was still 
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been done to death as a starting point for viable, it had 

useful inquiry. 

administrative law 

enact•ents which 

The second definition was that 

is "priaariiy a series 

create ne v q m si-j udicial 

of statutory 

tribunals or 

quasi-legislative bodies together with the decisions of 

those bodies dealing with cases.~.and the foraulation of 

rules of procedure and of substantive law.• Once again the 

issue of substantive law 11a.s raised as germane to the study 

of administrative law. Daviso.o.• s final definition was "the 

study of tribunals in action vi th particular reference to 

their relations with the courts, the legislature, and the 

executive branches of goYernaent." He conceded that all of 

these aeaninqs were in current use but that the aost 

pressing proble• of his day ( 1939) vas "tribunals in act.ion, 

their rules of procedure, and foraulations of substantive 

lav.nss Since his delineation of the probleas of the field 

encompasses the major portions of the last t.vo definitlons, 

it appears that he accepts both defini tioas sU11aed together 

as defining administrative lav. 

lihile the bread·th of this definition reduces its 

heuristic usefulness, the saae breadth gives public 

adainistration an entree into the field that had been closed 

by the •o.re narrow !av-school definitions. Tae the•es 

identified in Davison•s definitions--substantive law, rules 
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of procedu.re, quasi- judicial and quasi-legislatiYe 

agencies--provide the foundations for 

administrative law in -the decades 

the new directions of 

that followed. One 

additional theme--the proper use 

bas its roots in this period. 

of agency discretion--a lso 

The Final Report of the 

Attorney General •s Coamit.tee on Adainistrative Procedure 

(Attorney General's Report) s•, released in 1941, contains an 

entire chapter on "Informal lfethods of Adjudication;" one of 

the young lawyers hired to s~aff the Co11ait.tee•s research 

project vas Kenneth c ulp Davis, who would later take the 

lead on .leqal scholarship on discretion. s7 However, before 

discussion 0£ these new trends, which properly belong in the 

post-APA years follovinq 1946, the three aa_jor events 

pertaining to ad•inistra tive lav--the ialter-I.oqan Bill, the 

Attorney General •s Report, and the ldainistrati•e Procedure 

Act of 1946--shoald be discussed. 

The Walter-Loqan Bill 

Noted for aany changes in the United States, the New 

Deal was distinguished in part because it •radiated a faith 

in the capacity of the ad ainistra ti Ye process perhaps 

exceeding that of any previous administration .nsa '?he 

unmistakable power of the agea:ie s led at - least one writer 

to aff ira t.hat administrative law vas recognized wben t.he 
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ndoctrinal deadveight" of Dicey•s legacy was shaken off by 

the legal profession durinq the Bew Deal;s• it was 

impossible to maintain with Dicey that. administ.rative lav 

simply did not ex.ist.•o Hove-,e.r, a aore likely explanation 

for the burgeoning concern of the legal profession with 

adainistra·tive lav was the si•ple matter of self-protection. 

The agencies were invading court- held territory vi th. 

friqhtening alacrity. 

In 1934, the second year of the Bev Deal, the American 

Bar Association (ABA) formed an adlliaistratiye lav committee 

which issued annual reports stressing the reduced pove r of 

the judicial branch.•• Joining them critical voices were 

conservatives who used procedural coap.laiats to cloak 

opposition to aqencies• substantive proqraas. •2 However, 

many of the critics voiced sincere concerns with threa·ts 

froa the administrative process to ti:aditionally protected 

riqhts. Preliminary conceras we.re with delegation of 

legislative powers to the agencies and with the extent to 

which the legislature could give judiciai powers to 

agencies.•3 The jud.icia 1 pove rs question was expanded 

further: "[ t ]he vesting of judicial powers in 

administrative agencies not only involves the political and 

constitqtional aspects 0£ the doctrine of the separation of 

powers, but also raises a question in the sphere of 
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jurisprudence in the -va. lidi ty 

This basic guest.ion was how 

maintain justice if "one man 

of our definition of law." 

the political system can 

or body is legisla·tor, 

prosecutor, judge, and enforcing agent."•• 

The controversy of court versus agency soon polarized 

the opponents, and the two ca•ps aay be characterized as 

"pro-court" {i.e., in favor of judicia.li za ti on) and "pro-

agenc y. "65 The pro-court legal fact.ion saw the courts as 

"unique sources of fairness and vi.sdoa against the 

arbitrary, unwise, and self-aggrandizing" aqencies,•6 a 

view of the agencies which was siailar to the wiev of the 

Brownlow Report., vhicil complained that the independent 

agencies were a "headless 'fourth branch.' of Governaent, a 

haphazard deposit of ir:responsibl.e agencies a ad 

uncoordinated povers.••7 •courts, staffed by successful 

lawyers most of vho• had been representing business 

interests, ·tended to be hostile to administrative activity. 

Ad mini strati ve agencies were, quite naturally, staffed 

largely by .men vi th a comai taent to goYernaent programs, 68 

and this was particularly true ia the first years of a new 

agency •s ope.cation when it was likely to have to litigate 

aost frequently;" this distinction was especially marked in 

the New Deal.•• 
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The lawyer-administrator controversy seemed to be 

resolved with the 1940 walter-Loqan bill. The Special 

Committee on Administrative Law of the ABA had managed in 

1935 to engineer the pas.saqe of the Federal Beqister Act. 70 

Encouraged by thls success, the Committee, led by Bose oe 

Pound, lobbied successfullJ for the Walter-Logan Bill. 

Proponents of the bi.11 defended it as providiDg nsate9uards 

to protect the individual• •hich would be furnished by the 

courts in a review based on "issues of 1aw and upon 9eneral 

familiarity with the law, independently of 

specializatian •••• Judicial review deals not so much with 

technical £acts as vith fairness of hea.ring--a matt.er not 

for technical experts but for iapartial courts. 0 71 It vas 

felt that a rigid procedural code :would remove po.litical 

p_ressures fcoa the agencies by providing standards upon 

vhich to base decisions and bf proaoting rule-aaki.ng rataer 

than case-by-case adjudication. 72 

However, although the bill passed Congress, .loosevelt, 

vi th the official support of Attorney General Jackson, 

vetoed the bill.73 Opponents of the bill charqed tltat the 

act was an "extreae atteapt to control administrative 

procedure."7• The true explanation of tlae ilalter-Logan 

bill "was given on the floo·r of the Congress by one of the 

leading pilots of the bill, who, to paraphrase his words, 
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said to his colleagues: •why delude ourselves .... for ve all 

know it is an effort to cut down upon [sic] the povecs of 

the New Deal adainistcative agencies. 11ns The bill was 

"symbolic of the friction between traditional concepts of 

the 'rule of law' and the newer demands for 9overa11e nt.al 

intervention in social and econoaic affairs. tt76 

Jackson •s message accompany inq Roosevelt's veto, while 

less flamboyant, was still resolute! y opposed. 77 He set out 

a reaso-ned acgu.aent for Yetoing the hill. He objected in 

three major areas of concern: inclusion of ailitary 

affairs, interference by improperly applied judicial reYiew 

with the efficiency of adainistrative agencies, and lack of 

deference to Congress.. His first objection to the bill vas 

that certain defense-c .ri tica 1 agencies, such as t.he ftaritime 

Commission, the .Interstate Coaaerce Coaaission, the Civil 

Aeronautics Board, and Treasury (Coas·t Guard), were not 

excepted from the bill•s provisions. In view o.f the 

procedures mandated by the bill, failure to except taese and 

other agencies might interfere su bstantiallf vi th the 

ability to vage var. 

Jackson's second objection rested on the bill's 

expansion of judicial reYiev. Section 3 of the bill gave to 

the District of Colaabia Court of Appeals the power "to hear 

and determine whether any (administrative] rule ••• is iB 
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conflict with the Constitution of the United States or the 

Statute under which issued" af te.r receiving a "petition 

filed by any person substantially interested in the effects 

of any adainistratiYe rule vi thin thirtJ days f.roa the date 

any approved ad11inistrative rule is _pub.lished in the Federa.l 

Register." 7e Jackson was offended: ttThe vice of this 

innocent-looking provision is that it opens the door to 

abstract litigation oyer the validity of adainistrative 

rules• and therefore voids the "principle that (Pedecal] 

courts sit only to decide actual litigations and not ·to 

weigh abstract legal questions."7• In addition to allovinq 

"abstract lit.igation" of announced rules, a disappointed 

litigant could re-challenge when the ru.le was applied in an 

agency decision: the "bill puts ne • and advantageous 

weapons in the hands of those whose aniaus is strong enough 

and vhose purse is long enough to wage uarestricted warfare 

on the administration of the laws.• ao Suell a bill, if 

signed, might even put the appeals process beyond ·the reach 

of the Supreme Court: tile "provision purpocting to give the 

Su pre me court 

the District 

jurisdiction to re wie v ad visor J decisions of 

Court of Appeals is, ia view of 

constitutional definition of Supreme Court jurisdiction, 

very doubtful validity. net 

the 

of 
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The third area in which Jackson objected vas the 

restrictions placed on Congressional acti wity. •until now." 

wrote Jackson, "it has been the policy of the Congress to 

set up in the organic act c.reating a ne• agency at least a 

rough outline of procedures suitabl.e to its distinctive 

functions •••• This bill, however, lays down a series of 

blanket requirements for the promulgation of rules and the 

conduct of hearings by adainistrati.ve agencies and for 

judicial review of their action. 11 •2 Jackson finds these 

blan·te·t requirements offensive beca ·use the bill "abandons 

all acconn t of underlying diversities and imposes the same 

procedures upon [all] aqencies, 0 •3 a uniformity of procedure 

which the interim report of Attorney General's Coaaittee 

indicated vas no·t possible.•• 

Jackson closed his messa<Je wit.la a pointed reference to 

the real aias of the proponents of the bill: "The 

discretion which aust be exercised in perforaance of 

executiYe duties would, ·to a considerable extent, be 

transferred to the courts" because judicial reYiew had been 

expanded to include items never before considered 

re viewable. as For all the reasons discussed, and because 

the Pinal Report of the Attorney Genera1 1 s Coaaittee was 

ia11inent, Jackson recommended that Roosevelt refuse to sign 

the bill into la v. 
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Roosevelt agreed with both his Attorney General and th.e 

less restrained opponents of the bil1. 

he noted that the professed objective 

In his veto message 

of the bill was the 

nassurance of fairness in administrative proceedings" but 

"in reality the effect of this bill vould be to reverse and, 

to a large extent, 

useful trends 

adainistration."•• 

particular groups: 

of 

cancel one of the 

the twentieth 

He singled out 

aost significant and 

century in legal 

for oppobriua two 

lawyers and large business interests.a? 

Al though many 11lavyers, jurists, educators, adainistra tors, 

and the •ore progressive bar associations" recognized the 

need for adainistra tive tribunals, "a large part of the 

legal profession has never reconciled itself to the 

existence of the adainistra ti ve tribunal. Man f of tllea 

prefer the stately ritua1 of the courts, in which lawyers 

play all the speaking parts.• lls:> opposed vere "powerful 

interests which are opposed to reforas that can only be made 

effective through the use of the adeinistrative tribunal 

[ vhich is] the very heart of aode,rn reform 

administration ••• Grea t .interests, therefore, which desire to 

escape regulation rightly see that if they can strike at the 

heart of modern refor.11 by sterilizing the administrative 

tribunal which administers t.hea, they will have effectively 

destroyed the reform itself." Roo~velt summarized his view 
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of the proponents of the bill: "The bill that is now before 

me is one of the repeated efforts by a combination of 

lawyers who desire to haYe all processes of government 

conducted tlu:ouqh lawsuits and of interests which desire to 

escape regulation." 

Roosevelt knew that the Final. Report of the Attorney 

General's Co11aittee would be completed soon. The Co11aittee, 

which had been appointed on 24 February 19391 presented its 

final report on 22 January 1941. aa In Dece11 her of 1 94 o, 
Roosevelt vetoed the ialt:er-Lo-gan Bill partly in 

anticipation of legislation proposed in the lttorney 

General's Committee report. 

THE ATTORNEY GBMEBAL'S REPORT 

According to Dean lcbeson, U1e Attorney General• s 

Co•mi ttee 

grev out of criticism o.f one of the tenets of 
liberal faith ••• --that the expertise invoJ.ved in 
the decisions of adainistrative agencies could not 
be attained by review illg courts9 hence these 
decisions should be well nigh final. Rot onl J was 
the preaise denied, but the charqe was •ade that 
many of these a qencies had become prosecutor, 
judge, and executioner in their own causes. The 
remedy suggested va s to turn thea into little 110.re 
than makers of records foe court. consideration and 
decision.•• 

'l'ae Committee ttv as able to help point the debate [on 

judicial revie11] a way f roa a conf i:ont.a tion of absolutes to 
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find (the] solution in a reform of administrative procedure 

itself. 0 90 

The work of the Committee vas unique; "[ i ]nstead of 

takinq volwaes of testimony and producin9 a dust-gathering 

report, it aade its ovn investigation and produced 

legislation. ug i For the first time the adm.i.nistrat.ive 

process was studied on the 

basis of knovlege rather than of hJpothesis or 
preconceived ideas .... : [ the Commit tee] studied 
the admi,nistrative establishaent fro• the inside, 
thoroughly and disp1.ssionately. Its acute 
discussion of the characte.ris~ics of the 
administrative process, its conclusions as to 
defects exist inq in the process, and its proposals 
t:o remedy them a 11 sprang f ro11 and were buttressed 
by facts laboriously ascertained and carefully 
veiqhed.92 

The Attorney Genera.l's Report affir•ed the necessity 

for and value of the ad minist.ra ti we process. It .found tha·t 

agencies were "an inevitable development of a highly complex 

industrial society; and that traditional legislative and 

judicial modes proYided inadequate aeans to accomplish the 

specialized. coap.rehensiYe, continuing tasks which the 

rational management of that society demanded." •3 This was 

at least the view of the majority report; the minority (Carl 

McFarland, E. Blythe Stason, Arthur ~- Vanderbilt, and D. 

Lawrence Groner} extended the recommendations of the 

majority report in an attempt to judicial.ize the 

administratiYe process, and it is their bill which actually 
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provides the basis for the Ad11inistrati ve Procedure Act of 

1946. 9• 

The Attorney General's Re port proposed legislation to 

create the office of Federal Adainistrative Procedure to 

continue on an on-goin9 basis the work of the Comaittee.95 

It also proposed to "legalize the delegation by agency heads 

of the power to dispose informally of complaints ••• and 

generally to exercise powers other than those of ma jo.r 

policy and •final adjudication;'"•• to require publication 

of rules and of facts of internal organization; and to 

establish Bearing Comaissione rs wao are noainated by tile 

agency and appointed by the office of Federal Administrative 

Procedure and vho would ha we fixed tenure of office and 

substantial salaries. 97 The majority report suggested each 

aqency aake an a nnua 1 report t.o Congress of rules, 

regulations, and proposed rules and re9ulations,•s and 

provided fo.r "declarator_y rulings" which are as final as a 

final order.•9 

The minority report, while agreeing in principle with 

the majority, indicated ·that the four minority aembers felt 

the Report did not. 90 far enougll. Judqe Groner insisted 

that all controve:csia 1 adjudications be decided by 

commissioners who are wholly independent of the agency. The 

other three minority members we.re willing to accept 
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partially dependent commissioners; they did. however, have 

two major differences with the majority. First, they 

objected to the current policy of interpretinq the 

"substantial evidence 

support the finding 

rule" to aean that any evidence to 

of an 

such evidence contradicted 

adain.istra ti ve aqency--even if 

evidence against the agency's 

finding--vas sufficient for the mri.ewing court to uphold 

the agency decision. They felt that "the support of 

findings of fact by adegoate evidence.~ • .should, obviously ve 

think, mean su·pport o.f all findings of fact, including 

inferences and conclusion of fact, upon the vhole record. 

such a legislative provision should, however, be qualified 

by a direction to the courts to respec~ tae experience, 

technical competence, specialized knowledge, and 

discretionary authority of each agency.n100 Second, the 

minority felt Congress should adopt a "Code of Fair 

ld11inistrati ve Procedure;" the majority felt the issues vere 

too complex for a code and could be handled by the Perma. nent 

Office of Administrative Procedure. 101 

Although extensive hearings were held in the summer of 

1941 on the proposed legislation, lllerica•s entry into iorld 

Var II delayed further consideration of any adainistra tive 

procedure legislation.102 !he war years, vhile certainly 

eventful, were not critica.l years in developing tlte concept 

of administrative la v. 
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During the var, the Supreme Court did lit·tle more 
than confirm the actions taken by the 
government •••• Perhaps it is unfair to expect the 
justices to have done more than stamp their 
imprimatur on measures deemed necessa.r J by those 
wielding the force of the nation.• 03 

However placid the var years may haYe been, c.lose to the end 

of the conflict the ABA began again to agitate for 

legislation.to• In 1946, the Administrative Procedure Act 

was passed. J. os 

TH! ADM.I NISTRlTIYE .f.!QCEDJ!ll ACT 

The Administrative Procedure let (APA) was the 

cul min at ion o ·f "years of pressure to achiewe unifora 

standards"and was a "landmark in the history of due 

process.n1 06 Tbe amended bill vhich passed the Senate was 

the result of collaboration between representatives of the 

Senate Judiciary Committee, Attorney General Tom C. Clark, 

and the Ame·rican ·Bar Association, t 07 and it found a middle 

ground between the minority i:eport of the Acheson Beport and 

the proposed legislation of the •a jor:itJ, although it 

favored the stronger judicializa tion of the foraer. 1oa T.he 

APA was passed by the Senate "without indication of 

dissent;"' OCJ passage in the House was also unaniaons. J.1 o 

The principal contribution of the APA is in "codifying 

the best existing practice and law; 11 111 hence it. does not 

represent a aajor departure from previous modes of 
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administrative processes. Further evidence of the codifyinq 

nature of the APA is found in the relative stability of 

administrative law and process since the passage of tae APA. 

Gellhorn and Robinson, writi.ng in 1975, note that the APA 

cannot be considered as ha vi nq been en acted in the infa ocy 

of administrative law since administrative law has changed 

little in its "conventional conception" since 1946;' 12 Jerre 

Williams agrees, writing that "the second most importan·t 

de velop11en t [in administrative lav between 1920 and 197 0, 

the firs·t being the APl] has been the lack of [substantial] 

amendment to the Adainist:rat.ive Procedure Act and 

radical change in the st rue tu.re and fan ct.ion 

administrative agencies ••• n11a 

lack of 

of the 

Three aspects of the APA are particularly noteworthy: 

the "acceptance and adopt.ion of the substantial evidence 

rule in the judic.i.a 1 .review of administrative decisions 

based upon records;" ~he rulemakin9 procedures, in 

particular the notice and hearing provision; 11• and the 

establishment of independent hearing examiners.11 s Thus the 

APA regularized tt seYera 1 fundamental principles vhich nov 

pervade administrative law.nu.• There is, however, some 

disagreement over the legislative intent in passing tlle APA. 

Robinson, Gellhorn, and Bruff find that the APA reaffirmed 

Congressional accepta nee of the "concept of comb iaed 
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functions," while Schvactz finds that the APA "gave clear 

evidence of 

process of 

the Supreme 

a congressional desire to call a aalt to the 

administrative expansion" and that subsequently 

Court "interpreted [APA] in such a way as to 

give full effect to its remedial intent." Davis writes that 

the APA "improved tile administrative process iastead of 

weakening or crippling it (as ABA had wanted], and in 

general qave assurance that further efforts to cripple the 

power of the agencies would be unlikely to succeed."' 17 

However, the legislative intent ascribed to Congress does 

not al·ter the fact. that with t.he passage of the APA, the 

struggle over the administrative process •as no longer over 

fundamentals such as the scope of judicial re•ie•• bearing 

exaainers, and the most pressing due process questions of 

the time. 11 a Instead, the concerns of the field moved to 

enlarge the definition of ad ainistra ti ve law by stressing 

agency discretion, the use of administrative law as a 

managerial tool to i11ple11ent policy, and t.he inclusion of 

substantive law. 
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TH~ POST::ill YEABS: 1945-1982 

The years that followed the close of aor 1 d liar II ve ce 

eventful in administrative law. The ldain;istrative 

P.roced ure Act, vh.ile left esse·nt ially intact, was aaended. 

For example, in 1966 the Freedoa of Infor11a lion Act amended 

Section 3 of the APA to require public access to agency 

records unless otherwise prohibited: in 1974, Section 552 

was amended to reduce undue agency secretiveness and a.lso in 

1974 the Privacy Act added section 55 2a to control disposal 

of governaent records on individuals: and in 1976 the 

"Governaent in the Sunshire Act11 added Section 552b v hich 

required open meet.ings except v here exempted.•' 9 In 

ad di ti on, so• e agencies have been reaoved from the reach of 

the Administrative Procedure Act: one example is the 

Immigra·tion and Naturalization Service v hich is not required 

to confo.r11 to the hearing requ.ireaents of lPA when holding a 

deportation hearing.120 

A second change in ad ai.nistra ti ve lav vas the "due 

process explosionn121--the dramatic expansion of the 

application of the Due Process clause to cover aon-

regula tory areas. This explosion peaked with Goldber,g v. 

~gllyt22 which since has been tied to welfare cases, 12:1 but 

it is clear that the right-priYilege distinction, which 

holds that due process requires a hearing only if a right is 

at stake, is endangered if not extinct. 12• 
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However, vital as these changes are in the development 

of legal doctrine, they do not affect the conception of 

administrative law held by scholars and pract.ioners. To 

expand the scope of procedural due process to include pre-

teraination bearings for welfare benefits is not to change 

the definitions of administratlYe law. Por the first few 

decades following the passage of APA, the field of 

administrative law adjusted itself to tbe requirements o.f 

the Act, testing the proYisions and respond.ing to judicial 

and legislative qualifications t.o the let. The f i.rst major 

change in the conception of administrative law came in the 

emphasis on discre-t.ionary justice, usually associated with 

the work of Kenneth Culp DaYis. The second change, less 

drama tic than the first because it is not assoc.ia ted with 

the vork of one person, is the increasing recognition of the 

role of substantive law and policy considerations in 

administrative lav. 

ADfiNISTRAll.ll l!il !~ DISCRETIO,tf 

Although concern with agency discretion is aost often 

associated vith the work of Davis (e.g., Dbi£retionary 

Jus·tice, 1969 12s), as early as 1894 Ernst Freund wrote 

"[ t ]he greatest drawback of ou.r system, however, lies in the 

fact that it makes no provi si.on for the review of 
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discretionai:y action •••• It would be dangerous to vest such a 

power in the courts ••• ; for the power to decide between 

conflicting interests is not judicial in t.he proper sense of 

the term •••• n•2• .Forty-seven years later Pennock also was 

concerned vi th discretionary action, alt bough ae does not 

imply that in·tervention by the courts is inappropriate. He 

felt that. the largest danger rested with "administration iu 

the sense of regulation, for it is here--vhere official 

discre·tion is broadest and private rights are 11ost 

affected--that the relationship between lav and 

administration" 

General's Report 

8 Inf ormal Methods 

is 

Of 

of 

most iaportant.127 Tae 

1 941 de •ote s an entire 

Adjudication, 0 12• and 

Attorney 

chapter to 

by 1954, 

administrative law casebooks were giving •ore attention to 

"informal administ.i:ative methods and to legislative, 

executive, and judicia 1 aecha nisms of control. u1z• However, 

Dari. s justly deserves credit for shifting t.he emphasis in 

administrative lav to concern with discretionary behavior of 

agency o.ff.icials, and it. is in this context that he is best 

known to present-day students of public administration. His 

impact on administrative .law. in the 19601 s was considerable, 

not the least because his pronounceaents on t·he nature of 

administrative law may ve.11 be held today .by admi.nistrators 

and scholars who received their training ducing that period. 

In 1960 • Davis defined administrative law as the 
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law concerning the powers and procedures of 
administrative agencies, including especially the 
law governing judicial review of administrative 
action •••• The ad mi nistra ti ve process is the 
complex of methods by vhiclt agencies carry out 
their tasks of ad_judica tion, rule making, and 
relat.ed functions •••• [Ad11inistcative lav] does not 
include the enormous mass of substantiye law 
produced by the agencies..... Apart froa judicial 
review, the manner .in which public officers handle 
business unrelated to adjudication oc rule making 
is not part of ad rtinistn ti -ve lav •••• 130 

appears on the surface to be cleai: enough: 

adm.inistrati•e lav is Yieved as a tripart.i te field concerned 

wi. th the three areas of delegation, exercise of authority, 

and judicial review; for example, tile Ci Yil Aeronautics 

Board• s adainistrati ve law is concerned with the authority 

to regulate airlines, the !!!2<=~22 b r which airlines are 

regulated, a.nd the j11dicial reYiew of objections by 

passengers or airlines to the process. Dawis is. however, 

.foreshadowing his later position on the iaportance of 

discretionary action. Be goes on: 11 ( t ]he heavy eaphasis 

[in adainistrative law J is nov upon the adainistrative 

process ltself--rule aakinq and adjudication, and such 

incidental powers as investigating, supervising, 

prosecuting, adYising, and declaring. n131 BJ 1973, he had 

published the fifth edition 0£ his administrative law 

casebook which ttfor t:he first time in legal education, •ade 

forays into the neglected eigaty or ninety percent of the 
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action."132 Dav.is• point is clear: the real work of the 

agencies is done outside the fra•evork of traditional 

administrative la•. Unlike Lovi, who wishes to move as much 

discretionary action as possible away from the agencies and 

back to the courts, the Congi:ess, and tke .President,133 

Davis seeks to reduce unnecessary discretionary pover and 

control that which is necessary. His qoal is to confine, 

structure, and check t be necessary powers. •confining" 

aeans to reduce undue bread th of discretion by fixing 

boWldaries throuqh administrative cu.le making. Courts can 

require these rules through the non-delegation doctrine; 

Davis suggests allowing the agencies to describe the 

standards if the legislators fail to do so. "Stcucturing 11 

is devising plans, policies, and rules in opea (non-secret) 

processes to control the exercise of discretionary power 

vi thin t.he confined boundaries, while "checking" is the 

judicial and adainistra tive re vie v and supervision of 

discretionary pover. 13• 

That inclusion of disci:etionary action as part of 

administrati Ye law has been partially accepted in acadeaic 

circles can be seen in a reriev of .relatiYely recent 

literature, for e.x ample, Peter ioll' s 1963 book, 

Administrative Lav: Th~ Informal Process, and in chapters 
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on informal administrative .law in texts such as Phillip 

Cooper's Public 1~ !!,nd Public Administration (1983) • J. 35 

Other authors such as Jaffe and Nathanson (1976) 

deliberately excl.ude the discretionary aspects of 

administrative law from their discussions; although they do 

not reject the exist.ence of the informal and discretionary 

a spect.s of administrative law, they make a pedagogical 

decision to exclude it f roa th.el r te It. Jaffe and JJathanson 

do, however, deal with the problem of discretionary .behavior 

in an oblique vay. They acknowledge lppleby•s observation 

that the legal profession "generally has ignored the vastly 

qreater dimension of non-xequ.latory adainistration 11 •3• but 

excuse themselves for ignoring it. because 

ve as teachers and lawiers. •• have had to 
choose •• ., .The choice is no doubt in part aerely 
tradit.ional, but considerable experi•ent has 
convinced most of us that this type of aaterial 
best illustrates certain organic relationships and 
certain perennial problems ••• which most of us 
identify as ad11inistra ti.e law. 1.3 7 

In the introduction to the section on judicial rev ie v, 

Jaffe and Nathanson deal somewhat tartly •ith Da•is• 

contention that the ten to twenty percent of cases subject 

to judicial review are less important than the discretionary 

cases by virtue of the sheer weight of nu11bers.1 -a• They 

write: 

[i]t is sometiaes 
relatively minor 
because only a 

said t.liat. judicial reY iev 
as~ct of adainistrative 

wery saall proportion 

is a 
law 

o.f 
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administrative actions are reviewed by the 
courts •••• Judicial review, howe-.er seldom invoked, 
casts a long shadow, both before and a£ter it. 
Its signi fica nee cannot, the ref ore, be 11easGred by 
statistical analysis alone. Purtheraore, it 
provides a vantage point: from which ••• the 
administrative process can be exaained._t 3 9 

Although their text has a section entitled "Administrative 

Discretion,• it siaply exaaines cases t:hat haYe actually 

been reviewed by court. 

UTILIZATIQ li OP ADl!IBISTBA TIVE il! 

Despite atteapts t.o ignore t be impact of discretionary 

actions on the definition of administrative law, it. see as 

clear that ignoring the informal process does not reaove it 

from the purTiev of administrative .lav. Once the concept of 

discretionary act.ion was accepted ia the field, it became 

necessary to explain its use. It clearly vas outside U1e 

reala of the traditional legal systea and ·thus beca•e 

considered as extra-leqal. Thus adainistrative law came to 

mean in part the actual ru.les and requlations proaulqated by 

agencies and the iufor11al adjudicat.iwe processes by which 

agency decisions are aade and hence vas a concern of public 

administration. 

Although the ose of administrative lav in this sense by 

con teaporary authors in public adainis-trationu e seeas to 

rest on a rather recent foundation, the idea of utilizing 
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administrative law as both the traditional tripartite 

definition and the discretionary process has roots that 

ex·tend at least as far back as the seventeenth century. In 

that century the concept of "judicial review with limited 

scope" helped to solve the problem of proridinq law for both 

individuals and qoyernaent while retaining room for 

disc.retionary action. This doctrine has three coaponents. 

First., government agencies and of.ficials aust be guided by 

general rules o.r standards of conduct. In modern tiaes, 

these standards are deter.11i:aed by the legislature. Second, 

private citizens •ust be empowered by tlae law to hold the 

government to the standards set. for it. Finally, room a11st 

be left in the le<Ja 1 process for some decisions to be made 

based upon administrative discretion. This is clearly a 

variation of the t.radi tional tripartite •iew of 

administrative law as delegation of pover (legislatively set 

standards), exercise of poaei: (adain.istrative discretion}, 

and judicial review. The prob lea of jurisdiction for this 

review in the limited scope was not as severe as it 11ight 

seem since "when a case 

came before the courts, 

(though not always) 

jurisdictional •••• "••• 

courts can alvays find 

of obvious injustice and illegality 

some formula of words could usually 

be found to cal.l the issue 

The same is true to day.: "( t ]he 

sufficient reason to review any 
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aspect of an administrative case, even where re•iew is 

limited or precluded by Congress in the statutes governing 

the agency. 1 •2 Thus. in this context, it is t.he courts 

which are Yieved as shapinq policy in the adainistrative 

arena. 

However, the agencies theaselves are also often viewed 

as shaping policy, especially since the deaise of the 

academic distinction between poll tics and ad11inistration. 

That agencies use rules and regulations, administ.ra ti ve 

adjudication and in£oraal decision processes to shape policy 

is hardly original; Comer in 1927 was distinguishing agency 

rules as operational or interpretive sublegislatioo {i.e., 

rules that suppleaent. the work of the legislature). t•3 What 

is nev is to label such actions as administrative la~ rather 

than administrative processes. Alt.hough 

[a ]dainistrative law is asuallJ defined in terms 
of its procedural characteristics, and is equated 
to administ.rati•e adjudication, [the ter• vaen 
defined in the substantive manner as the] 'lav• 
formulated by administcatiYe agencies through 
their rule- ma .king pove r ••• is eq ui walent ·to 
legislation. This aspect of administrative law 
concerns the policy-aeking povers of bureaucracy 
and, although ii is not general..ly the (?.riaa.ry 
~ub1ect of texts in the field, it is inextricably 
related to the procedu.ra 1 features of agency 
practice. One of the most difficult problems 
facing those in the field of adainist.rative .law is 
t.hat of developing, both theoret.ically and 
practically, a proper relationship between policy-
aakin g and ad jud ica ti on 1 i,. ~· , bet ween t .he 
sqbstantive and procedural aspects of regulation. 
To say th.at these aspects of adainis·trative law 
can be completely separated may be a pro£ound, 
albeit common, er.ror (emphasis added). 1•• 
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one vay in which these two aspects can be anited is by 

considering administrative law not as a fie1d charac~ecized 

by un.ifor11 and generalizable principles but rather as a 

grouping of substantive policy areas which utilize 

administrative procedures to achieve policJ i11pleaent.ation. 

This view is aade possible in the American system by the 

"broad exeaptions and qeneral escape clauses" of the APA 

which resulted in "standards of aqe11cy action but [left] 

vhat is in fact if not in theory a fairly coaplete freedom 

to adapt procedure to particular need. •1•s 

Despite the appeal of formulating generalizable 

pr incip.les of adainistra ti ve la v, tb.e bulk of the literature 

seems to agree that. such generalizations are impossible. 

Merrill in 1933 called for these general principles to bring 

"• ul ti tudes of particular cases ••• into har•o.nJ, •1 •6 and it 

was ·this call that the Attorney General's committee set out 

to answer. "The problem which our comai ttee had," said Dean 

Acheson, "· .. ~is the problem of aakinq genera.liza tions or a 

series of generalizations, as a lav, which a.re really 

general. That means tha-t they must properly apply all over 

the field which they purport to cover. 11 Ho·wever, Acheson 

noted that. the Comaittee soon fe1t taat uany so.rt of 

generalization was going to be iapossib1e." The Committee 

majority finally abandoned the idea of a general code 
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because they found themselves writing either a ncollection 

of isolated positions" or that vhene ver they "made the 

{general) provision very firm, it 11ould not vor k in two-

thirds of the cases where it was supposed to vo.ct so we 

abandoned t:he whole idea of a code." The minority stayed 

with the concept of a generai code but the majority 

•returned to the idea of legislation limited to particular 

areas where, throughout the field, we thought that there 

we re com •on problems. "1 • 7 

Gardner, an a t:torne y who was Justice Harlan Stone• s 

clerk in 1934 and who worked in the Solicitor General's 

office under Jackson, agrees that generalizations cannot be 

made about administra ti we agencies. Having siailar 

charac~eristics such as being quasi-judicial, quasi-

executive., and quasi- leqislati ve does not aean the aqencies 

are the saae: "( i ]n considerable measure each 

administratiYe agency is aa ad hoc improvisation* designed 

to operate within a specific practical context."t•a 

Stewart, a more recent author, also asserts the 

iapossibility o.f generalizing agency functions; he writes 

that it is risky to view adm.inistrati ve lav as a "nn.i.fied 

body of doctrine with general applicability" because of 

different agency functions, foras, and tile •sources and 

operative foci of various administrat.lve law doctrines." 
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Agencies function within their own environment of politics, 

interest. groups, and internal and external bureaucratic 

organizations. t49 

It is, however, Gellhorn and Bobinson who state the 

case most c.leai::ly: •[a]dministrative .law, so-called, vas 

born of a desire to impose so11e oi:derly conceptual fraaework 

on the otherwise divergent actions of dif.ferent bureaucratic 

institutions," but there is sti.11 no unity to the field. To 

aake sense of administrative law it is necessary to view the 

administrative proced uces and processes in light of the 

agency's substantive mandate.1so 

Administrative Jt9.! A! ~bstantive ~ 

Definitions of administrative law gi•en earlier in this 

paper often included a con:ern 11i th substantive .issues. 

Da rlson in 1939 spoke of "the rul.es of pcoceduce a Di 

for au lat ions of subs ta nti ve la v;" in 1958 Pret t y•an included 

in administrative law the "rules and orders entered by those 

agencies pursuant to [ rulemak.inq and adjudicatory powers]," 

incl udinq the "qllasi-leqislative rules and the quasi-

judicial orders.n1s1 Woll writes that 

( o ]ne of the aost important dist.inctions that must 
be made between ad jtd ication by adai.nistrative 
agencies on the one hand, and by the courts on the 
other 1 .is that substa nt.i ve policy considerations 
are more consciously involved in administrative 
adjudication •••• ( o ]ne of the .e&)..n~i.R.i~ purposes of 
the administrative process is to implement public 
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policy •••• The extent to which substantive issues 
should be injected into administrative 
adjudication is a major point of contention at the 
present tiae ( 1962 ].1s2 

However, Shapiro has summed up the position best: 

In short, when questions of substantive 
policy are defined out of adainis·trati ve law, the 
underlying and unifying factors in court-agency 
relations are lost, and liha t remains is a clutter 
of procedural .rules which seem to lack coherence 
precisely because the factors UAderlying thea have 
disappeared. 1 s3 

If Shapiro is correct in his assessaen t--and I believe 

he is--then alaost all the past. efforts to codify 

administrative procedures are uni:ealistic, and attempts to 

judicialize the administrative process are not only dooaed 

to failure but philosophically in error as 11011. 1s• Bayless 

ftanning coined the term "hyperlexis" to describe the current 

problem in the Dn:ited States of too auch lav. iss He 

attributes this to five causes: (1) the co•plex layered 

government structure (f roa cities and counties to the 

federal govern•ent), all involYed with an "endless 

proliferation" of la vmakinq; ( 2) the change in basic 

attitude of American political thought fro• limited public 

intervention in the private sector to extended 

intervention; 156 (3) a aajor govern•ental e.f f o.rt. to 

reallocate resources •ore equitab1y; (ti) the regulatory 

attempt to minimize the "risks of life; 11 e.g., health 

protection ·through regulation of advertising; and {5} 
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"proceduralism and participationisa•--ideas wkich ttmultiply 

exponentially the burdens imposed upon the legal process bf 

multiplying the numbers of potential litigants and clearance 

procedures •• ~·"157 Such hyperlexis cannot, of course, be 

cured by siaplJ considering substantive issues, even 

assuainq 

equality 

t.he nation would v.ish 

of opportunity, but 

to change 

at least 

such values 

tile issues 

as 

of 

proceduralisa might be soaevhat guel1ed .by a concern for 

substantive agency policy .. Robinson notes that "( f _]utuce 

efforts in the direction of administrative procedure reform 

should steer away from pres::ri.ption of unifora procedt1res 

for the entire adainist.rative system and focus inst:ead on 

specific procedures tailored to the distinctive functions of 

each ·individual agency." t 5a To ignore this adv ice 11a 1 lead 

to increased use of adjudication rather than rulemaking as 

the priaary method by whicJa agencies establish policy; 

Antonin Scalia has already identified this trend as 

bureaucrats, eager to avoid both the increased procedural 

requirements in ruleaakinq iaposed by court.s and Congress 

and the Executive requirement for OllB clearance of a 11 

rules, have returned to the simpler aethod of 

adjudication.1s9 
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FUTURE TBENDS IN !Jrn ~OHCEPTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE bl.! 

One useful result of considerinq substantiYe areas of 

administrative law is the realization that tile 

administrati ye process is •ov ing int.o areas formerly under 

judicial control. one e xa aple of this is found in 

administrative criminal law, where traffic offenses a re 

often handled by an administrative agency rather than by a 

court, and no-fault insurance by-passes the traditional 

adversarial process. Four states current1y have 

"administrative revocation" of dJ:iYing licenses of drunk 

drivers.1• o There are. of course, constitutional restraints 

in this process such as trial by jary for felonies and the 

inability of ad11inistra tive agencies to .iaprison; care must 

be t:aken that the "er is is in the criminal coart.s" does not 

lead to removing the safeguards 0£ criminal law. 16.l 

Ho waver, the expaasion of su.bst.antive areas included in the 

administrative process will lead to a chanqe in the 

definitions of administratiYe la11 which can .no longer be 

defined in teras of powers deleqa ted to agencies by the 

legislature and must now, as Davis suggested, include 

criminal as well as civil lav. 

A second conceptual change brought about by the 

inclusion of substantive lav •ay be the further expansion of 

administrative law to inc.lude tile political bebavior of 
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agencies. If the agencies function as legislatures, they 

must be expected to behave as legislatures* i.e., as 

poli t:ical bodies. 1 •2 This expanded definition voald bring 

administrati-ve lav as a field perilously close to 

encoapassing all of public administration, aJld it see ms 

unlikely that the definition will expand to such an extent. 

A more long-range change suggested hJ Schwartz is o.ne 

that parallels the changes in Enqlia lav occasioned by the 

Star Chamber and Chancery of the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. In the Tudor and Stuart periods of Eng.lish 

b.istory, the tendency was to adainister just.ice in vhat 

were, 0 for all intents aoo purposes, adainistrative 

tribunals" rather than law coarts. When the Stuarts lost 

the English throne, the co••on .la v la wye.rs did not atteapt 

to restore the legal orde.r to pre-Star Chamber days; instead 

they attempted to "retain vhat was desirable in the 

administrative justice of their day and to fit it into its 

proper place in the lega 1 ol.'der." This was accoaplished by 

abolishing the Star Chaaber hut as the n 1aw. coucts 

themselves realized that a large part of its vo.ck was of 

permanent valae ••• much of its law passed into the common 

law." Chancery ;was totally judicialized but reaained a 

separate tribunal. 1.rhus the 

arbitrary discretion exerci.sed by the agencies was 
canalized within legal limits, and wlle1:e 
discretion was, as in t.l1e case of Star Chamber, 
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too inti• ate a part of the tribunal, the tribuna 1 
itself vas done away vi th. The coamon lavyers, 
who had ear lier coap.lained that the justice 
dispensed by Chancery was so uncontroll.ed by legal 
principles that it m iqht just. as well have 
depended on the size of the part.icular 
Chancellor's foot, were able to ensure that 
Chancery becaae a true court for the appli.cation 
of principles that., though soaev hat dif fere.Dt. froa 
those of coa•on law, were no less fixed. 

Sch vartz feels that the rise of the federa1 adainist.ra tive 

judiciaryt&3 aay lead to a true judicialization of the 

agencies which would lead, in t.urn, to th·e absorption of 

administrative lav by "ordinary" la11 t.hat would •follow the 

pattern of the executive tribunals of three centuries ago. 11 

Under those circu11sta nces, judicial reY.iev would become 

simply "appellate review" from administrative review.16• 

Of course, the converse might as easi1y be true, and 

administrative lav, which is already poaching on traditional 

legal territory, may absorb aos-t, if not al.l, of ordinary 

law. While such. an idea is anathema t.o Aaericans steeped .in 

the Anglo-Aaerican comaon-lav tradition, it is possible to 

cr:ea te an argument i.o which such an outcome is neither 

illogical nor shocking. Iredell Jenkins argues that "ve 

have transforaed the supremacy of la• into judicial 

supreaac:r" and allowed the courts to define •functions and 

powers of legislative and adainistrative bodies ... He 

continues: "we have acquired the habit 0£ thinking that our 

traditional law represents the natural and necessary order 
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of society, and that this law contains implicitly the 

solution of any social difficulty ·that can conceivably 

arise." This viev, he writes, is naive; 1av is rather "an 

instrument to guarantee order in h uaan life. •• ~[ a]nother 

means of social control of individualized behavio.r; •••• 

Since legal syste11s come into being, they are obviously not 

eternal verities. And since t.hey vary vit.h the conditions 

that produce them, t.lley cannot be inviolate or sacred."' 6 s 

Thus, for administrative lav to become that predominant fora 

of law might be Yieved as a natural eYolutionary change.••• 

CO NC LCJ§.!.21! 

Two excellent a tteapts ha vie been • ade by other authors 

to provide a conceptua. l framework through which to view 

administrative law. 167 The first of these articles is bf 

Jerre Williams, foraer chairman of the ABA Sect.ion of 

Administrative Lav and present.ly Circuit Judge for the Fifth 

Circuit. Onited States Court of Appeals.t•• He defines 

"four basic cornerstones vhica have doa.inated the 

developaent of administrative la• up untii tae conteaporary 

period:" (1) the development of the independent agency, 

leailing to issues of delegation of legislative authority, 

aixing of policymakiag and enforcement; (2) the 

ldministrat.ive Procedure .let of 1946 which provided the 
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"structura 1 foundation necessary to an adainistra ti ve 

process grounded effectively on legal principles" and which 

provides the basis for the third and fou.rth t,raditional 

cornerstones; (3) the "substantial evidence scope of 

j ndicial review of adjudicatory proceedings based upon a 

record;" (II) and the not.ice and coaaen t ruleaakin q procedure 

in Section 4 of the APA, an inaovation that Kenneth Davis 

told Williaas was "one of the most significant 

jurisprudential inventions of this century. •&•<J Williams 

then adds three aore "cornerstones" for t.he "present and for 

a near and pragmatic future:" ( 1) _public participation in 

the administrative process which llillia•s fee1s reduces the 

danger of "captured" agencies; (2) "awareness of and 

attention to ad11inistr ative process in the areas of infoi:ma 1 

and discretionary government adain.istration ;" and (3) 

"structure and oversight of the administrative process, u 

which includes not only iu:mased judicial re-view but also 

the proposals foe. oabuds11en and for legislative vetoes. t 70 

To titese seven cornerstones I would add an eigJath: the 

development of substantive ad 11inistrati ve law which is, as 

has been shown, certainly reievant for the present and for 

the near and pragaa tic future. 

The second article, "Adainistrative Lav in Transition: 

l Discipline in Search of an Organizing .Principle," written 
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by Robert Rabin in 1977 and cited earlier in this chapter 1 

begins by discussing the "three major t.hemes that ••• shape 

the t.radi tional approach to adainistrative lav:" delega. ti on 

of power, judicial review, and analysis of the formal 

aspects of agency procedure. Rabin sets 1940 as the year by 

wh..ich this triparti·te definition va s f.i.r•l.Y established as 

the critical aodel--riqht in the •twilight" of the Hew Dea 1. 

These three theaes eaerged, Rabin maintains, because the New 

Deal's 0 draaatic change in the sca1e of the regulatory 

system ••• stirred deep concern oyer the propriety of a 

•assive governaent response to econo•ic and social ills." 

The intellectual debates over the delegation doctrine and 

the concern with fair procedure vere largely settled by 

1946; "a strong tradition of constitut.ionalis•, embodied in 

a coaait11ent. to the separation of powers, due process and 

judicial review, and buttressed by a lingering attach•ent to 

a laissez- faire ideology, provided the u.nderpinninqs for" 

these themes. The strength of these traditions was 

reinforced by the case-Ethod approach to leqal education 

which bas the appellate court decision as its focal point. 

"Each of the three major themes ••• involves judge-aade la~ 

developed .largely through appellate court opinions," and 

th us the case method is "entirely conqenial to the 

traditional approach to ad llinistra ti ve law. 11 171 
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This judicial perspec·tive led to concern not only over 

subs tan ti ve policy areas which "constant.ly threaten [the 

claim. of ad11inistra tive .la v] to subject aattec coherence•• 

but also over a "wide range of administrative behavior" 

[e.g., neqotia ting vi th requ1ated parties, perso1me.l 

policies] t la.at are "simply beyond the ambit of judicial 

consideration." These concerns cannot be excluded fro• the 

field of administrative lav by politica.l scientists or 

public administrators because •it is in these various 1011-

Yisibility byways of Ute ad llini st.ra·ti. Ye systea that the 

administrative lawyer does aost of his work." To fully 

understand ad11inistrative lav, the political perspective of 

the aqency as well as the legal perspective must be included 

in the area of study.172 

Bahia agrees with Gellhorn and Robinson that the key to 

this difficulty is in consideration of the substantive 

setting of 

effectively 

the agency, a.lthough he fee.ls "it can 

i•plemented only if the substantive focus 

be 

is 

co•bined with a greater eaphasis• than Gellhorn and Robinson 

sug9est on • inforaal agency processes and cross-agency 

comparative analyses. •173 Rabin be.lieves that it .is 

possible to qeneralize about adainistratiYe law; he su99ests 

di vi ding agency aissions int.o ( 1) re9ulato.ry, (2) pub lie 

11ana9e11ent, and (3) bene·fit distribution as a heuristic 
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device to introduce the substantive element.17• He 

concludes that a "deeper understandinq of the administrative 

process itself" is essential to full _y understand 

administrative law. t 7s 

This conceptual history of adainistcative law has, as 

proaised, found some "inconsistent currents, at variance 

with, and even at cross purposes to, the underlying drift of 

the (basic] streaa (of development]" but the qeneral pa th 

and direction of the stream can be discerned. Through the 

period of the Bev Deal, the concept of administrative law 

developed as the traditional tri- partite Yie·w of law 

(delegation of pover, exercise of power, and judicial review 

of administrative action). Then .froa "the Nev Deal to 1946 

came the simultaneous judicia.liza tion of the administrative 

process culminating in the AP A, and the expansion of the 

administrative state which contained the genesis of th.e next 

staqe in adainistcative law: discretioaary justice. 

Substantive ad11iaistra tive la v, al thouqh it beqan as a 

concept early in the century and continued to have a steady 

impact, suddenly ca me to t.he fore in the wake of concern 

vi th agency discretion. and now, in our conteaporary velfa re 

state, the concern with substanti we fields and their 

expansion seems to be revolutionizing administrative law. 
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emerge only out of basic similarities in agency functions 
and in the private intei:ests affected, where they were 
shown in fact to exist." Robinson, p. 535. 

t59Antonin Scalia. "Back to Basics--&akinq Lav iithout 
l!akinq Bules, 11 ~_gulation. 3 (J11ly/lugust 1981), pp. 
25-28. Foe an alternative viev of the impact and 
importance of flexible due process in this area, see 
Henry Friendly, n Some .Kind of Heating," Uni versit>: of 
Pennsylvania La!. Beview 123 (1967): 1267-1317, or Victor 
Bosenhlua, "School children: Yes, Policeaen: 110--soae 
Thoughts About the Supreme Court's Priorities Concerning 
the Right to a Hearing in suspensioa and Beaoyal Cases," 
Northwestern Univ~silZ ~~Review 72(1977):146-170. 

1 •o"Learnin9 fro11 Iowa, 11 Christian Science Monitor, 27 
January 1983, Eastan Ed, p. 24. 

•••Schwartz, 1977, pp. 296-299. Quotation from p. 299. 

t 62Gellhorn and ·aobinson, p. 778. They offer as an exa11ple 
of political activity the PCC compromise on cable 
reg~lation in which the cable, broadcasting, and 
copyright owners found a poll tical compromise, with the 
implied neglect of the "public interest." 

163As evidenced by a three hundred percent increase in 
Administrative Lav Jadges -- from 197 examiners in 1946 
to 804 ALJs in 1974 -- from which Sch vartz projects 
thousands of meabers in the federal judiciary .in the 
decades to come. Schwartz, 1977, pp. 305- .307. 

•••The above paragraph is f:ro11 Schwartz, 1977, pp. 307-309. 

1•srredell Jenkins, "Conflict of P .hil.osophies in 
Contemporary Lav," Tulane MJ! Re vie v 20 (March 
1946): 353-359. Notes olli. tted. 
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t66That the common lav is inappropriate for the United 
States is hardly a nove1 idea. EYen as late as 1856 (or 
perhaps 1876 when his thesis vas re_print.ed) , Sir Henry 
Maine thought that French or Ro11an·Prench law would 
overtake tke coamon law in the United States. Schwartz 
says th.is danger was actually o-ver by the 1830 •s and 
resulted froa Francophile notions following the Prench 
Revolut.ion. Schwartz, 197-4, pp. 12-13. No·tes omitted. 

l67A third article by John Willis, a Canadian scholar, 
appeared in 1935 and is titled "Three Approaches to 
Adainistrative Law: The Judicial, The Conceptual, and 
the .Functional," (Univ~rsity of I~~~ ~v Journal 1 
(Lent Term, 1935): 53-81.) It is a remarkable article, 
recognizing the inevitable growth of the admin.istra tive 
process and discussing "vha t shall be the approach of the 
legislatures to government by department aa.d coaaission?" 
p. 59. It is in the context of legislative response that 
the article is written, and hence, while it is a 
vortb.vliile and penetrating dis:; ussion, the article is not 
of substantial use .in the present discussion. 

t68Jerre s. Williaas, "Securing Fairness and Begu.lari·ty in 
Administrative Proceedi·ngs," .ldainistra!!ve Law Review 29 
(1977): 3;8;9. Williaas• use of ~!!en cornerstones aay 
lead to an edifice of rather confusing desii;in--a 
possibility vhich only serves to reinforce lathanson•s 
quotation which began this chapter. 

-' 6 9Kennet.h Culp Davis, no date, qaoted in Williams, 1970, p. 
270. 

t 70ifilliaas, 1977, p. 15: p. 18; p. 23; p. 26. 

1 71 Rabin, P• 121; p. 123; p. 125; P• 126. 

1 72Rabin, p. 127; p. 128. Notes oai tted. 

t 73Rabin, p. 13.5, Mote 57. 

1 74 This corresponds to Stevart•s nominalist thesis for the 
stud·y of the administrative lav; i.e., classify agencies 
by Hfunctions, structure, powers, environment, and the 
nature and quantities of dis: re ti.on exercised" and then 
cross-hatch vith techniques for directing and controlling 
such as "judicial review, procedural requi.reaents1 

political controls, and partial abolition of agency 
functions," {Stewart, p. 1810). This is a u1ch more 
elaborate and probably less workable suggestion. 
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i 75Rabin, p. 145. 



CHAPTER III 

GOVERIMENT ATTORNEY 

"A lawyer without history or literature is a 
mechanic, a mere working ma son; if he possesses 
some knowledge of these, he may ven tuce to call 
himself an architect." 

Sir Walter Scott, 1815 

INTRODUCTION 

In February of 19 34, Secretary of Treasury Mocganthau 

persuaded Robert JacJtson to leave his thri vin~J practice in 

Jamestown, Rev York, to become General Counsel for the 

Bureau of Internal Revenue. His duties for Internal Revenue 

vere primarily to prosecute tax evasion cases: his most 

spectacular achievement was the successful prosecution of 

Andrew Mellon. Two yea rs later, in !larch of 19 l6, Jackson 

became the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Tax 

Division, and in May o.f the same year vas named Assistant 

Attorney General .for tile Antitrust lli vision. Jackson 

remained with the Antitrust Division for two years; on 5 

March 1938 he vas named Solicitor General of the United 

States. In January 1940 Jackson becaae Attorney Genera 1 of 

89 
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the United States, a position he held until 11 July 1941 

when he vas sworn in as Associate Justice of the Supce me 

Court.1 

Jackson 1s impact as Solicitor General was considera.b le. 

Justice Brandeis said Jae kson shoald remain Solicitor 

General fo·r life,2 and certainly "the 1918-1941 revolution 

in the constitutiona 1 doc t.rine of the Supreae Court was aa.de 

a great deal simpler, and much less noticeable, by Hobert 

Jack son's skillful advocacy." 3 As Solicitor General, he 

argued two of the foor Morgan cases which are so well known 

to students of adainistrative lav. He lost !o~ !I (1938) 

and won Morgan III (1939) .• These cases and their sequel, 

ftorg~ IVS which Attorney General Jackson argued and won, 

are discussed in detail in this chapter. During his tenure 

as Attorney General, Jackson wrote severa1 opinions wbich 

are of importance in understanding his view of the 

administrative process. In addition, he presented to 

Roosevelt the final report of ·the Attorney General's 

Committee on Administrative Procedure which was released 

shortly after his official suggestion to Boosevelt that the 

Walter-Logan Bill be returned unsigned to the Congress.• 
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.EXTRA-LEQ.!1 WRITINGS 

One of Jackson• s earliest statements .in the 

administrative process ca me bef o.re he joined Boosevelt 's 

administration in an address given before the Alabama State 

Bar in 1932. 7 He called for the Bar to reform the adversary 

process by "sweating out its excess cost and formality, and 

speeding it up so as to haYe a £air chance to compete for 

its life• against the ad ministcati ve process. a He no·ted 

that the lawyers• monopoly on 1eqal processes was being 

lost: accountants had been ad Jli. tted to ·the Treasury Bar and 

administrative tribunals were arbitrating insurance cla i.11s. 

The courts and ·the legal profession vere declining in 

prestiqe as the traditional litigation met.hod vas replaced 

by the administrative methoo. La vyers, he noted, value the 

ad versar:r process and "yield (th.is process] an almost 

oriental deYotion."9 Jackson warned that the administrative 

agencies were multiplying in nuaber and 

dangers he foresaw reflected the values he 

judicial career. Although administrative 

in power. The 

espoused in his 

tribunals are 

speedy, final, and less expensive, they deaand the sacrifice 

of some tradi tiona 1 rights and Yal ce s. 

What can be deduced from this early statement of 

Jackson's view of the administrative process? It is not 

clear what actually motivated his the11e: is he truly 
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warning of the dangers of the administrative method1 or does 

he perceive a need for reform in the legal profession and is 

therefore using the administrative process as a co1111on 

threat aqainst which tile lawyers should unite? Jackson 

thought of himself t hrouqhout his career as a "country 

lawyer," and although at the tiae of this address he was not 

in government service, he had a.lready been approached about 

leaving his Jame.st own prac·tice for Iia shington.. He was an 

ardent supporter of Rooseve.lt. Onder s.ucb circumstances it 

seems unlikely that he vas calling for a fight t.o the death 

between the adve.rsary process and the adainist;cative method. 

Rather Jackson is alerting the legal profession to the 

latent dangers of .ignoring their own failings. 

By 19.39 Jackson was vocallJ supporting the 

administrative process. The Court. had performed the fa aous 

"switch in time," and in •Back to the Constitution, tt Jackson 

wrote approvingly of the return of the Court to .v.hat he 

regarded as the oriqina 1 inten·tions of the fraaers of t.he 

Constitution. 10 He wrote that t.he Court had, bf 1890, begun 

to draw away froa its constitutional underpinnings, and 

constitution al law had become law .!..!29.!. the Constitution 

rather than law Q.I, the Constitution. Por example, wage-

fi xing and price-fixing is not forbidde.n by the 

Const:i tu ti on. Both were .known to the Fraaers; as early as 
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1648, the "Laws and Liberties of Massachusetts• set prices 

for baked goods and fixed vages. The Bevolut.ion was not, 

even in part, an attempt to remedy what the Court in Lochner 

( 1905) and Adkins y. Children's Hospital ( 192l) perceived as 

evils; 11 during the -aevolution and at the instigation of the 

Continental Congress. "at least 8 o_f the 13 states passed 

la vs fixing the price of almost every coa:11odity on the 

11ar.ket ..... n12 Jackson approyed the Court's return to the 

positions advocated by Justice Holmes in his dissents in 

Adkins and Lochner: "The criterion of constitut.ionaJ.ity is 

not whether we believe the law to he for the public good, " 

wrote Holmes in Adki~ 113 in Lochner he reminded the 

majority that "the Fourteenth Amendment does not enact Mr .. 

Herbert Spencer• s Socia 1 Sta tics. n1 • Jackson saw in these 

Holmesian sentiments a return to the spirit of the Framers. 

He vas pleased to see this sentiment transformed into la v in 

a case such as Gra.!!l.2 v. o• Keef~, which overruled Collector 

v. Da1, an earlier case which aad held that tae states could 

not tax federal employees and the national qovernaent could 

not tax state employees. ts 

Of the cases directly touching tile administrative 

process, Jackson •s favorite was Morgan III, a case he had 

ar qued before the S upreae Court. In the 19 39 article "Baek 

to the Constitution, 11 he cited S-tone•s opinion for its 
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acknowledgement of the coordinating activities of courts a-nd 

agencies: 

.... [I ]n construing a statute setting up an 
administrative agency and providing foe judicial 
review of its action, court and agency are not to 
be regarded as wholly independent and unrelated 
instru11enta1i ties of justice, each act.i:ng in the 
performance of .its prescribed statutory duty 
without regard to the appropriate function of the 
other in securing the plaialy indicated objects of 
the statute. Court and agency are ·the means 
adopted to attain the prescribed end, and so far 
as their duties are defited bf the wrds of the 
statute, those words should be construed so as to 
attain tlta t end th rough coordinated 
action •••• (N]either (the court nor the agency] can 
rightly be regarded b r the other as an alien 
intruder, to be tolerated if most be, but never to 
be encouraged or aided by the othec in the 
attainment of the common aia.16 

Thus in this 1939 article, Jackson is supporting the view 

that the agencies and the courts-- and thus the 

administrative process and the adversary process--are 

complementary. 

Jackson returned to the interrelationships between 

courts and agencies in another 1939 article, • 'fhe Problem of 

t.he Administrative Process.•17 At the tiae Jackson was 

Solicitor General; the article is both a defense of the 

proliferation of agencies in the He• Deal and a rebuttal to 

the opponents of the Nev Deal vho sought to destroy 

government policies by destroying the agencies which 

designed and implemented the policies. This latter position 
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is essentially the one ta.ken by many proponents of tt1e 

Walter-Logan Bill which Roosevelt vetoed in 19 40. 

Jackson had served on a commission investigating the 

administration of justice in Hew York and had found 

extraordinary delays in court proceedings: one court was 

six years behind. He felt: socla poor admi:oistration of 

justice could not fail to lover the prestige of the courts 

and hence of the bar, and, as he argued in 1932, he proposed 

that it vas the duty of the bar to improve judicial 

administration, as much to protect their own position as to 

protect the citizens. He wrote: 

Certain! y, if we 1eaYe to laymen the .remedy inq of 
defects in the courts, 11e undertake gr,eat risks 
that their remedies •ill be rough and will not 
respect our own professional interest. 1a 

Mot only are such remedies likely to interfere with the 

adversary process but also 

[t Jle layman• s answer to all the delay, to 
the high cost, and to the technicality of 
litigation in the courts, has been a resort to the 
ad11nistrative tribunal •••• 19 

Jackson was, however, aere.ly baiting the hook with concerns 

likely to catch the attention of his legal audience, for he 

continued by again quoting Stone's opinion :in Morgan I!!-

Stone •s opinion, he wrote, "seeJIS a timely adlllonition to 

contestants in the current struggle for supreaacy between 

the f oraal, traditional judicial met bod of adjuding 
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controversies ••• and the so-called • administrative 

method.• n2 o 

In this article J ac.kson carefully described the 

differences between the judicial method and the 

administrative method. 21 One of the most iaportant of these 

differences lies in the re sponsi.bili ties of judges and 

administrative officers. The judicial. responsibility 

"begins and ends in hearing and decisionn while the of.ficial 

responsibility of the administrative official is the 

development of a consis·tent policy of .law 
enforcement in the filiag of coaplaints and in the 
preparation and presentation of the evidence as 
vel.l as in the making of final decisions. The 
administrative t.ribunal, unlike a court., can not 
escape responsibility for an uneven administration 
of justice by saying that it has faithfully 
decided each separate case which happened to be 
brought before it on the evidence which some 
litigant found it to his own advantage to produce • 

•• • The adainistra tive officers have a 
responsibility not merely for the decision of 
separate cases but also for the carrying out of a 
consistent policy with reference to all of their 
cases.22 

A second difference rests in the mechanics of the 

hearing process. Courts are formal and have very technical 

rules, and lawyers play vital roles to the exclusion of 

almost every other profesion. In contrast, 

[ t ]he administrative tribunal is noa-technica 1 
about the receipt of evidence, and its procedure 
is flexible, and even mistakes are eas.ily amended. 
A la:r man may actually understand aha t one of these 
administrative tribunals is doing and aay even 
appear he fore the a vi th his own g r.ie vance. Such a 
tribunal may have a better knowledge of the 
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problems at issue than the lawyer who presents the 
case. It may have its own corps of experts to 
advise and assist it. Such a tribunal is not as 
dependent as the ordinary court upon the arguments 
of partisan counsel to get at the truth. Skilled 
advocacy is neither so necessary to [lead] such a 
body nor is stupid or cute advocacy so apt to blur 
the merits of a controversy.2J 

l final difference noted by Jackson is in aethods by 

which change or new policy is announced. The court au.st act 

th rouqh the "somewhat awkward •.leading case• method" in 

vh.ich an indi vidua. l must bear the expense and uncertainty of 

bringing a case before the court. While some courts can 

indicate that they are prepared to hear arguments for 

overruling a precedent, a real controve.csy 11us·t acise before 

the coart may establish a neli precedent. Administrative 

tribunals are able to announce rnles or regulations on 

matters of policy and procedure "without waiting for 

specific cases to arise and without subjecting interested 

parties to the costs and delays of li tiqation. 11 2• 

These three differences--responsibiiity, mechanica 1 

process, and method of a nnounci nq cha nge--are all presented 

by Jackson in a pro-aqency perspective although they are not 

anti-court in any sense. Jackson vas developing the basis 

for a defense of t h.e administrative tribunal. He 

established the essential d.i.fferences without attacking the 

judicial process. He then defended Nev Deal agencies: 

Soae 
have come 

of the never 
in to existence 

adainistrative agencies 
to deal vith the most 
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bitter type of controversy •••• They had to enforce 
basic laws which a large part of the bar and their 
powerful clients refused to recognize o:c accept. 
They must close hundreds of cases where the courts 
finish but one. History will probabl J :find that 
the sharp critics in this generation haYe 
underest.iaated the fairness and skill with which 
these nev agencies have performed their 
tasks •••• 2s 

These agencies have had to cope with new responsibilities. 

Unlike the courts, "the administrative tribunal may be said 

to be the heart of nearly every social or economic reform of 

the twentieth century, and i-f the heart fails, the whole 

body perishes."26 While Jackson recogniz,ed that some 

agencies had been laI or in error or subject to "misguided 

zeal," the administratiYe decisions of t.he preceding ten 

years shoved evidence of high quality vi th fe'W reversals by 

the Supre11e Court. 27 Jackson closed his argument with a plea 

for cooperation between agencies and courts: 

This 

Society needs both the judicial process and 
the adminstra tive process •••• Each has regret. table 
deficiencies at tiaes in personnel, and rather 
than arraying thea one against another oor bar 
association would be better occupied in c1eaning 
out incompetence and promoting men of ability and 
unde['standing and good-will in bota adm.inistrative 
positions and in the judiciary. 2a 

quotation provides an insight into Jackson's 

perspective on the role of lawyers as well as on the 

necessity for coordinated government. ihile he opposes 

incompetence in any branch of qovernaent, ae sees lawyers as 
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the appropriate persons to be staffing the agencies. 

Earlier in the article he had noted the judic.ial control of 

administrative tribunals throuqh judicial reYiew of every 

concern except quest.ions of pure fact, enforcement of 

subpoenas, and enforcement of orders, but he followed this 

observation with the acknowledgement that federal judges a re 

no better than other men in public service. Taus he is not 

offering judges as such as models for adainistra tive 

officials. What: he does sugqest, however 1 is that lawyers 

should occupy places of prominence in adm.inistrative as well 

as judicial positions. 

I do not mean to carry this ana1ysis too far. Jae kson 

always considered himself first as a lawyer, and a country 

lawyer at that. Throughout his entire career in government 

he was surrounded by lawyers, and his respect foe the la.w 

itself permeates his work. He is not suggesting a legal 

fifth column in the agencies, and it is certainly possible 

to interpret "men of a.bility and understanding and goodwill., 

to include non-la vyers as well, al though I doubt his 

audience so interpreted it. It seeas most likely, however, 

that Jackson felt that only lawyers were adequately trained 

to understand the traditional, adversarial, judicia 1 

process, and if the agencies and the courts vere to provide 

an integrated response to the issues of the day, the 

agencies needed lawyers as administca ti ve officials. 
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JACK SON AS SOLICITOR GENERAL 

While serving as solicitor General, Jackson wrote: 

[lawyers] k.no 11 that office as one of the fev in 
gove.r nment v here one's e ner9.ies may be devoted to 
the philosophy of the law 1 and to court room 
advocacy, without having his mind constantly 
littered vi th administrative detai1.2• 

He saw the position of Solicitor General as one nwhich 

affords the greatest professional opportunity and 

intellectual satisfaction of any in govermen·t, 0 3o Jackson 

felt the office was the one to be of the most benefit when 

he returned to private practice as he expected to do by 

1940. 31 

While in of.fice, he devoted his time to preparing his 

own briefs for argument before the Supreme Court. He did 

not interfere with his staff unless they reg:uested his 

assistance, and he prepai:ed his briefs alone without help 

from the staff. Most: Solicitors General utilize staff 

services for digests of ·the .record, for supplementary 

research, or for consultation or advice in presentations, 

but Jackson did not.32 Thus, although no positiYe proof 

exists that every case which Jackson briefed is entirely his 

own work, it is safe to assume that those cases which he did 

brief are primarily his ovn effort. 

Of central importance during this period are the four 

rtorqan cases. 33 The cases began in April 1930 when the 
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Secretary of AGriculture, acting under the Packers and 

Stockyards Act of 1 921, :u began an inquiry into the 

reasonableness of rates charged by market: a gene ies for 

buying and selling livestock at the Kansas City Stockyards. 

After several hearings, in June 1933 the Secretary issued au 

order establishing maximum rates. ~organ and other agencies 

brought suit at tacking the orde i: as "illegal and ac bitrary 

and as depri Ying plaintiffs of their propert:y without due 

process of la v in viola ti on of the Pif th lmendaent. of the 

Constitution. H35 The District Court issued a temporary 

restraining order, 11nde r which pa 111en ts to the agencies 

a.hove the rates ordered by the Secretary were impounded, and 

then upheld the Secretary's order. ftorqan appealed. 

In the appeal, ftorqan contended that the Secretary had 

not given a proper hearing. The "outsb.nding al.legation" in 

the complaint against the hearing was that "the Secretar_y 

made the rate order without having heard or read any of the 

evidence, and without having heard the oral arguments or 

having read or considered the briefs ahica the plaintiffs 

submitted. "36 The District Court had struck out this and 

other allegations about the inadequacy of the hearing on 

motion of the Government, thus refusing to consider if 

Morgan•s hearing were adequate. Morgan asserted to the 

Supreme Court that the ttgranting of that hearing [which the 
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statute requires] is a prerequisite to the making of a valid 

order."3 7 The Court agreed. Despite the assertion of 

Solicitor General Reed that "a construction of the Act 

consistent w.ith tba t theory £that the Secretary must read 

the record and briefs and consider the oral arguments] would 

destroy it altogether as a measure capable of practical 

administration n3s and his warning that. to require 11e11bers 

of administrative t.rib una ls to testif J as to their decision 

processes would "lead to t be paralysis of administ.ra ti ve 

tribunals, 39 the Court remanded the case to the District 

Court for consideration of whether Morgan had a proper 

hearing. 

By 19 38, Jackson was Solicitor General, and he briefed 

and argued Morgan II. the District Court. on remand had 

considered only the issue that the Secretary had not 

personally considered the evidence. The District Court 

decided that the requirement of the statute for a full 

hearing had been satisfied and again upheld the Secretary• s 

order.• o ftorga n a ppea 12d .. 

Morgan argued that even if the Secretary read the oca l 

and written argument, he did not "judicially weigh and 

appraise" the arguments because he admittedly 

adopted the vitally important inferences drawn by 
his subordinates from the evidence, and rejected 
the widely differing inferences asserted by 
( Korgan] ••• , without veighinq or appraising the 
evidence upon which either set was based.•• 
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Jackson, drguing for the Government, countered that the 

"question at most must be whether the external conduct of 

the secretary is cl-ear.ly inconsistent with a correct 

understanding of vha t his duties vece and a ainiaal attempt 

to discharge them."42 He objected to efforts to determine 

the "supposed state of mind and mental processes" of the 

Secretary# not on grounds of propriety but because the 

question "is not to be determined on such subjective and 

illusory grounds as these."•3 Jackson noted that Morgan had 

the "additional burden of overcoJRi.ng that presumpt.ion of 

regularity and propriety vhicb attaches to all official 

acts, 11 •• a clear statement of deference to administrative 

expertise which he expected of the Court. 

In Morgan !, the court had written that 

The 1 hearing• is the hea .rinq of evi dmce and 
argument. If the one who determines the facts 
which underlie the order has not considered 
evidence or arguaent, it is manifest that the 
hearing has not been qiven. •s 

This, Jac.kson asserted in his brief, ng_~ not ~ that if 

the Secretary does give personal consideration to the case, 

the litigant nevertheless may require him to establish in a 

court that the consideration was adequate."46 Litigants may 

not inquire into judicial processes in this fashion, and 

Jackson did not believe a similai: inquiry into 

administrative actions which are judicial in nature was 

justified. 
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Morgan also raised again a concern that no opportuni t_y 

was given to object to the examiner• s report. The Court in 

f!orqan ! had stated that 

while it would have been good practice to have the 
examiner prepare a report and submit it to the 
Secretary and the parties, and ~o permit 
exceptions and arguments addressed to ·the points 
thus presented, ••• we cannot say that that 
particular type of procedure vas essential to the 
validity of the hearing.•7 

Based upon the decision in 80£.gfil! 1, Jackson vas dismayed 

v hen chief Justice Hug hes, vh o had delivered the opinion i.n 

changed vha·t seemed to ha Ye been a counsel of 

perfection into a firm mandate. The entire case turned on 

the failure of the government to provide Morgan with a copy 

of the hearing examiner's report during the ascending levels 

of appeals from the examiner to the Secretary 

Agriculture. As Hughes put it: 

.... what would aot be essential to the adequacy of 
the hearing if the Secretary himself makes the 
findings is not a er it er ion for a case in which 
the Secretary accepts and makes as his own the 
findings which have been prepared .by the active 
prosecut.ors of the Gove.rmaent, after an ~ Eart_g 
discussion, vith them and without according any 
reasonable opportunity to the .respondents in the 
proceeding to know t be claias thus presented and 
to contest them. That is more than an 
irregularity in pract.ice; it is a vital defect.•& 

of 

It vas small consolation tha1: the Court agreed with 

Jackson's contention that "it vas not the function of tae 
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(District] couct to probe the mental processes of the 

Secretary in reaching his conclusions if he gave the hearing 

which tile lav required. n49 The court declared the orde.r of 

the Secretary invalid "as the hearing was fatally 

defective," and reversed the District Court ruling vbich .had 

upheld the secret.ary•s order.so 

Jackson proapt.ly filed a petition for rehearing which 

blunt.ly accused the court of inconsistent opinions. The 

Court, in a "sharp ns a 2er curl.!_! opinion, rejected his 

petition. In llo~.!E!J! _!, the Court con tended, the case was 

remanded .because the District Court had failed to afford 

Morgan an opportunity to prove that the hearing was 

defective. Given such an opportunity, the Court held in 

(!org~q .!! that the hearing was "fatally defective. •s2 The 

Court also rejected Jackson's re~uest for rehearing because 

of questions of substance and procedure as to the 

disposition of the funds impounded undec the original 

District Cou.rt order. These questions, the Court ruled, 

"are not properly before us upon the present .record, •s:J and 

the petition for rehearing was denied. 

Before the Secretary could issue a new rates order 

based on a proper hearing, the District Court ordered the 

money impounded under the original order to be released to 

!organ and the other market agencies,s4 as it "considered 
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that the Supreme Court •s decision left it no discretion.nss 

The Government appealed, am thus Morgan III came before the 

Court.s6 

The case was first argued in October 1938 and then 

rearg ued in April 19 39. Jackson wrote in 1941 that "{by] 

this ti11e it was apparent that the Court was on the spot 

even more than the Secretary had beeu.ns7 Twice tbe District 

Court had found -that the weight. of the eYidence supported 

the order of the Secretary of Agriculture. Twice the 

Supreme court had reversed on a question of procedure 

vi thout considering the merits of the case. This, Jae ks on 

_felt, "had taken the money away f .roa the far•ers with no 

hearing on the rates at all in the Supreme Court."se The 

Government appeal 

contended that no right to the moneys could accrue 
to the brokers as a result of a procedural error 
of the Secretary and that the impounded fund 
should be distributed according to equity and good 
conscience and after a decision upon t:he evidence 
as to fairness of the ca te s. s 9 

The S upreae Court was now ·in the position of either granting 

a hearing on the merits or assertin9 that payment should be 

made to the "parties who were found b_y the ozaly court that 

passed on the merits not to be entitled to it."60 

The Court, whose opinion was delivered by Justice 

Stone, "extricated itself ••• b 1 holding t:ha t the procedural 
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error could be corrected by the Secretary. tt61 The Court 

re versed the District Court o.nce again and ordered the 

District Court to retain the funds until the Secretary 

11proceeding 11th due expedition, shall have entered a fin.al 

order in the proceedinqs before him. 0 •2 
Justice Butler, joined by llcBe_ynolds and Roberts, 

dissented because the Secretary was prohibited froa orde.ring 

reparation and could only "prescribe charges to be applied 

after the effective data of 11 the order. 63 The market 

agencies, they wrote, were "entitled to t.he money .... that was 

deposited in court by the• to secure their coapliance vith 

the Secretary's order if found Yalid. 11 •• The order was not 

valid and the.ref ore the mane y belonged to the market 

agencies. Jackson objected to their views on practical 

grounds: 

Had such a view prevailed, interests 
litiga·ting before ad ministra ti ye tribQnals might 
qain or lose substantive rights because the 
tribunal made errors in its procedure. This would 
have defeated the very pu.cpose for vhicll such 
tribunals have been in trod uced--elimination of 
technicalities of procedure, cheapening the cost 
of litigation, and speeding up of decision. 65 

When the decision in ftorgan III came dov n, the !organ 

cases seemed finished. The Seccetary issued a nev schedule 

of rates that were decided under the earlier !!organ 

guidelines and that established the impounded •one.r should 

be returned to the faroors. Hove ve r 1 Morqan fi.led suit i.n 
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District court, and that court held the order invalid and 

directed again that the money be given to the market 

agencies.66 The Government appealed 1 and the hapless 

District Coart was once again reversed. Jackson, now 

Attorney Gene.ral, briefed and argued the case. 

The market agencies contended that the Secretary's new 

order was invalid because his decision vas based in part on 

economic conditions in 1933 (the year of the original 

order) , was not supported by substaDtial evidence, and 

because the Secretary vas personally biased, as ev.idenced by 

a letter from him to the ~ .IQ..g_ Tiaes folloving the 

decision in Morgfil!_ !I· Jackson• s brie.f refuted these 

con ten ti on s. He noted tartly that "[both] the argument of 

appellees and the decision of the majority [of the District 

Court] may fairly be characterized as proceeding under the 

hypothesis that the Secretary ••• is an 'alien intruder' into 

the field of govern~nt ad ministration, deserving of 

unrestrained discipline if pretext can be found.•• 7 Jae kson 

also rejected the claim tha i: the Secretary 11as biased. 

Following a frank explanation of the 1etter, both Jae Jcson 

and the court agreed that the Secretar_y had not prejudged 

the case: 

Read in the context of the times, the 
Secretary's letter sh ovs an adherence to his 
original views on the mecits that tlte order 
established reasonable rates, measured by the 
existing record and arqu 11ents, but did not~ suggest 
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in any mannec that his mind would be closed to the 
force of new evidence and nev arguments.68 

However, even if the Secretary had pre_judged the issue, he 

would not be disqualified. 7ria1 judges are disquali tied 

only for a "personal bias or prejudice."69 The bias--had i·t 

exist.ed--of t:b.e Secretary was not personal, al·though 

(it] is doubtless tr11e that a judqe who had 
prejudged the issues would adopt a wiser co llrSe if 
he were to disqualify hi•self. We suppose this to 
be the general rule, am we also are prepared to 
assume that the administrative tribunal should 
follow the same careful standards as the courts. 
But the judicial analogies demonstrate that, if 
the Secretary had prejudged the issues and still 
did not care to disqualify hiaself, the parties 
would have no recourse.7o 

As Congress had not established a higher standard of 

iapartiality for administrative tri.bunals than for judicial 

ones, and there was no constitutional reguirement for a 

double standard, Morgan's contention that the Secretary's 

order: was invalid because of prejudqJ1ent could not stand. 

Here Jackson is foreshadowing his ovn judicial position of 

deference to both administrative agencies and to the 

Congress. 

Justice Frankfurter, in delivering the opinion of th.e 

Court, agreed: 

That [the Secretary] not aerel y held, .but 
expressed strong views on matters believed by hi• 
to haYe been in issoe, did not unfit hi• .for 
exercising his duty in subsequent proceedin9s 
ordered by this court. As well might it be argued 
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that the judges below, who had three ti:lles heard 
this case, had disqualifying convictio.ns. In 
publicl.Y criticizing this Court's opinion the 
Secretary merely indulged in a practice familiar 
in the long history of Anglo-American litigation, 
whereby unsuccessful litigants and lawyers give 
vent to their disi ppointE nt in ta vero or press. 
Cabinet officers charged by Congress with 
adjudicatory functions are not assumed to be 
flabby creatures any more than judges are. Both 
may have an underlying philosophy in approaching a 
specific case. But both are assumed to be men of 
conscience and intellectual discipline, capable of 
judqinq a particular controversy fairly on the 
basis of its ovn circu.mstances. 71 

A final issue raised in the case which was not directly 

involved in the validity of tb.e Secretary's order 11as the 

personal appearance of the Secretary at the District Couct 

trial and his examination there. This was an issue raised 

in previous briefs, and Jac.kson vs clearly incensed at the 

lover court action which he felt raised "a question of 

fundamental and far.,...reachin<J iaportance in the field of 

ad mi nistra ti ve law. •7 2 Judge o tis, one of the three 

District Court judges and tile lone dissenter in this fina 1 

!organ case, drew a pa.callel between a trial judqe and the 

Sec re tar y exercising his judicia 1 fgnc tion. Be wrote: "Has 

anyone ever heard of a court of appeals, reviewing such a 

case, entertaining arguments that the trial judge did not 

. read and consider the evidence? Certainly not • Tile 

presgmption is cone lusi ve that the trial judges h.ave -done 

their duty. •73 Jackson agreed. He wrote: 
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It would ••• be a shockinq departure from 
accepted standards of propriety if a tr:ial judge 
were forced to take the witness stand and defend 
himself against imputations of misconduct and 
demerit, testify as to the quantity and quality of 
his consideration of the evidence, and produce for 
reexamination the memoranda of his law clerk.7• 

The District Court action he fel ·t was just such a 

proceeding. Jackson objected on practical as well as 

theoretical grounds: 

The integrity and value of the administrative 
system as an instrumentality of orderly government 
depends upon the freedom of administrative 
officers from inquisitions such as vas peraitted 
by the court belov.7s 

Justice Frankfurt.er was again in agreement v it.Ii the Attorney 

General. Citinq .Morg~ !, 1 wh.ich .held that the proceedings 

had a "quality reseabling that of a judicial proceeding, 1t76. 

and l!Qrqan II, in which the Court held that "it was not U1e 

function of the court to probe the aental processes of the 

Sec.retary, 0 77 he wrote that "(just] a.s a judge cannot be 

subjected to such a scrutiny, ••• so the integrity of the 

administrative p.rocess must be equally respected. •7s 

Shortly after the dee.is ion in l!~.9fil! IV, Jackson became 

an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court. However, before 

examining his woI' k during his early years on the court, 

Jackson •s impact through his opinions as Attorney General 

should be discussed. His influence th.rough the Attorney 
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General's Committee on Administrative Procedure and his 

recommendation to veto the llalter-Lo9an Bill have been 

discussed in Chapter Tvo. 

Homer Cummings, the Attorney General who had devised 

Roosevelt• s court -packing plan, 79 was replaced by Frank 

Murphy in 1939. Jackson succeeded llurph y to the posit ion. 

He was appointed Attorney General on 18 January 1940, and 

his first opinion appeared on 25 January 1940; his final 

opinion as Attorney General was written on 12 June 1941, 

although Francis Biddle did not officially succeed him until 

5 September 1941.•0 Five opinions ace of particular 

interest in view of Jackson• s later court opinions. 

Three of the early opinions deal with the issue of 

administrative discretion.et The first of these, dated 22 

July 1940, is concerned vi tlt the enforceaent of the Hatch 

let. Three ea.ployees of the Department of the Interior were 

involved in a primary campaign when the statute vas enacted. 

The Secretary of the Interior asked for Jackson• s opinion on 

the following questions: 

( 1) Is the pove r to de terrine whether 
officers or employees of the Division have 
violated the Hatch Act, and to remove violators 
from office, vested in the head of the 
Department? ••• 

(2) Do the activities 
employees ••• fall within the scope 

of 
of 

these 
the 

prohibition in section 9 {a) of the Hatch let? ••• 
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(3) Does the removal of an officer or 
employee for violation of section 9 (a) of the 
Hatch Act require notice and heariDg? ••• 

(4) May the short interval between approval 
of the Hatch Act and the occurrence of the conduct 
here in ques-tion be taken into consideration in 
determining whet her section 9 (b) of the act 
should here be applied?8Z 

Jackson responded to these questions nth his typical blend 

of precision in defining the law and practicality in its 

application. He found that the power to determine v.iolation 

was indeed vested in the Secretary hut he declined to give 

an opinion on the particular case because of tke Secretary•s 

third and fourth questions. The issue of notice and bearinq 

was delicate because special agents of the Department had 

already interviewed and taken depositions from the three 

employees. Jackson agreed with Interior's Solicitor th.at 

notice and hearing was required but declined to affirm that 

the interviews vere sufficient to satisfy the requirement: 

"[a ]pparently this vas not intended as, and possibly did not 

meet the requireaent of, notice and oppo.ctunity to be heard. 

Assuming, however, that tbe require•ent had already been 

met, the.re would be no objection to any such further notice 

and hearing as you should £ind proper in the interest of the 

Government or in fairness to the employees.na3 In other 

words, the employees are entitled to notice and hearing. and 

even if you have satisfied that .cequ.ireaen t already--11,hich 
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is by no means sure-- you may do more. This is a thinly 

veiled hint to the Secretary that his notice and hearing 

requireme.nts might not withstand searching scrutiny. As 

described, the procedures surely do not aeet the basic 

requir 0e11en ts later outlined in APA and supported by Justice 

Jackson in Vong Yang ~ung v. McGrath (1950). 

It is in his response to the fourth question that 

Jackson throws the decision to the Secretary •s discretion. 

I cannot hold otherwise tkan that the Ha~ch 
Act became effective immedia te1y upon its approval 
by the President and that ignorance or 
misapprehension afford no legal justification. ls 
~ practical matter, however, ~here was no 
initiation of dismissal p.roceedings against all 
whoa its approval caught in a state of possible 
technical violation. 84 (Emphasis added). 

He continues by quoting the Secretary's letter vhica offers 

in defense of the eaployees the short: tiae period between 

the approval of the Batch Act and the suspected violations. 

Final resolution is "for administrative det~.-rmination in 

your Department. nas 

Jackson has thus utilized the concept of administrative 

discretion to relieve both himself and the Secretary of vhat 

was clearly a reluctant obliga ti.on t:o fi1~e the three 

employees. The statute is clear that violators .must be 

removed from office, but by declining to decide the case 

because soae "disputed questions of fact" are determinable 
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only by the Secretary, 86 Jackson has allowed the Secreta_-cy 

to decide the facts in favor of the employees. He has 

pro tee ted hi ms elf fro11 claims o.f lav lessness by affirming 

that the Act vas in full force when the President signed, 

but he then gives the Secretary an escape route by citing 

the practical exa aple of his predecessor who allowed 

district attorneys who were running for office when the .let 

was passed either to resign their offices or to withdraw 

their candidacies. This resolution of practical necessity 

vith the dictates of la.11 will be found again in Jackson•s 

dissent in §.haughness1 v. United State ~ rel. J!~~ei 

(1953). 

The second opinion coICerned vi th administrative 

discretion, dated 20 August 1940, involves a housinq project 

in Caddo Parish, Louisiana, which was to be funded througn 

Federal relief funds. The President asked for Jackson•s 

opinion on tvo matters: {1) whether the housing project was 

a public project vi thin the meaning of the .Emergency Relie.f 

Appropriations, and (2) if the fact that the parish funds to 

be spent on the project came from the owner of the abut~ing 

property (even though funneled through the Police Jur_y of 

the parish) nullified the public sponsorship of the project. 

Jackson's opinion, based in part upon a letter from the 

Administrator of the Works Project ldainistcation, was taat 
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the project was indeed a "bona fide low-cost housing 

project" and that it vas uni•portant and immaterial that the 

owner of the abutting property was paying the parish, that 

he would be reimbursed by subsequent home ovne.cs, or that he 

donated the land for the project to the parish.•7 He relied 

upon the Administrator• s statement that housing would be 

built only as needed: 

I aa inclined to th.ink those vho object may 
have visioned the 1aying out of streets, etc., 
throughout the whole of. an unoccupied ti:act of 
land without regard to probable immediate public 
need--vhich aight perhaps be assai1ed as an abuse 
of discretion. The statement of the ldainistrator 
supplies the desirable clarification .regarding 
this. a a 

Oit might be reasona.b le in this con te zt to suspect that 

Jackson--ever the Nev Dealer--vas looking for vays to 

support a Works Project Ad ai nistra tion project. Certainly 

on the face of the facts presented in his opinion, the 

unnamed benefactor of Caddo Pa i:ish, ha Yinq donated the land 

and voluntarily paid the parish enough money to cover its 

share of the cost, stood to gain substantial financial 

benefit.. His abutting land would increase in value due to 

the housing project1 a 9 and his cash outlay to the parish 

would be reimbursed by the subsequent koae owners, 

presumably with some profit. His only ul timat.e cost is the 

value of the donated land. However, the reasons for 

Jackson's support in this case are less iapoctant for our 
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purposes than the tool he chose to justify his view:. 

administrative d_iscretion. He does not, as in the opinion 

discussed previously, draw a distinctio-n between the law and 

the application of the law. Bather he rests his opinion on 

the statements found in the Administrator• s letter and on 

the opinion and o·ral stateaents of the General counsel of 

the Federal Works Agency. 90 Thus the concept. of deference 

to the administrator• s exercise of discretion, i.e., to 

ad mini strati ve exp-ertise, is used to achieve the 

imple•entation of a politically desireable project. 

In the third op.inion, dated 25 March 1941, Jackson used 

the concept of administrative discretion to of fer the 

Secre·tary of Agriculture a vea pon to qe t his own way despite 

apparently forbidding statutes. The case involved a 

government employee vho, while on an off.icial trip in a 

government car, became intoxicated and hit a priYately owned 

vehicle. The eaployee accepted m sponsi.bility, paid for 

re pairs to the qovernaent car, and vas disciplined b_y beinq 

required to take leave without pay for one month and by 

being place on probation for one year. The Agriculture 

Department paid for the damage to the private car. The 

Secretary of AGriculture requested an opinion on whether he 

could "properly require the employee to reimburse the 

Government for a payment made by tae Government to a private 
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person for property damage resu.ltin9 from the employee's 

negligence."~" 

Jackson •s reply seems unequivocal. The statute under 

which payaent was 11ade "does not provide for reimbursement 

by the employee, and no statute charges you with collecting 

the aaoun t froa bia. If it were to be attempted the 

e11ployee vould, I think, be ent:itled to his day in 

court ...... •2 Jackson noted that Congress had 11 pro9ressively 

assumed liability" for the neg1igence of governmental 

employees and in the necessary legislation had t1not made 

provision for the assertion of claims by the Uo..ited State 

against the officers and empl.oyees causing the daaage."93 

This all seeas straightf o.rva rd, and the Secretary cannot 

require the eaployee to rei11hllrse the 9 overmnen t for the 

funds appropriated by Congress to pay the c.laim. However: 

tt( o ]f coarse, the employee may be subjected to suitable 

discipline, including disaissal, if var_ranted.H•• 

The final outcome of this case is not known, and since 

the employee had already been disciplined, tlae iaposition or 

the threat of iaposition of an additional penalty might well 

lead to tile employee's 11day in court." 

however, that Jackson is offeriD<J an 

It does seem clear, 

alternative to the 

Sec-re tar y that 

di sci pli ne, he 

through his discretionary 

might induce the negligent 

power 

employee 

to 

to 

reimburse the government. 
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The three opinions discussed above 

Jackson •s views of administrative discretion, 

the deference accorded to it by government. 

demonstrate 

its usage and 

In the first 

case 1 he bowed to administrative discretion in o_rder to 

allow the secretary to deal in a practical manner with a 

technical violation o_f the law. In the second opinion, the 

judgment of the Administrator was the basis for allowing a 

public project to continue despite an apparent possibility 

of profiteering. And the third opinion again uses 

administrative discretion as a tool, this ti11e to permit the 

Secretary to rectify what he considered to be a financial 

injustice. 

The fourth opinion to be discussed deals vit.h the 

delicate issue of delegation of authority. The que.st:ion at 

issue was the "power of the Federal Security Administrator 

to delegate to the Assistant ld•iaistrator the authority 

conferred ••• [by] the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 

Act ••• and transferred to the Federal Security Agency by 

Reorganization Plan Ho. Iv ••• " to conduct hearings. 95 The 

Administrator was especially concerned because, although the 

statute specifically empowered hi• to delegate the actual 

conducting of the hearing, the statute re\juired him to base 

his order "only on substantial e Yidence of record at the 

hearing'' and to "set forth as part of the order detailed 
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findings of fact on which the order is based."96 Citing 

Mo·rqan ! 1 97 the Administrator maintained that "I cannot 

delegate the reading of the record and the makinq of the 

findings to anyone else, un.less I aa also able to delegate 

to him the power of issuing the orcler. nga In addition to 

the Administrator's concerns, the General Counsel of the 

.Federal Security A gene y noted an opinion of Attorney General 

Cummings in 1933 which seeaed to place even greater 

restrictions on the powe.r to delegate than did s 11pce11e Court 

decisions then current. 99 Jackson, however, distinguished 

Cummings• 1933 opinion as having a different situational 

basis. 100 He found the present delegation to the Assistant 

Administrator to be lawful heca use the wording of the 

Reorganization Plan vested responsibilities for the du ties 

in the Federal Security Agency "to be administered under the 

direction and supervision of the Federal Security 

Administrator," and he regarded •tnis as sufficient negation 

of any idea that particular functions not aaounting to 

•direction and supervision• a ust be exercised by the 

administ.ra tor personally."' 01 The gnestion in Horqa a ! 

which so concerned the Administrator was "Must: he who 

decides hear?" This question was "Plaf he who hears decide? 11 

The answer was yes, and Jackson thus affiraed the authority 

of the Administrator to de1egate authority vest.ed in him by 

statute. 
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The fifth and f ina 1 Attorney General •s opinion is the 

Lend-Lease opinion of 27 August 1940.102 The destroyers 

were given to Great Britain in exchange for leases on 

military bases on British territory. The military bases 

provided the necessary justifica ti.on for sending the 

destroyers to Britain. Navy officials had recently 

certified to Congress that the ships were necessary to the 

country's defense and therefore tbe ships could not be sent 

to Britain as surplus. The bases, however, enhanced 

American defenses even aore than the possession of the 

destroyers, and the trade becaJae legally j t1stified. l 03 

Jackson's opinion as Attorney General is interesting not so 

much for its content as for his fo.r-thright statement that 

part of the deal Roosevelt wished to •ate was i11permissab le 

under the statutes of the United States. 

In deciding if the naosqoito boats" or subchasers, 

which were then under construction, could be sent to Great 

Britain, Jackson relied on the "traditional rules of 

international law" to illuminate his int.erpretation of the 

statutes. 1 o• His interest in international iaw vas a long-

standing one and led direc·tly to his subsequent appointaent 

as chief Prosecutor for the United States at Nuremberg. In 

this particular case, the rules of international law forbade 

a neutral nation .from bu iJ.ding armed ships that vere 
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predestined for a belligerent, and since the ships wece 

still under cons·truction, to consign them to Great Britain 

would violate the law. Had the ships been finished, 

presumably the Na Yf could have declared them surplus or 

allowed tmder the trade agreeaent. Jackson• s opinion, while 

supporting the other terms of the Lend-Lease agreement, 

declared the transfer of the subchasers to be a V'iola tion of 

statute law, 1os despite Roosevelt's clear desire that the 

en tire arrangeme·nt be consu1111ated. 

An interesting sidelight to the Lend-Lease transaction 

appeared in 1953 when Jackson rel.eased a .memorandum written 

to him by .Roosevelt in 1940. •G• This was a legal opinion on 

the Lend-Lease Act tendered by Roosevel·t to his Attorney 

General. 

The issue revol Yed a round a pro•ision in the Act that 

permitted some of the powers granted to the Presideat to be 

repealed by concurrent re solution of both houses of 

Congress. This meant that the veto, unlike a joint 

resolution which requires approval of both houses ,gnd the 

signature of the executive, would not be presented to the 

President. Roosevelt found the provision "constitutionally 

objectionable but politically necessary." Roosevelt viewed 

tlte clause as authorizing a Congressional repeal of 

legislation. Normally any Congressional enactment--except 
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Constitutional amendments--must be presented to the 

President for his signature; should he return tile bill a Di 

his objections to it to the originating House unsigned, the 

Congress must provide a two-thirds majority in each house to 

override the veto. However, to repeal portions o.f the Lend-

Lease Act required only a siaple majority in each house, and 

the President had no opportunity to accept or to reject. 

On this occasion, Roosewelt found himself in partia. l 

agreement with t.he opponents of Lend-Lease. He found the 

provision unconstitutional; so did they. Their concern, 

however, vas that the Act qa we to the President 

Wlprecedented and dangerous executive power that could not 

be revoked if the only repeal procedure were 

unconstitutional. Proponents of Lend-Lease, aaong whom vas 

Jack.son, viewed the provision as a leqi ti11ate reservation or 

limitation on the granted power. Jackson was onexcited 

about the issue: "I reallJ regarded the question as 

interesting but rather academic." He felt that ••any course 

of events which might a rouse enough opposition in Congress 

to put concurrent resolutions through would be likely to 

require a change of administration policy in any event. u 

Roosevelt could not public1y denounce the clause as 

unconstitutional because to do so wuld be grist for his 

political opponents• mill. .But he did fee1 that some sort 



of official declaration was necessary in case 

invoked the repeal clause. He "van ted a record 

Congress 

that his 

constitutional scruples did not arise only a ft er t.he shoe 

began to pinch, and so far as possible, to excuse his 

approval and counteract its effect..• 

Roosevelt's meaorandum to Jackson described the Lend-

Lease hill as "an outstanding measure which sought to meet a 

momentous emergency of great 11ag ni tude in vor1d affairs;" 

Roosevelt "felt constrained to sign the measure, in spite of 

the fact that it contained a provision which, (in his] 

opinion, is clearly unconstitutional."• 07 He did not1 

however, vant t.he 11eaora ndu11 to become public, and he gave 

it to Jackson to release at Jackson's discretion. Jackson 

was reluctant to keep the opinion in the open files at the 

Department of Justice for fear of a leak, but he vas equally 

reluctant to place it in a confidential file where it migilt 

be permanently lost. Roosevelt declined to assist Jae kson 

in solving the problem, and Jack.son finally kept the 

memorandum in his personal possession, releasing it. in 1953 

.in response to a Harvaoi 1eJ( Be,!iev article which discussed 

Roosevelt's views and actions regarding legislative control 

of executive action.toe 
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CO NCLOSION 

What then, are ve to make of J ac.kson •s role daring the 

New Deal years? How did he riev adainistratiwe lav, and 

what role did he play in the development of adainist.rative 

la v? Tvo themes eaerge f roa his early vor k: that the 

traditional judicial adversary model of justice and the 

administrative process are partners in the administration of 

government; and that on occasion, pr:actica.l considerations 

must temper the rigors of the letter of the law. 

In 1932* Jac~son was defining the adainistra tive 

process as a threat to the bar; by 1939 he was supportinq 

the administrative process and citing approving1y Justice 

Stone• s opinion. in llorga n III that the agencies and the 

courts must be coordinated. His briefs on t.he flor_g_!!! cases 

and his opinions as Attorney Genera1 support tile idea of 

deference to the administrator. It is clear, then, that 

Jackson vas a supporter of the administrative 

process--hardly su.rprisinq in an ardent Bev Dealer. It is 

also apparent that he recognized the policy component of 

administrative tribunals and hence of the ad•ini.strative 

process; it is this policy component, which be felt 'Vas 

inappropriate in the courts, that justified the procedural 

differences in the administrative tribunals. 
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That Jackson, the "country lavyer, 11 

temper law with expedieu.:y is evident even 

was willing to 

in .his early 

years. . His opinion on the Hatch Act v iolat.ions demonstrates 

this as he acknowledges that both the discretion of the 

administrator and precedent may excuse the 

strict enforcement in the early days of 

government from 

t,he Act. The 

opinion on reimbursement for eap1oy ee negligence is another 

case: the Secretary could not legallJ require repa.rment, 

but "[o ]f course, the employee aay .be subjected to suitable 

discipline, including dismissal, if warranted." This 

concept appears later in Jackson's work in, for example, the 

Mezei dissent and to a slight ex·tent in Koreaatsu. 

During ais tenure as q overnaen·t attorney, Jackson did 

not directly impose changes in administrative law or in tile 

conception of administratiYe law. 

before the supreme Court certainly 

His skillfttl advocacy 

hel,ped the Government in 

such important cases as the aorqan cases, and Jackson's 

views on the coordinating nature of the writ of the agencies 

and the courts doubtless shaped the attitude of the 

Department of Justice. Possibly t.be greatest direct impact 

Jackson had was in ad vising Boose vel t to veto t.he Walter-

Logan Bill (discussed in Chapter Two), a measure ·which would 

have substantially interfered with the differences between 

the administratiYe tribunals and the courts which Jackson 

cited so approvingly in 1939. 
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control or input into the daily activity and no input in 
shaping the Report• s conclusions. This inforaation on 
Jackson •s in vol veaent--or non- in vol veaen t-- with the 
Committee is from a telephone interview with Walter 
Gellhorn, director of the Coaaittee, on 29 December 1 982. 
Gel.lhorn said "Hotb.in9 was cleared vi. th Jackson unless 
Dean Acheson discussed the project with hi• without my 
knowledge, and I find that unlikely." 

7Robert Jackson, "An Organized American Bar," American Bar 
Association ~Q.!!rnal 18 (1932) :383-386. 

•Jackson 1 1932, p. 385. 

9Jackson, 1932, p. 384. 

tORobert Jackson, "Back to the Constitution,• Aaerican ~~ 
Association 4.2.9rnal 25 (1939) :745-7 59. 

it hf!chner v • .!.!!!! !.Qrk. 198 u.s. 45 (1905); Adkins v. 
Children's Hos~jtal, 261 u.s. 525 (1923). 

t2 Jackson, "Back to the Cons ti tu ti on,.. p. 7116. 

t3261 u. s. 570 (Holmes dissenting) (Adkin2 v. Children •s 
HosEi ta!.). 

t • 198 u. s. 75 (Holmes dissenting} (!&£!!~!: v. Nev York). 
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1 s Graves v. ~ !ork ~ il!· o•Keefe, 306 u. s. 466 (1939); 
collector v. !2.~J, 11 wa 11 113. 

t 6 United States v. ljorga n, 307 u. s. 183, 191 ( 1939) , 
(r!organ III}, Stone writing fort.Re Court. Jackson 
simply discttsses Stone•s position in "Back to the 
Constitution;" however, the quoted passage is given in 
full in Robert Jackson, _!he Struggle fof Judicial 
Supremac1 (New York: Vintage, 1941), pp. 267-268. It. is 
also cited in part in Robert Jackson, "The Problem of the 
Administrative Process,'' ilisconsin Stg,t.~ Bar Association 
Report~[. 29 ( 193 9) : 157. 

t 7Jackson, "The Probl.em of the Administ:rative Process," 
Wisconsin State Bar Association R_!£orter 29 
(19 39}: 155- 16 5. 

l8Jackson, "The Problem of the Administrative Process," pp. 
156-157. 

• 9 Jackson, "The Prob lea of the Ad•inistrati ve Process," p. 
157. 

20Jackson, "The Prob lea of the Adaininstra ti ve Process," p. 
157. 

2iJackson makes his own preference explicit: "(i]he lawyer 
is inclined by habit and training to prefer the court 
over the administrative tribunal •••• ! frankly share that 
preference for a court as a forum in lfh.ic.a to practice." 
I think this is again a situation in 11.hich Jackson is 
demonstratinq to his audience that he too is a lawyer iu 
an attempt to make the a more receptive -to his later 
defense of administration. He must he par~icularly 
careful to remain "one of the boys• as the Walter-Logan 
Bill which was vetoed the following year pa.ct.ly at his 
suggestion was sponsored, and heartily lobbied for, by 
the American Bar Association. And while many proponents 
of that bill were indeed anti-New Deal, a solid core of 
attorneys were geniunely concerned over the inroads on 
personal rights being aade in the naae of administrative 
efficiency. 

22Jackson, "The Problem of the Administrative Process,u p. 
158. 

23Jackson, "The Proble• of the Administrative Process, 11 p. 
159. 
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2 4 Jackson, "The Problem of the Administrative Process, 11 p. 
159. 

2SJack.son, "The Problem of the Adainistrat.ive Process," p. 
161. 

26Jackson, "The Problem of the AdainistratiYe Process," p. 
161. 

2 7of course, another interpretation of fev reversals of 
ad mi nistra ti ve decisions by the court. is t.he shift in 
judicial deference to administrative expertise. 

28Jackson, "The Problem of t be Adainistrat.ive Process," p. 
164. 

2 9Bobert Jackson, "Govecn11ent Counsel and Their 
Opportunity." Aaerican Bar !fil!ociati2!!, Journal 26 
( 19 40) , p. 411. 

30Jackson, "Governaent Counsel,• p. 411. 

·uRobert Jackson, A utobiogra phi~a! ~§ {unpublished), 
ci t.ed in Eugene Ger hart 1 America• s A d"!Q.g te: iobert H. 
JacksQ!!. (Indianapolis: Bobbs-fterrill, 1958), p. 168. 

32ifarner W. Gardner, "Government. Attorney, n Co.luabia Law 
Revie~ 55 (4), p. 441. Gardner was first assistant. to 
Jackson when Jackson was Solicitor General and served in 
the Department of Justice f .ro11 1935 to 19 41. 

33Although these four cases span a period from before 
Jackson's appointment as Solicitor General to his serving 
as Attorney General, for the sake of continuity they are 
all discussed in tlds section. 

34Packers and Stockyards Act of 1921, 42 Stat. 159, 1 o.s. c. 
181-229. 

35 Morgan !1 298 o.s. 1172. 

36 llorqan .I, 298 u.s. 478. 

37 !organ !.1 298 o.s. 473. 

38 !or51AQ. Y. United state§_, 8 P. Supp. 766, cited in 
Gover nm en t Brief, ttorga! v. United Stll~ (ll<>rgan 1), 298 
u. s. 468, p. 181. 

l9Government Brief, "oJ;g~ j, p. 182. 
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•o Morgan v. United St~te2, 23 P. Supp. 380. 

•1 Government Brief, summarized in Morgan v. United statg§. 
(Morgan II), 304 u. s. 9. 

•2Goyernment Brief, Morgan v. United States U!m;:qan II), 304 
u.s. 1. It should be noted that !k>rq!.!!., II was argued on 
March 10 and 11, and Jackson ·was s110rn in as Solicitor 
General on March 5. However, he was nominated as 
Solicitor General on 27 January so he had ample time to 
prepare the case. 

•3 Government Brief, .!!2f:SJan !!, p. 32. 

••Government Brief, J!.g_{ga,D II, p. 34. 

•s Morgan 1, 298 u.s. 480-481. 

4 6Government Brief, ft0..£9~ !!, p. 40. Emphasis in original. 

•7 Morgan !, 298 U.S. 478. 

•a Morgan II, 304 u.s. 22. 

49 Morgan II, 304 U.S. 18. 

50 Morgan II, 304 u.s. 22. 

st Robert Jackson, The Struqg le for Judicial suer ell acz (New 
York: Vintage Books, 1941) , p. 265. 

52 l'Jorqaq II, 304 U.S. 22. 

53Petition for Rehearing, 20 May 1938, denied 31 ftay 1938, 
304 u.s. 26. 

s•24 F. Supp. 214. 

SSJackson, ~ Struggle for Judicial Supremacy, p. 266. 

56.Because the briefs of the Solicitor General for !organ !.il 
are unavailable at the ti me of this writing, this section 
draws fro• the court's opinion in the case and .fro• 
Jackson's 1941 book, Th~ Stroqgl~ fo~ ~udicial Supremacy. 
This book was apparently written before ~qan IV as it 
contains no mention of the case. 

57Jackson, The Str~~ for Judicial supreaacy, p. 266. 

SBJackson, The ~tr~~ for Judicial Supreaa£_I, p. 267. 
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s 9Jackson, !_he ~~£!!!1.9!~ !~ Judicial Supremacy, p. 267. 

60Jackson, The s t.c J!.9_gjg_ 1.Q.J; Judicial s uprem ac_y, p. 267. 

61Jackson, The S l£.,Y.ggj.~ !g Judicial Supremacy, p. 267. 

62 United States v. fto~ ( !1.Q.!ll.~ !II) I 307 u.s. 19 a. 
&3 Morgan III, 307 u.s. 199. 

64 fiorqan III, 307 U.S. 199. 

6SJackson, !_he StrJ!ggj.~ !fil Judicial supremacy, pp. 268-269. 

66 ftor~n v. united ~,!ates, 32 F. supp. 546. 

67Governaent Brief, Un!!ed ~tate~ v. ~organ (Morgan IY), 313 
U.S. 409, p. 39. (Notes oaitted). The •alien intrudec" 
phrase is fro a Justice St.one• s opinion in llorqan III (304 
U.S. 17) quoted above. 

68Governaent Brief, 112.ISI~ !!, p. 411. 

69Section 21 of the Judicial Code, 28 o.s.c. Sec. 25, quoted 
in Government Brief1 llorgan IV, p. 46. 

70Government Brief, llorqan !!1 pp. 48-49. This is an 
interesting statement in view of Jackson's later feud 
with Justice Black over B.lact • s refusal to disqualify 
himse.lf in Jevel.l !idg:!!, £2!!! Co~. v. J!J!.iteg, lline Wor_!g~2 
of berica, 325 U.S. 161 (1945) 1 which was argued before 
the Court bf Black• s former law partner and counsel. 
(For a full discussio--albeit one-sided--of this feud, 
see Chapter 15: The B.lack Controversy in Gerba.rt, 1958). 

71 !forg_g_! !!., 313 o. s. 421. Jackson echoed pact of t-hese 
senti•ents in 1944 when he vrote that the country lawyer 
"never quit •••• He aoved for new trials, he appealed; and 
if he lost out in the end, he joined the client at the 
tavern in damning the judge--which is the last rite in 
closing an unsuccessful case, and I have officiated at 
many." (From Robert Jack.son, "A Tribute to country 
Lawyers: A Review (of I Can Go Hoae Again, by Arthur 
Gray Powell], !,!fil;!~ Bar Association Journal 30 (1944), 
pp. 136-139. 

72Government Brief, ll<>rqan !.!. p. 25. 

73 MOC9J!!!. v. United states, 32 F. Supp. 546, quoted in 
Goverment Brief, ft0.!11!!.,! IV, p. 28. 
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7SGovernment Brief, ~~£!1~ !!, p. 36. 

76 !!organ 1, 298 u.s. 480. 

77 Morgan II. 304 o.s. 18. It should, ho vever, be noted 
that the full sentence says the mental processes are no·t 
to be probed if the Secretary "gave the hearing which the 
lav required." The lover court. 1 despite precedents to 
the contrary, might well have thought that in this case, 
if the adequacy of the hearing were in question, it would 
be permissable to do sone probing. 

7a ltorqan IV, 313 u.s. 422. Although the prohibition in 
ltorqan IV against. probing the aind of the administrator 
would seen absolute, a subsequent decision in £,itizen2 ~Q. 
Preserve overto.n Park v. fol~1 401 o.s. Ji02, held that 

The court E y reguire the administrative 
officials who par~icipated in the decision to 9ive 
testimony explaining their action. Of course, 
such inquiry into the mental processes of 
administrative decision aakers is usually to be 
avoided. [Here Justice rtarshall cites Morgan IV.] 
And where there were ad tai. ni strati ve findings that 
were made at the saae t iae as the decisio.o, as was 
the case in A~n, thei:e aust be a stronq showing 
of bad faith or improper behavior before such 
inquiry may be made. But here there are no such 
formal findings and it may be that the on.ly way 
there can be ef.fective judicial review is by 
examining the decisionaakers themse1 -ves. 

How this case is to be interpreted is still 
discussion. Robinson, Gellhorn, and Brllff 11i:i·te: 

open 

Overton Park began speculation that perhaps a new 
11ay to exaaine agency decision aak.ing had been 
found. However, this has not yet come about. 
(Glenn Robinson, Ernest Gellhorn, and Harold 
Bruff• The Adainistrative Process {St. Paul: 
West, 1980), pp. 129-130. 

for 

It is clear. however, that tbe 112:£9.~! !! prohibition against 
probing adainistcator •s mental processes is not absolute, 
and the parallel between ad11inist.rators and trial judges is 
not adhered to by the Court. 
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79fo[' a full discussion of the couct-pack.ing plan and 
Cummings• involvement, see Joseph Alsop and Turner 
Catledge, !he 168 ~ll.2 (Garden City, NI: Doubleday, 
1938). Jackson wrote of the fight in its "his tar ica 1 and 
constitu·tiona 1 perspective" in ,Ihe ~!ru~ for Judicial 
supilll.£! {Nev York: vantage Books, 19!& 1). He wrote: 
"The fight of 1937 was not a fight. to destroy the Cou['t 
or to ia pose legal liaita tions on its _po vers. T lie 
Roosevelt administration never refused obedience to any 
mandate of the Court. It made no attack on the tenure or 
integrity of any individual Justice. It.s attack was on 
what it regarded as an abuse of power, not on the 
ins ti tut.ion itself " (Preface, p. xiii). 

This book is not discussed fully in ~e text of this 
chapter because it is an aaalgaa of other articles and 
speeches presented during his ti.me as government 
attorney. 

aoJackson's opinions as Attorney General are found in 
Official Qeinions of the Attorne1s !!eneral edited by John 
T. Fowler (Washington: United Stat.es Government Printing 
office): Vol. 39 {1941) and Vol. 40 (1949). 

a t"Political Activity by Federal Eaployees," Opinions of !:.!~ 
Attorne12 Q~al 39:462-465; "Public Housing Project," 
Q2i,ni.Q.B.~ of th~ Attorneys General 40:1-J; •11e9ligence 
Claims Liability of Eaployees,• Opinions Q! !he 
!ttorn~ General 40:38-141. 

e2while the above questions quoted are fro• 
opinion cited above, they are actually f}Uoted 
Secretary's letter of 8 July 1940 to the 
General. 

83 oeinions of the Attorne_Is General 39, p. 464. 

Jackson's 
from the 
Attorney 

84 Opinions of the Attorneys General 39, pp. 464- 465. 

85 o;einions of the Attorne..!§ General 39, p. 465. 

86 Opinions of the Attoraeys Gener_!! 3:9, P• 464. 

87 QJ~ini op.s of the jtt~_!JefS General 40. pp. .2-3. 

88 o 2inions of the jttornei§ Gene .cal 40, p. 3. 
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89The project included "placing mains, laterals, and service 
connections; consti::ucting sidewalks, curbs, gutters, and 
drainage lines and structures; paving; creating and 
landscapinq parks and playgrounds; grading, 
straightening, and sodding creek; and performing 
incidental and appurtenant .work." Opinions of ~!!_g 
AttorneIS General 40, p. 1, Apparently quoted fcom the 
description of the Meadowbrook Park Living Terrace 
project approved bf Roosevelt on 8 June 1.91'0. 

90 Opinions of the Attorneys General 40, p. 2. 

•tQu.oted from a letter fro• the Actin9 Secretary of 
Agricul t'1re on 5 February 19'&1 to tile At.torney General. 
In Ql!.inions of the Attorne!..§ General LIO. p. 39. 

92 opinions of J:he :Atto~neys General 40, pp. 39-40. 

93 OI?ini™ of the lttorne ys General 40, p. 40. 

94 Opinions of .!.9!! J.!!orne1s General 40, p. 41. 

95 opinions of the Attorne.J§ General 40, p. 34. The Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cos•e-tic Act is cited as 52 stat. 104 O, 
1055 (for section 701 (e}, the section of particular 
concern); Reorqnization Plan No. IV is cited as 5 Federal 
Register .2421; 54 stat. 1284. 

••section 701 (e) of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act, quoted in Opinions of the Attornem General 40, p. 
35. 

97298 u. s. 468 { 1936). 

9•Sta·te•ent of the Federal Security Administrator, quoted in 
Opinions of the Attorneys !i~neral f:JO, p. 36. 
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99 11 Delegation of Certain Powers and Duties to the Ass:ista nt 
Secretaries of Commerce," OJ?inion2 of th~ Attorn~I.2. 
General 39: 541-547. The passage of particular concern 
is: 

The courts ••• will presume aucla in favor of the 
validity of an act perfor11ed by a responsible 
subordinate, particularly 11hen he purports to act 
for, by direction of, or in the name of his 
superior: but there exists, nevertheless, the 
possibility that a particular act may be examined 
and rejected, and this is especially true in the 
case of regulations which have the force of law 
and bear upon the rights or conduct of private 
citizens. 

Such requla tions must, in soae manner, 
emanate fro• you [i.e., the Secretary of 
Commerce]. If a subonlinate should draft a 
regulation which truly re·flect.ed your viev and 
wish, I should regard a 11 requireaents as fully 
met, but the difficulty and uncertainty that might 
attend the establishEnt of the essential facts 
strong! y suggest the adv isahility of your personal 
signing or other nnequi •ocable act. of approval. 
[pp. 546-547 J 

100 "The motivatin9 purpose in that opinion vas not aerely 
to \tphold proposed de.I egations of aut.hocity hat, at the 
same time, to guard against anticipated challenges and 
resulting litigation, v Jiich •ight be ill- founded and. 
might result satisfactorilf but muld be no less 
disturbing. It is soaeti11es better froa this v ievpoint 
to adopt a conser-va ti ve course. " 

"The requlatioas dealt with in the statutory 
provision now under conside£ation are to be issued, 
aaended, and repealed in confor•ity •ita a prescribed 
procedure, after pub lie hearing, and vi th the right of 
review by the Circuit Courts 0£ Appeals and by the 
Supreme Court upon petition by an1 person adversely 
affected; (and this authority is vested] in the Federal 
Security Agency for administration under the direction 
and supervision of the Federal Security Administrator. 
The situation is not the same as in connection with the 
re1lulations involved in the opinion of Oc-tober 14, 1933.u 
Q._p~iniQ!!.2 0£ the Attorneys General tJO, pp. 17-38. 
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101 02inions Qf the AttorIE.I§ Genera!. 40, p. 37. This 
opinion is dated 12 March 1941; Morgan IV (313 U.S. 409) 
was argued on 10 April 1941. Jackson, havinq won ~organ 
III, JO 7 u. s. .. 1 83 {1 93 9) , and lo st ftorgan II, 30 4 u. s. 1 
{1938), vas unlikely to rely on Morgan I, 298 U.S. 468 
( 1936) • as the General Counsel of the Federal Security 
Agency urged. For Jackson's discussion of the first 
three "organ cases, see Jackson, !!!.!! Struqg!~ for 
Judicial supreaa£..f, pp. 262-268. 

t oz"Acquisition of .Na val and Air Bases in Exchange for over-
Age Destroyers," Opinions of th~ Attorneys Gen~ra! 
39: 48 4- 496. 

103James .PlacGregor Burns, Roo~velt: The Lion and i_he F.Q!. 
{Nev York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1956) • pp:-437-440. 
This point is also made by Gerltart, p •. 217, citing Langer 
and Gleason, Ibe Challenge to Isolation (no publication 
data qiven), pp. 763-764. 

10• Opinions of th~ !_ttorney§ ™eral 39, p. 494. Jackson 
also offers an aa11sin9 sideligllt to his op:i.n1on when he 
notes that "durin9 the var between Russia and Japan in 
1904 and 1905, the Germa.n GoYe.rnment permitted the sale 
to Russia of torpedo boats and also of ocean liners 
belonging to its auxiliary na•.J" (p. 496). Clearly a 
case of 0 what•s sauce for the goose is sauce for the 
gander." 

1osTitle Y., Sec. 2 and Sec. 3 of the act o.f June 15, 1917, 
c. 30, 40 Stat. 217, 222. Jackson relies on this act and 
in the •rules of internationa1 law which the Congress 
states that it was its intention to iaple•ent. (H. Dept. 
No. 30, 65th Cong., 1st sess~ p. 9). 0 fro• Opinions g! 
!!!.!!, lttorne,Is Gen§!: al 3 9, p. 494. 

1 06.Bohert. Jackson, "A Presidential Legal Opinion 1 11 Harvard 
Law Review 66 (1953):1353-1361. Unless otherwise cited, 
the discussion vhic h f ollovs is f roa "this article. For a 
slightly faller treatment of the legislative veto, see 
Note 44 in Chapter Seven. 

1o1 Franltli n D. .Roose Ye 1 t, "!emorand ua for the A·ttorney 
General,n 7 April 1941, quoted in Jackson, "A 
Presidential Legal Opinion," p. 1357. 

1 oaaobert w. Ginnane, "The Control of .Federal Administration 
by Congressiona 1 Resolutions and Coaai ttees," .!!~.{!rd La!_ 
R.filiew 66 (1953):569. Cited in Jackson, "A Presidential 
Legal Opinion," pp. 1353, 1360-1361. 



CHAPTER IV 

ROBERT JACKSON AS ASSQCIA7E JUSTICE, 1941-1946 

"The prophecies of what the courts will do in 
fact, and nothing more pretentious, are what I 
aean by the lav. tt 

Oliver Wendell Holaes, Jr., 189 7 

Jackson served on tae supreme Court for thirteen years, 

with a full year's interruption in 1946 when he was chief 

Prosecutor for the United States at Nureaberg. The year of 

the trials provides a convenient point at. which to break his 

judicial career, especially in light of the frequently 

repeated assertion that Jackson•s were 

significantly changed as a result of that experience. 1 

During his first five years on the Court, Jackson wrote 

opinions in several cases of interes·t to students of 

administra ti Ye law. Such cases as Uni,!ed States v. Ca.coli~ 

Frtlqn; Carriers (in which Jacltson•s dissent stressed the 

discretionar.r power of the Interstate Co•aerce Com11ission) , 

Endico!,! Johnson v. Pe{kins {which sustained the subpoena 

power and expanded the investigatory power of tile Secretary 

of Labor), and Vickg{g v. Filbur~ and United States v. 

Southeastern Unde.cvrit~ (which enlarged the reach of the 

137 



Commerce clause) 

development of the 

138 

are all directly 

administrative state 

relevant to 

of today.2 

the 

7his 

chapter discusses not only tho~ cases but also cases which, 

while not bearing directly on administrative law, are 

essential to understanding Jackson's position on 

administrative lav issues. .Por exaaple, in United State§ v. 

~ector ( 1952), an alien deportation case, Jackson is 

particularly troubled by the possibility that the 

government's power 

decision may set 

to imprison 

a precedent 

an alien by administrative 

that will allow similar 

imprisonments of citizens. This concern 

precedent is more easily understood if 

vita the power of 

11e are aware o·f 

Jackson •s position in Korematsu v. 

Therefore 1 ia this chapter ace discussed ji1liams v. J!.Q1;th 

£!.rolina and Estin v. Estiq (two divorce cases resting on 

the full faith and credit clause) , and Koreaatsu v. Un,!_!-ed 

States. 3 

Jackson• s extra-judicia1 writings during this period 

are primarily concerned vith the 

e.g., international lav and the 

legal issues of the var, 

changinq conception of the 

unjust var. These writings are discussed in the chapter on 

Nuremberg which follows. Two major pieces not concerned 

with the var are Jackson's book l,ull; faith and ~dit: The 

Lawyer's Clause of th~ Constitution and an article published 
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in 1944, "Decisional Lav and Stare g_~cisis." While these 

are both excellent works, neither is o.f sufficient concern 

to understanding Jackson 1 s views of ad•inistrative law to 

justify a full in-text treatment. Rather the idea and 

insights about Jackson that are gained f.rom these will be 

incorporated into the discussion which follows. Thus, 

Jackson •s extra-.judicial vrit ings vi.l.l not be considered in 

this chapter as a separate ca teq orJ. 

lDltIN ISTRATIOB A HD cmUtEBCE 

Th.is first groupinq of cases provides insights into 

Jackson's vievs on nationa1 cont£ol of interstate co•merce, 

his tendency to defer to ad Iii ni s·tra ti ye expertise, and his 

concern--sometimes excessive--for the practical consequences 

of the Court's decisions. 

United Stg!_e§ v. Carolina Freight Carriers 

In 1935., the Motor Carrier Act had given the Interstate 

Commerce Co11mision (ICC) the task of regulati.ng the motor 

carrier industry; tb.e Act granted, among other things, 

authority to allocate certificates to motor carriers based 

on public convenience and necessity. Common carriers which 

were in business prior to 1 June 1935 could apply for an 

exemption to 

of the Act; 

the "public convenience and necessity" clause 

the purpose of this •qrandfather clause• was to 
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reduce the injury to car.rie:cs then in operation which might, 

were the Act suddenly enforced against them, sustain 

considerable economic injury. Hove ve.r, the intent of 

Congress was c.learly that the ICC was to 11 .bring greater 

order and stability to the transportation system than had 

earlier obtained 0 without the l!otor Carrier Act.• 

Carolina F.reigh t applied for a CO!lllOD ca.crier 

certificate under the grandfather clause. The carrier had 

eight trucks prior to the 1 June 1935 cut-off point but only 

four by 1936. The firm changed ownership and at the time o.f 

the rec hearing on the certificate ( 19 40) had seventeen 

trucks. In applying for the certificate, the f ir11 was 

asking for virtually the enti.re AUantic seaboard, carrying 

priaaril y cotton and some filler no.r th and carrying 

virtually anything--to avoid empty trocks--on t.he return 

southbound trip. 7he ICC approved the certificate but 

restricted the carrier to certain coamodities and designated 

given points which. the carrier might serve. Carolina 

Freight appealed the ICC order. The District Court set 

aside the order. The District Court said: 

It is, of course, reasonable to limit the 
certificate to the type of service rendered by the 
carrier during the grandfather period, and to 
limit the territory to that vi thin which 
substantial service of that type has been 
rendered; but it is unreasonable to limit the 
certificate of one vho _bas functioned as a general 
carrier to the specific coa11odi ties carried and 
the specific points served. The lav cannot 
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reasonably be 
limitation.s 

construed as authorizing such 

In addition, the District Court noted that Congress had not 

authorized a dis·tinction between regular route carriers and 

irregular route carriers such as Carolina Freigat, and 

similar restrictions were not placed on regular carriers. 

The ICC appealed the District Court opinion, but the 

Supreme Court upheld the lower cou.rt. Justice Douglas vrote 

the opinion for the court, and Jackson, joined by 

Frankfurter, dissented. 

Douglas deferred in part to administrative expertise. 

He found the ICC justified in basing restrictions on the 

geographical territory that Carolina Freight aight serve. 

"The judqment is highly expert," wrote Douglas. nonly vhe.re 

the error is patent may ve say that: the Commission has 

transgressed. This is not the case.u6 However, the Court 

had doubts about the restrictions on what articles ai9ht be 

carried. 

The court's first concern va s the criteria under v hich 

the ICC had determined that on.ly certain coamodities--

specifically those co•modi ties carried both before and after 

1 June 1935--could now be carried by Carolina Freight. A 

0 common carrier" could not be rest..ric ted as to coaaodities 

althouqll it could be restricted on the tecr.itory served; at 

issue was the proper a pplica ti on by the .ICC of the statutory 
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standards required by Congress to determine the t1co mmon 

carrier" status of Carolim Pl.'eight. Douglas v.cote: the 

"commission may not atomize [a carrier• s] prior service, 

product by product., so as to restrict the scope of his 

operations, where there is substantial eYidence in addition 

to his holding out that he was in •g_~ fi~ operation• as a 

•common carrier• of a large group of comaodi t.ies or of a 

whole class or classes of property."7 That substantial 

evidence existed was not clear fr<>11 the ICC .rul.inq. "The 

difference between those types of 

a sharp delimitation of the far 

carriers aay well justify 

flung territory which an 

i rreq ular route carrier may profess to serve#" but once the 

territorial liaita tions a re established, there is "no 

statutory warrant for applying to irregular route carriers a 

different or stricter test as to coaaodi ties which aay be 

carried than is applied to regular route carriers."8 Such a 

distinc·tion is unlawful. 

The Court could not determine if the .ICC had applied 

the standards to the facts in the Caro1ina Freight record. 

If, as Donglas suspected, the .ICC had improperly construed 

the statute, the statutory rights of the carrier were 

impaired. "An insistence upon t be findings which Congress 

made basic and essentia 1 to the Coamission •s action is no 

intrusion into the administrative domain," w·rote Douglas .. 9 
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Because the Court cannot be certain that the proper 

construc·tion of the Motor Carriers Act was used in issuing 

the restrictive certificate, the Court cannot affirm that 

the scope of the certificate is justified. The Court 

affirmed the District Court• s decision to set aside the ICC 

order; this lover court decision apparently remanded t Ile 

order to the commission and therefore the ultimate result of 

the case vas to return it to the ICC for a new decision. 

Jackson 1 s dissent stressed that the ICC was exercis.i ng 

the discretion delegated to it bf Congress. He complained 

that the case was being returned to the Commission for the 

Commission to rein·terpret the law even ·though the Court had 

all the facts. He wrote: 

Furthermore, if after this case is returned 
to the Commission, the Commission should leave no 
room for doubt that in making the cllallenged order 
it acted upon correct notions of law, it aay yet 
be upset because the Court says its findings are 
not sustai.ned by the evidence, it had better be 
said nov. We have here a small record and simple 
facts, which are all before us, giving adequate 
basis for concludinq vhether these facts as found 
by the Coamission warranted the order. On this 
record it is plain what the Com.aission has done. 
The only question is--Can it do what it has done? 
To send the case back to the Coaaission to be 
reconsidered or to say that it has already been 
considered in the light of tae legal views which 
the Court expresses, a oo then, _perhaps, to say 
that in any event tke order is not warranted on 
the record before us, is really to in rite the 
Coamission to express a.bstract views on law. What 
this amounts to is that the Court refuses to tell 
the Commission what it thinks about the evidence 
until the Commission tells vhat it thinks about 
the law. We cannot regard this as the most 
helpful use of the power of j u:licial reYiew. 1 o 
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One of Jackson's major concerns as a justice was the 

regulation o.f the na tiona 1 economy.' 1 He most frequently 

displayed this concern when the states tried to exercise 

rights over commerce, but in this case his concern was with 

the clash of public interest and private business rights as 

well as w.i·th deference ·to ad mini strati ve expertise. The 

grandfather clause, which allowed carrier firms engaged in 

business before the 1935 cut-off to apply for exeaptions, 

was included in the Motor Carrier Act to allow the ICC to 

regulate previously purely pri.vate businesses with minimal 

injury to the businesses. It vas not intended to hamstring 

the Commission: soae business would necessarily suffer from 

the regulation. Jackson wrote: 

By the enactment (of the Mo tor Carrier Act], 
Congress asserted that the public i·nterest in the 
motor carrier enterprise had become paramount to 
private interests •••• It was not to be expected 
that a sprawlin9, chaotic and cutthroat industry 
that had developed entirely in the pr ivat.e 
interest would be ooduced to an orderly and 
regularized system of transportation in the public 
interest without ste ppiny on a good many 
individual toes.12 

Of course the carriers petitioned the ICC for any and every 

exemption, and as Jackson noted, "the scra•ble for 

grandfather rights represents the effort to pre-empt 

territory and service privileges without sub•it.ting to the 

test of public interest." 1 3 In this case the Co1111ission was 

right; it reduced the "nebu.loos and extravagant claims" of 

the carrier to more reasonable scope.•• 
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Jackson did not agree that the ICC distinction as to 

commodities which cou1d be carri€d by regu1ar and irregular 

carriers was possibly an iaproper statutory construction: 

The Court is 'not confident• that the 
Commission applied to this iri:eqular route carrier 
the same test as to commodities that is applied to 
regular route carriers. We cannot be so 
confidently unconfident. The Commission seems to 
have made only the distinction between irregular 
and the regular route carriers that result from 
the differences inherent in the tva types of 
enterprise •••• [ To] reach different results on such 
different facts does not imply either the use of 
different legal standards or discriminatory 
administration.is 

Jackson concluded: "We should not substitute our own wisdom 

or unwisdom for that of administratiye officers who have 

Jee pt vtbin the bounds of their administrative povers. 0 t6 

Endicott ~oanson Y. Perkin§ 

At issue in Endicott Johnson v. Perkins was the 

enforcement by the federal District. Court of a subpoena 

issued by Secretary of Labor Perkins against Endicott 

Johnson corporation, a shoe company. The company had a 

government contract to manufacture shoes which clear.ly 

specified wh.ich plants under corporation control were 

involved in the contract. After co11plet.ion of t ae contract, 

the Secretary issued a ruling on "integrated establishments" 

which meant that the Walsh-Healy Public Contracts Act 

applied not only to the primary asseabl y areas, as 
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previously, but also to the supply pa.rts of the corporation. 

This meaut 1 for example, that the government shoes might all 

be assembled in one location, and a second location engaged 

in producing shoe soles, even though some of the sol.es vece 

not for the government shoes and went instead to Endicott 

Johnson •s regalar coa.mercial line of shoes. The sole ma king 

plant now fell entirely uode r federal contract law. 

Endicott Johnson cheerfully supplied the payroll records of 

the plants mentioned in the contract when Perkins requested 

the records to verify adherence to federal policies. 

However, the shoe company ref used to furnish records fo.r tile 

supply parts of tae corporation. Pert.ins issued a subpoena. 

to obtain the records, and Endicott Johnson refused to 

comply. Perkins then appealed to the District Court for 

enforceaent1 but the court ref used to enforce on grounds 

that the Act was improperly invoked because the supply parts 

of Endicott Johnson vere not covered under the Walsh-Healy 

Act. 

Jackson wrote the Court•s opinion over a dissent by 

llurph y in which Roberts joined. The Court found tba t the 

District Court had no pove.r to review the Secretary •s 

subpoena and should therefore enforce it. The issue of the 

constitutionality of the delegation of the subpoena power 

was summarily d.isaissed by Jackson. He found it so 
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obviously constitutional that he decli.ned to discuss the 

question. 

of 

In his opinion~ 

the integrity 

Jackson turned again to an a ffirma. t.ion 

of the national economy: ·the Act• s 

"purpose is to use the leverage of the Government• s immense 

purchasing power to raise labor standards," and contractors 

who bid under the Act "voluntarily enter into competition to 

obtain government business on terms of which they are fairly 

forewarned by inclusion in the contract."17 

for the Court nor Murphy ever raise 

leit.her Jackson 

the issue of 

retroact.ivity except in a brief note by Jackson. The issue 

in the case was the behavior of the District Court cather 

than the propriety of Perkin• s action. Jackson deferred, as 

usual, to both Congress and the administrator: "Congress 

submitted the administration of the Act to the judgment of 

the Secretary of Labor, not to the judgment of the cou.ctsn1a 

and one of the principal duties of the Secretary in 

administering the Act is the "conclusive determination of 

questions of fact" to guide Government procurement officers 

as they award or withhol.d Government contracts. t 9 

The secretary could not deterll:ine if any violations had 

occurred without examining the shoe company• s payroll 

records. Jackson noted that the Sec re tar y "is given no 

power to in yestigate mere coverage, as such, or to make 
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findings" on coverage except as an issue of violation is 

concerned. 20 It was there.tore "advisable to begin by 

examining the payroll, for if there vere no underpayments to 

be found, the issue of coverage would be acadeaic.i.21 

Jackson wrote: 

This ruling [of the District Court] a> uld require 
the Secretary, in order to get evidence of 
violation, either to allege she had decided the 
issue of coverage before the hearing or to sever 
the issues for separate hearing and decision. The 
former would be of dubious propriety, and tae 
latter of doubtful practicality. 22 

Jackson concluded his opinion by administering a ra the.r 

sharp reprimand to the District Court. He wrote that the 

duty of the District Court is to enforce the subpoena: it 

is the duty of the Secretary to exaaine the evidence. 

It seeas clear fro• the facts of the case presented 

above, that Endicott Johnson miqh t have a valid defense 

against any charqes of v iolatioa, and Jackson acknowledged 

this. He noted that the skoe coapan y had man .Y matters to 

raise against the administrative complaint, such as the 

administrative rulings in place at the tiae of the complaint 

and the retroactive nature of the ruling, but "they are not 

of a kind that can be accepted as a defense against the 

subpoena. n23 Thus the agency no longer had to demonstrate 

that it had jurisdiction oYer the i:ecords of a company under 

investigation. •The requirement of probable cause was now 
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gone--and 

probable 

asserted 

it was not 

jurisdiction, 

even replaced by a requirement of 

the administration as long as 

some reason to believe that she had 

jurisdic-t.ion.tt2• 

United States v. South-Eastern Jlndervriters 

In 1869, the Court .had decided i.n Paul v. Virginia2s 

that insurance was not comaen::e within the meaning of the 

Commerce clause because agreeaents to insure were simply 

"contracts of indemnity." 

belonged to the states. 

Thei:efoi:e reqnlation of insurance 

The courts had adheced to that 

concept f_roa 1869 through the 1890 passage of the Sherman 

An ti-Trust Act to this 1944 case v hich involved an anti-

trust suit broug.ht against a group of fire-insurance 

companies that were fixing rates of insurance. Tbe yuestioo 

before the court vas whether or not the insurance industry 

was interstate commerce. Justice Black, writing for the 

Court, found -that despite the history of allovi-r1g each state 

to regulate the insurance industry within its ovn borders, 

no previous case had "involved an Act of Congress which 

required the Court to decide the issue of whether the 

Commerce Clause grants to Congress 'the power t.o regulate 

insurance transactions stretching across state lines."26 

However, now that the Sherman An ti-Trust Act had been 

applied in a administrative attempt to regulate the 
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insurance industries, the question was before the Court. 

The Court found that the insurance industry came within the 

definition of interstate coaaerce and therefore the Sherman 

Anti-Tr11st Act applied. 

Stone, joined by Frankfurter, dissented, 

grounds. He wrote that Congress had not 

Sherman lnti-Trust Act to apply to insurance. 

but on na r.row 

intended th.e 

A·t the t:i IE 

the Act vas passed, insurance was quite clearly state 

business, and therefore Congress could not have •eant for it 

to be included. In addition, Stone asserted that using 

interstate facilities such as roads and the postal service 

did not make insurance interstate commerce. 

Jackson dissented in part. If the Court .were "vritinq 

upon a clean slate," he would find insurance is 

commerce--and he expected that eventually it would be so 

considered. But as the matter stood, legally, the court 

should be bound by the principle of stare decisis 1 which in 

this instance would apply not only in the strictly judicial 

mode of follovin9 precedent vherewer possible but also in a 

more legislative aode. In view of the large and complex 

nature of existing state reg u.la ti on of insu.r ance, Jackson 

felt the legislature should initiate national control of the 

industry. The ma in question is "What role ouqht tlle 

judiciary to play in reversi.ng the trend of history and 
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setting the nation •s reet in a new path of policy?"21 

Jackson acknowledged tha·t insurance was, by 1944 standards, 

interstate commerce. However, he had "broad views on the 

reach of congressiona 1 authority" and felt that the 

legislature should take the first step "to revise obviously 

outmoded consitutional concepts. n2a He was reluctant to 

chanqe the law without a Cong .cessional initiative: 

(I ]n contemplation of lav 1 however, insurance 
has acquired an established doctri.nal status not 
based on present-day facts. For constitutional 
purposes a fiction has been established, and long 
acted upon by the Court. the states. and the 
Congress, that insurance is not com11Erce •••• (This 
idea] continues only at the sufferance of 
Congress •••• 29 

Jackson believed that as long as Congress does continue the 

fiction, it must be maintained. Jackson was concerned not 

only that Congress did not have legislation in place to 

replace t.he state regulatory process bu-t. that Congress also 

had indicated a lack of interest in passinq such 

legislation. He felt it was not the place of the Court to 

force Co.ngress to act: 

A judgment as to when the evil of a 
decisional error exceeds the evil of an innoYation 
must be based on very practical and in part upon 
policy considerations. ihen, as in this problem, 
such practical and political judmen~s can be made 
by the political branches o.f the Govemaent, it is 
the part of wisdom and self-res·traint and good 
government for courts to leave the initiative to 
Conqress •••• 

aoreover, this is the aetllod of responsible 
democratic government. To force the hand of 
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Congress is no more the proper function of t.he 
judiciary than to tie the hands of Congress. 3 o 

Congress did not allow its hands to be either forced or 

Congressional response was to pass the HcCarran Act 

which allowed states to continue to regulate the insura.uce 

industry whil~ acknovledginq that insurance was interstate 

commerce. In 1946, the Court in Prudential Insurance co. v. 

Benjamin "abandoned its traditional view that federal and 

st.ate cont.rol over commerce a:r:e mutually exclusive and 

sustained the [ ~ccarra n] Act. n·31 

A Di version: Reconciling Wickard v. Filburn to South-

Eastef:!l Underwriters 

In 1942 Jackson had written for a unanimous court the 

decision in Wickard v. Pilb~.a2 This was the case of the 

Ohio chicken-farmer who raised vbeat in excess of his quota 

set under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938. Filburn 

contended tbat because the surplus wheat vas raised for 

chicken feed, his product never beca11e a aarket commodity 

and could not be regulated by the federal qoYernaent under 

its commerce clause powers. The case was argued twice; 

Jackson, ll urphy, Roberts, Byrnes, and .Frankfurter .requested 

the second argument.33 they thought Filburn•s attorney had 

skirted the constitutional issues, and t.hey felt that 11 most 

of the Government men fee 1 too sui:e of the Court to bother 
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with enlightening it."3• The problem concerning the five 

justices was "th.e Court's power to inquire into the factual 

justification for congressional control over acts not 

interstate and not in themselves coa11erce, but which affect 

comm.erce."35 

Jackson found himself unable to agree vit.h B.lack and 

Douglas that the "supremacy clause swept before it any 

objection that Congress had invaded the preserve of th.e 

states vhen the matter regulated touched the national 

interest in commerce." 36 J acltson 1 li.ke St one, thought such 

a view eliminated the role of the Court in passing upon the 

validity of commerce-related .legislation. He wished instead 

to dif.ferentia te between legislation that .regulated commerce 

and legislation controlling "activities that ace neit:he.r 

interstate nor commerce (which] are reg ulat.ed because of 

their effect Q.!!. interstat:e co1111erce. "3., The Court, Jdc ks on 

felt, must be able to inquire into the facts or else "the 

federal compact was pretty meaningless if Congress is to be 

the sole judge of the extent of its own co1111erce power. n;ia 

Jackson's view carried th.e day, and Stone assigned the 

opinion to him. 

Jackson •s opinion found that Filburn• s wheat did indeed 

affect interstate commex:ce: 

••• such wheat overhangs the market and, if induced 
by rising prices, tends to flow into the market 
and check price increases. But if we assume that 
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it is never marketed, it supplies a need of the 
man who grew it v hich would otherwise be reflect:ed 
by purchases in the o~n market. Home-grown wheat 
in this sense coapetes with v heat in comaerce.39 

Filburn's contention that his wheat was not interstate 

commerce, while not rejected, vas not deemed an adequate 

defense: 

even if appellee•s activity be local and though it 
may not be regarded as coa•erce, it aay still, 
whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it 
exerts a su.bsta nti.a 1 ec onoaic effect on interstate 
commerce, and this irrespective of whether sue h 
effects at some earlier time have been defined as 
•direct' or 'indirect•."• o 

An apparent contrad.ic·tion exists in Jackson's opinions 

in Wickard y. Pilbur!! and in South-Eastern Underwriters. In 

Filburn, he used the "substantial econoaic effect" to 

justify ".federal int.cusion into Fil burn •s chicken yard,•• 1 

claiming that. while Filburn• s 

own contribution to the demand for wheat may be 
trivial by itself {it] is not eno119h to remove him 
from the scope of federal regulation where, as 
here, his contribu t.ion, taken together vit b that 
of many others similarly situated, is far fcom 
trivial •••• It can hardly be denied that a factor 
of such volume and variability as home-consumed 
wheat vould have a substantial influence on price 
and 11a.rket conditions ••• It is of the essence of 
regulation that it lays a restraining hand on the 
self- interest of the regulated and that advantages 
from the regulation commonly fa.11 to others. The 
conflicts of economic in te res·t between the 
regulated and those who advantage by it are wisely 
left under our system to resolution bJ the 
Congress. under its raore flexible and responsible 
legislative process.•2 
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This is the same argument that Jack son used in f~!ina 

Frei!tl!!. Carriers: regulation is not for the benefit of the 

regulated. How then could Jackson dissent in south-Eastern 

Undervri ters, when a c.lear ly substantial economic effect 

resulted froa the insura nee 

mechanical interaction of 

ind nstry • s business, 

insurance with 

and the 

interstate 

commerce, the roads, and postal system was at least as great 

if not greater than F.ilburn 1 s vheat farminq? 

The difference lies in what Jackson perceived as 

Congressional intent and in his views on judicial restraint. 

Although he was supportive of any legislative attempt to 

regulate the national economy, Jackson did not feel the 

Court should be setting economic policy. In the 

Agricultural A djust11ent let at issue in Filburn, Congress 

was reaching for federal control of agriculture regardless 

of state interest. Jackson vas willing to defer to 

Congress. But in South-Eastern Underwr~!~2, there was no 

clear indication o·f a Con9ressiona.l intent to regulate 

insurance and aore than a hint that it did not wish to do 

so. When the She.raa. n An-ti-Trust Act was passed in 1890, 

insurance had .been considered by the courts as outside the 

purview of int.ersta te comaen:e for twenty years. Por the 

next fifty years, Congress had made no attempt to establish 

federal control. Jackson, .reluctant to haapec the "flexible 
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and responsible legislative process mentioned in his _Fil.ID!£.!!. 

opinion," backed a va y. His opinion introduced a "new factor 

in the equation of :judicial restraint--tbe notion that in 

certain instances, at least. the Court ought to await 

legislative action before undertaking to revise obviously 

outmoded constitotiona 1 concepts. 0 •3 

Kocematsq v. Uni.kc! 2,!at~§ 

The final case to be considered at length in this 

chapter is Koreaatm:1 v. United States in which Jackson wrote 

a disturbing and somevha t unsatisfactory dissent. Fred 

Koreaatsu, an American citizen of Japanese descent, refused 

to obey a aili tary order reguirinq hia t:o leave his home in 

San Leandro, California, which had been designated part of 

Military Area Ho. 1, to go to a ailitary assembly center, 

and fro• there to go to a relocation center; he vas, 

however, also prohibited _by military order from leaving the 

zone in which he lived. 'Ih us he did not have the option to 

leave ho11e for a location of his own choosing. Black, 

writing for the Court, found the qovernment order under 

which Korematsu was convicted to be constitutional. Belying 

on Hira.ba yashi v. Qn_i ted St ates,•• a case w hie h had 

sustained the military curfew applied only to citizens of 
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Japanese ancestry, he found that exclusion of the Japanese-

Americans from areas designated as military district vas not 

"beyond the war pover of Congress and the Executive. n•s 

Black narrowed ~!!,!ts~ to the exclusion order and set 

aside an exa mi nation of vhe re Kore ma tsu voul d go s laould he 

leave Military Area No. 1. As Black put it: "{.c ]egacdless 

of the true nature of the assembly and relocation 

centers--and we deem it unjustifiable to call them 

concentration camps with a.ll the ugly connotations tbat term 

implies--we are dealing specifically vi th nothing but an 

exclusion order. 11•• He concluded: 

( Korematsu] J!ilS exc la:led because ue are at vac 
with the Japanese Eapire, because the properly 
constituted military authorities feared an 
invasion of our West Coast and felt co.nstrai.ned to 
take proper security aeasures, because they 
decided that the military urgency of the situation 
demanded that all citizens of Japanese ancestry be 
segregated from the West Coast temporarily, and 
finally, because Congress, reposing its confidence 
in this time of war in our military leaders--as 
inevitably it must--determined that they should 
have the power to do just this. There was 
evidence of disloyalty on the part of some, the 
military authorities considered that the need for 
action was great, and time 11as short. ie 
cannot--by availing ourselves o.f the cal.11 
perspective of hindsigllt--no• say that at that 
time these actions vere unjustified.•7 

Justices Roberts, l'lurphy, and Jackson d.issent ed 

se para tel y. Roberts objected that Kore.11atsu had been 

confron·ted vith tvo contradictory orders that left him no 

option but "to subait to illegal imprisonment on the 
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assumption that he might, after going to the Assembly 

Center 1 apply for his discharge .by suing out a writ of 

habeas corpus •••• ff48 He found that Korematsu had been 

subjected to a "clear violation of Constitutional rights, ""9 
and that to pretend that Kore.11a·tsu was not being ordered 

in to a concentration camp was to ignore reality. 

.Pturphy•s dissent was even stronger: the exclusion of 

Japanese-Americans "goes over 'the very brink of 

constitutional power• and falls into the ugly abyss of 

racis11.nso Hurphy agreed that some deference must be paid 

to the "judgments of the military authorities who are on the 

scene and vho have full knowledge of tae military 

facts •••• ( But individuals] must not be left impoverished of 

their constitutional rights on a plea of ai.litary necessity 

that has neither substance nor support."st Murpay asserted 

that deciding the peraissable boundaries of military 

discretion is a decision for the cou.rts. In this case, the 

military excluded all persons of Japanese descent based on 

the grounds that some mi9ht be disloyal and on an 

"accumulation of much of the misinformation, .half-truths and 

insinuations that for years have been directed against 

Japanese Americans by people with racial and economic 

prejudices •••• ns2 He continued: 

A military judgment based upon such racial and 
sociological considerations is not entitled to the 
great weight ordinarily given the judgments based 
upon strict military considerations. 53 
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Jackson's dissent does not fall vi-th l1urphy's clear-cut 

Constitutional outrage or vith Roberts• dislike of Justice 

Black's sophistry. He found that were Korematsu ordered to 

obey a similar command in tiae of peace, he supposes the 

"Court would refuse to enforce it."s• This is, however, a 

time of var. Jackson rejected the concept that. military 

expediency-- 11 reasonable military g ro ands for promulgating 

the order"ss--provides constitutionality to any military 

order. Jackson was, as always, intensely practical and he 

recognized that the military may at tiaes be required to 

impose unconstitutiona 1 demands. 

It would be impracticable and dangerous 
idealism to expect or insist -that each specific 
military command in an area of probable ope.cations 
will confora to conventional tests of 
constitutionality. When an area is so beset that 
it aust be put under military control at all, the 
paramouat consideration is that it:s measures be 
successful, ra tb.er tlla n legal. Tile armed services 
must protect a society, not merely its 
Constitution •••• Defense measures 111ill not, and 
often should not, be h.e1d within the limits tba t 
bind civil authority in peace.s• 

Despite the occasional necessity fo_r extra-constitutional 

11ili tary expedients, Jackson denied that the Couct must 

agree to enfocce them because of military necessity: 

But even if they were per aissible military 
procedures, I deny that it follows that they are 
constitutional. If, as the Court bolds, it does 
follow, then ve may as well say that any military 
order will be constitutional and have done with 
it.57 
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Jackson seems in these two excerpts from his dissent to 

be asserting that in time of var, American society may 

become separated from i·ts Consti tu-ti.on, and a choice mllst be 

made to uphold one or the other. The danqer in taking the 

opposite viev--that without the Constitution we have no 

society--is that the desire to protect. the Constitution may 

require such ineffective ai.litary measures that both society 

and Constitution fall. Jackson cannot bring himself to go 

as far as the majority opinion but he refuses to absolve the 

military for its behavior. B.lack 1 s opinion asserts, in 

ef·fect, that DeWitt vas justified in excluding Amecican 

citizens of Japanese descent from the west coast simply by 

virtue of being the military commander; Jackson, forced to 

decide, would declare DeWitt' s order invalid. This may be 

suggesting a no-aan•s-land of Jli.lltary behavior in v.hich the 

11ili tary personnel must be willing to accept the 

consequences of beha vio.r which is later declared illegal. 

However, in view of Jackson's often demonstrated 

prediliction for practicality, such a no-aan •s-land permits 

the military to do as it p1eases while releasing the court 

from complicity in the aili tar_y• s actions: this is the 

heart of Jackson's dissent. 

As much as Jackson disliked the Couct•s acceptance of 

military expediency, he found "a judicial conscruction of 
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the due process clause that will sustain this order is a far 

more subtle blow to liberty than the promulgation of the 

order itself. 11 se What is the danger Jac.k.son foresaw? 

THE DIVORCE CAS FS ..!!!J! ST~]J D.ECISIS 

Jackson frequently mentioned the walue--and danqers-- of 

stare decisi2_. In 1942 he dissented in Williams v. !Q~i!l 

Carolina.s9 The case rest.ed on a controversy in which a man 

and a woman in North Carolina abandoned th.eir respective 

spouses, moved to Nevada and obtained divorces, 11arried each 

other, and returned to North Carolina. Borth carolina, with 

very strict divorce laws, charged them vith bigaa_y. The 

Supreme court reversed an earlier ruling in Haddock v. 

HaddocJc60 and held that the Nevada decrees vere valid. 

Jackson dissented for four reasons. His first objection was 

that the Court had misconstrued the issue of jurisdiction .. 

He wrote that •1[t ]he effect o.f the Cour-t• s decision 

today ••• is to deprive this Court of control over t.he 

operation of the full faith and credit and the due process 

clause of the Federal Constitution in cases of contested 

jurisdiction and to vest it in the ficst state to pass on 

the facts necessary to jurisdiction. rt•t He also disagreed 

vi th the Court because neither spouse remaining in North 

Cacolina had been served vi th process: "I cannot but 
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think," he vrote, "that in its preoccupation w:ith the full 

faith and credit clause the Court has slighted tlte due 

process clause."62 The third objection was based on 

Jackson's doubt that true domicile had been esta.Dlisbed in 

N ev-ada: •a stay of about six veeks at the Alamo Auto Court 

(is] an address hardly suggestive of peraanence."63 His 

fourth objection involved a conce:cn vi. th 2ll£~ decisis: 

The Court says that its judgment is •part of 
the price of our federal system.• It is a price 
that ve did not have to pay yesterday and that we 
will have to pay tomorrow, only because th.is Court 
has willed it to be so t.oday. This Court may 
follow precedents, irrespective of their merits, 
as a aatter of obedie nee to tile rule of stare 
g,ecisis. Consistency and stabilitJ may be so 
served. ~hey are ends desirable in themselves, 
for only thereby can the law be predictable to 
those who must shape their conduct by it and to 
lover courts which must apply it. But we can 
break with established law, overrule precedents, 
and start a nev cluster of leadinq cases to define 
what we mean, only as a matter of deliberate 
policy. 64 

And Jackson can find no "counterYailing pablic good" to 

justify the change in law. 65 In J!lliam2, Jackson did not 

extend his view to suggest, as he does in South-Eastern 

Underwriters, that Congress is the repository of the power 

to change gov-ernment policy, but he did present the sa .me 

argument that precedent should not be overtllLned unless tile 

resulting good outveiqhs the ine11itable chaos of a change in 

law. He viewed sta~ decisis as a use£ul tool that can 
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"deny to the courts the power to determine social policy 

while leaving Congress ••• free to det.ermine within wide 

limits ( e. 9., constitutiona 1 constrain ts on Congressional 

power] the major lines of governmental policy without fear 

that the weight of outmoded precedent. v ill unduly hamper 

that pover."66 It is, in other words, a two-edged sword. 

Jackson used it to cut in another direction in Estin v. 

Estin. 67 

At issue in ~ti.!} vas the validity of a support 

agreement entered into in Nev York. Mrs. Estin had obtained 

a separation agreement in Nev York which obligated her 

estranged .husband to pay tier alimony. SeYeral years later, 

the husband moved to Nevada, established domicile, and sued 

for divorce. ftrs. Estin vas serYed vita notice of the 

d.ivorce proceedings through "constructive sei:Yice" which 

means the defendant spouse is not served personally but 

instead through some indirect method such as publication in 

a local newspaper. She did not contest the divorce. The 

Nevada divorce, when qran·ted, did not a•ard aliaony to Mrs. 

Estin, and Mr. .Estin stopped t.he aonth.ly payments. S.he 

sued in New York to recover the overdue payments; Mr. Estin 

asserted that his Nevada divorce voided the separation 

agreement entered into in Nev York. The lev York appellate 

courts affirmed the initial decision in Mrs. Estin' s favor, 

and the Supreme Court affirmed. 
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Both Frankfurter and Jackson dissented, Jackson basing 

his dissent in pact on Williams. He asserted t ha~ "[ f ]or 

reasons which I stated in dissen·ting in Williams v. l!.2£1! 

Carolina ••• I would not give standing under the (full faith 

and credit] clause to constructive service divorces obtained 

on short residence. 1168 However, since the Court did not 

agree vith him in Williams, he felt obligated t-0 follow the 

concept of ~~ gecis!~ and to rely on Williams. One 

concern of the New York appellate court had been that ~rs. 

Estin, deprived of her alimony, might become a welfare 

charge on the state. The appellate court opinion stated 

that in Bew Yock,. divorces do not automatically terminate 

prior separation agree.me a·ts. Jackson in his dissent 

disagreed with that interpretation of llev York lav. He 

vrote that as a divorce in Nev York does terminate any 

support agreement--here Jackson relied on his experience as 

a Nev York lavyer--and WilliU!? requires Nev York to 

recognize the divorce as though it were a lev York decree, 

then Mrs. Estin•s support agreement should be terminated. 

Louis Jaf.fe writes of this dissent that 

We may suspect that in his role of dissenter 
he vas allowing him.self considerable license to 
express his rathec scornful disapproval of 
w.illiams. By it fruits shall ye know it! Adopt a 
doctrine, he seems to say, that makes divorce easy 
because you set little value on a state's interest 
in the sanctity of the marriage relation; but 
squirm and crawl to avoid your pre1lise when it 
becomes a matter of property, in which you do 
believe.69 
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Jackson •s concern over pcecedent is 

views on judicial policy-11ating or to 

not limited to his 

twitting fellow 

members of the Court for inconsistent decisions. He is also 

concerned about the dangers inherent in taoughtlessly 

stating the Court's opinion. 

The Importance of Stare ~cisi2 

In 1944, the same year as the !Q!:~mats_!! decision was 

announced, Jackson spo.ke at the annual •eet ing of the 

American Law Institute on the subject of "Decisional Law and 

St~ Decisi2,n70 a topic that vas appareutiy much on his 

mind. He noted that the multiplication of courts and of 

decisions had led to such a plethora of decisions that an 

as·tute lawyer could find a precedent for almost anything. 

Precedents, he said, gained value or authority from tvo 

sources. The first was a flat value due to the high. 

authority of the courts. The second was an intrinsic value 

based on the individual quality of the opinion. A lasting 

precedent aust have the full co•mi taent of its court or of a 

majority of the justices,.,, and to obtain this coa•it me nt 

the precedent must be both based on a careful study of the 

background and legal antecedents of the case and vell 

dra.fted. 

Williams and F.stin had not suited Jackson's 

requirements; they rep~se nted to hi a shoddy scholars hip and 
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a disregard for consequences. !Q~.A~i§.!! 1 on the other hand, 

outraged both his concern for individual liberty and his 

sense of fair play. His concern for individual liberty is 

accentuated by the realization that ~~~mats!!_, in itself an 

injury to Fred Korematsu•s constitutioDal riqhts, provided a 

highly dangerous precedent: 

A mil.i tary order, h owe ve r uncon s·ti tutional, is not 
apt to last longer than the military e.mergency. 
Even during that period a succeeding comaander may 
revoke it all. But once a judicial opinion 
rationalizes sue h an onier to show that it 
conforms to the Constitution, or rather 
rationalizes the Constitution to shoa that the 
Constitution sanctions such an order, the Court 
for all time, has validated the principle of 
racial discrimination in criainal procedure and of 
transplanting American citizens. The principle 
then lies about like a loaded weapon ready for the 
.band of any authority that can bring forward a 
plausible claim of an urgent. need. Every 
repetition in beds that principle more deeply in 
our law and ·thinkiDJ and expands it to new 
purposes. All who observe the wort of courts are 
familiar with vha t Judge Cardozo described as 'the 
tendency of a principle to expand itself to the 
limit of its logic.' A llili tary commander may 
overstep the bounds of constitutionality, and it 
is an incident. But if we review and approve, 
that passing incident becomes the doctrine of the 
Constitution. There it has a qenera·ti ve power of 
its own •••• 72 

It is quite clear that Jackson viewed Koreaatsu as an 

outrageous decision on its own merits, but he "felt that he 

had been led down the garden path in accepting Stone's 

Hirabayashi decision. 0 73 Jackson notes that "although 

Hirabayashi raised the issue of the constitutionality of t h.e 
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e xcl usionar y order reached in K orematsu," we were 

cons.ider only the curfew feature •••• We yielded. 

urged to 

a-nd the 

Chief Justice guarded the opinion as carefully as language 

will do. 11 7• Stone •s guarded language was insufficient. 

"However, in spite of our limiting 

discrimination on the basis of 

temporary deprivation of libe rt_y. 

racial discrimination is pushed 

words ve did validate a 

ancestry for mild a lld 

Now the principle of 

from support of mild 

measu..ces to V'ery harsh ones, and from temporary deprivations 

to indeterminate ones. n7s And the weapon which was used 

against Korematsu was the precedent--aqreed to by the full 

court only vit:h great reluctance and after persuasion by 

Chief Justice Stone76--set in Hirabayashi. 

Jackson D.ad prophetic ally written in 19111 that by 

establishing new precedents the court u binds itself and its 

successors and all inferior courts and future judges to 

decide similar cases by like logic. It not only limits the 

judgments of other judges, but, so long as the rule stands, 

it destroys the discretion even of the men who made it.n77 
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CONCLUSION 

Although about one-third of Jackson's opinions were 

vritten before he left for Nurellherg, very few o.f them were 

of great import in administrative law. It was not until 

later that the major cases such as Yong_ Yang Sung, Chenert 

II, and PT£ v. Ruber,g,!g vere decided. What can be gleaned 

from these early cases is the beginning of a judicia 1 

philosophy. Jackson deferred whenever possible to 

administrative expertise; his extra-legal writings both in 

this period and as a government a ttor.nef show a stronq 

respect for the value of the administrative process. 

In line with his approval of administration, he 

consistently supported the right of the government to 

regulate ·the nationa.1 economy: "Jackson is outstanding for 

the vigor of his federalism," wrote Louis Jaffe. "No other 

aodern judge has defended so bold and comprehensive a 

program of judicial action. The great end of the 

Consti tu ti on, the road to manifest destiny, is the national 

economic market. n7e Arthur Suther.land wrote that "[ t ]o the 

day of his death, Jackson never participated as a judqe in 

any decision declaring invalid any act of Congress on the 

ground that it exceeded the federal power to control any 

par-t of the national econoa·y. tt79 Such a position is not to 

be wondered at: Jackson was a preeminent Bew Dealer and had 
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been active--and approving of the need for action--i.n 

Hoosevel t •s fight with the Supreme Court. His book, 11!~ 

Struggle for Judicial 2UEr~!acy, is a strong statement of 

his views. This book va.s "very much the product of his 

Washington experience betvee n 1914 and 1941, na o and Jackson 

himself affir1aed his position when he said ttThe only agency 

with the power to condition capitalism and industrialism to 

survive is the government. To this end I have supported, in 

general, the program of reform called the •New Deal' with 

more doubts about its adequacy than about its modera tion."8 t 

Even his dissent in South-Eastern Und~writers is a support 

of the Congressional power to requlate--but only when 

Congress chooses to exercise the power. 

The final point raised in this chapter vas Jackson's 

view on the merits and dangers of ~~ decisis. He felt 

strongly about the establishment of precedent, a·nd this 

concern will appear again in his writings 

trials and in later court cases. .Ever 

on the Nuremberg 

the practical 

advocate, he used precedent as a tool to achieve his own 

purpose whether benign or aischievous, and he could take 

abrage at being "led down the garden path" by the misuse of 

precedent. But his more serious concern was deeper than 

me re u ti lit y, as his dissent in K orematsu shovs. 
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These early cases do not shed much light on Jackson's 

view of administration beyond an affirmation of New Deal 

orthodoxy in deferring to administrative expert.ise and 

discretion. This defere nee is the administrative corollary 

of the broader jurisprude.ntial position of judicial 

restraint in economic affairs that characterized the 

"Roosevelt Court. t182 But the cases do provide a forum for 

some of Jackson's belie.ts that developed during this period 

and that would be of i11portance when be retu.rned to the 

court. 
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CHAPT .ER V 

"If an idea is riqht in itself, and if thus armed 
it embarks on the struggle in this world, it is 
invincible and every persecution will lead to its 
inner str en qt hening." 

Adolf Hitler 1 1933 

On .26 April 1 9115, Jackson accepted President Truman• s 

appointment as Chief Prosecutor for ·the United States at the 

Nuremberg Trials. Jackson had long had an interest in 

problems of international law; Truman's appointment of 

Jack.son vas prompted by an address given earlier that year 

in which Jac,kson stressed the need for an impartial couJ:t if 

a court vere to be used to try the Nazis. Jackson 1 s 

temporary departure from the Court led to some er itic ism 

from his fellow justices. His absence probably stopped him 

froa becominq Chief Justice, especially because of the 

eruption of his feud with Black and the adverse publicity 

f roa his cross-examination of Goering. Jackson, however, 

felt that the trial vas one of the most significant legal 

even ts of his lif etiae, and he prosecuted his case vith 

great vigor. After h.is return to the Court, he wrote often 

of the trials themselves, and his subsequent opinions 
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reflect the impac·t of the trials and tile lessons he learned 

from the fall of the Weimar Republic. 

EXTRA-LEGAL WRIT! NGS 

One o:f Jackson's earliest p .ro noun cements on 

in tern ational law ca me at an address given at an American 

Bar Foundation dinner in October of 1941 • .t Jackson was newly 

on the Court, and he s·tressed that nations 11 ust choose 

either to abide by law or to wage var. 

At the end of this var ve 11 ust either throw the 
full weight of American influence t:o the support 
of an international o.nle r based on law, or we must 
outstrip the vorld in naval and air, and perhaps 
in military, force. No x:e~rvati.on to a treaty 
can let us have our cake and eat it too.2 

Always practical when applying the law, Jackson acknowledged 

that the perfect legal order would not be found: 

The triumph of the law is not in always ending 
conflicts .ciqhtlz, but in ending them ReaceablI• 
And ve may be certain that ve do less injustice by 
the vorst processes of the law than would be done 
by the best use of viole oce. We cannot await a 
perfect international tribunal [such as the League 
of Nations] before proscribing resort to violence 
even in case of legitimate grievance. 3 

The following _year Jackson returned to tlt.e idea of an 

international law in a speech which contrasted civil law and 

common law.• One of the most significant contrasts between 

the tvo systems is the "dissimilarity of method by which 

[they] submit their particular doctrines to change •••• The 
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civil law depends for progress on legislation •••• Its methoo 

is to promulgate and from time to time to amend 

comprehensive codes of rules •••• The emphasis in study and in 

application is on principles, not cases." s Common law 

differs; the American contribution to international law has 

been helped by sharing common law principles with Great 

Britain, especially as a .tbi tra tions such as the Jay Treaty, 

the Alaska Boundary arbitration, and the N ortb Atlantic 

Fisheries a.rb.itra tion were decided. 6 In ·the common law, 

"emphasis is on the customary law as declared in _judicial 

decisions, particularly by courts of last resort. u 7 

Jackson was to have this difference brought home 

sharply when determining vha t procedures should be used in 

the war criminal trials: the Russians objected to the 

American system of indictE nt, which provides the accused 

with only the charges against hi• and not the evidence as 

vell, as not fair to the defendant. They also contended 

that to withhold knowledge of the eYidence would "tend to 

proaote contests, and ~rmi.t trials to drag out into 

endurance tests, like sporting events.us Providing a full 

indictment of both charges and evidence to the defendant 

gives him a fair opportunity to prepare bis defense, and for 

the guilty to see the weight of evidence against them so 

they can plead guilty. 9 Jackson t bought 11 ( t ]here is much to 

be said in .favor of this view. 0 to 
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on 13 A pr.il 1945, Jackson spoke to the Ame.rican Society 

of International Law. This address, 11 brought to the 

attention of President !ruman, was a major factor in 

Truman •s decision to name Jackson as Cbief Prosecuto.r.12 In 

this speech he stressed the need both for international law 

to protect society and for any tribunal examining var 

criminals to be independent and impartial. 

One of the ominous signs of our times is that the 
progrP..ssive mobilization of the resources, man-
power, and business of the country has necessa.rily 
been accomplished at the cost of surrendering or 
impairing one after anotaer of our traditional 
individual liberties •••• Awareness of the effect of 
war on our fundamental law should bring home to 
our people the imperative and practical nature of 
our striving for a rule of law among the 
nations.13 

American legal philosophy, he had written in 1942, sees 

international la v as pa rt of our na ti.on al law, especially 

related to the Constitution and to treaties. 1 • But now he 

felt it was important to step out of a narrow national 

perspective. 

It is important that we do not a.llov the 
assumptions tha·t lie at the foundation of any 
worthwhile international _judiciary to become 
obscu.red in issues or p.mssures about details such 
as the number, method of selection, nationality, 
or tenure of judges.is 

What are the assumptions which Jackson felt lay at the 

foundation of an international court? First was the 
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requirement that such a cour·t must be independent of any 

nation or interest. He observed with dismay the viev that 

courts should set policy• or that they should, like the 

.Russian courts, act as "an .instrument of policy designed to 

carry out the policy of the exec uti. ve: ttt6 

Anglo-Americans and many others generally bave 
adhered to the concept of a court as an 
independent body which neither serves nor controls 
policy and whose ae Jibe rs owe a duty to truth in 
fact-finding and to the science of .lav in decision 
that transcends a .ny duty to nation, to class, to 
governments, or to party •••• { T ]his is quite 
contrary to the concept pre yailing among nearly 
all our enemies, among some of our allies aDd some 
neutrals, and beginning to have a considerable and 
influential school of thought in the United 
States. They think of courts as ( de_pendent] and 
con trolled arms of the policy- making part o.f 
qove..rnment, as legitimate ins·truaents to promote 
policy. and as bodies whose fact-findings and 
decisions may properly reflect the natioual 
interest, the class or party interest which is 
responsible for their creation. t7 

An international court cannot follow the latter view: it 

must be independent of any nation o.r interest. Courts 

should not be a policy weapon. They have a ., foundation in 

nature" and a "necessary ha r11ony vi th higher principles of 

right and wrong. u1a Jackson .believed that the power of .lav 

is not merely the power of social control: 

I con fess even to mid-Victorian romanticism which 
believed that 'Thrice armed is he whose cause is 
just.' Of course, these ace difficult concepts 
for the most vise to deli Iii t and apply and easy 
for the most shallow to ridicule. But unless 
there is so11e·thing of substance in these 
techniques, there is nothing to lav except the 
will of those who have the po11er • .t9 
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The second requirement for a var tribunal vas that the 

court proceedings must not be used to jus-tify m.ilita·ry or 

political decisions to execute var criminals. Jackson wrote 

that "undiscriminating executions or punishments without 

definite findings of guilt, fairly arrived at, would violate 

pledges repeatedly given, and would not set easily on the 

American conscience or be reaeabered by our children with 

pride. "2 o Instead, the "ultimate principle is that you must 

put no man on trial under the forms of judicial proceedings 

if you a re not vi 11 in g to see hi• freed if not proven 

guilty.n21 

ACCEPTING THE APPOI MT11!!! 

When Judge Roseman, Roosevelt 1 s personal representative 

who had been in London negotiating with the British on war 

criminal trea. tment, conveyed Truman •s appoint11ent to 

Jackson, Jackson accepted vi thout consul ting either Chief 

Justice Stone or his friend Felix Frankfurter, even though 

Jackson generally felt that Supreme Court justices shou.ld 

not accept non-judicial o·fficial assignaents.22 

Knowing that his acceptance was li.kel y to cause a 

furor, why did Jackson agree? General 'felford Taylor, who 

served with Jackson at Nureaberq, suqqests three principal 

reasons for Jackson's acceptance.23 First was his desire to 
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participate more directly in the var effo.ct. Since the war 

did not reach the Bench, Jackson vas restless and missed the 

excitement of executive responsibility. A second reason vas 

the strained atmosphere on the Court. Personal relations 

among the brethren were not easy, and Jackson was not sure 

he intended to return. 7hird, and perhaps the most powerful 

reason of all, was the unique opportunity afforded by 

N uremberq to i.mpleaent hi.s ideal of an "inter.national order 

wider law. n 

It is difficult to overestimate the importance o_f 

international lav to Jackson. 

other fields vere important, 

While his contributions in 

11i t is in the field of 

international lav that he did his most striking and 

iaportant work."2• Jackson was villinq to leave the Court 

if necessary: "I was entirely willing to quit the Court if 

this was the price. In those days this wasn•t a pleasant 

place to be. 0 2s For Truman to appoint a member of the 

Supreme Court to Nuremberg meant the other three 

participating nations--Great Britain, France, and 

Russia-- would also send high quality .representatives. 26 

This would insure not on1y a trial of high calibre but also 

tha-t the principles established at the trial would be well-

received by the internationa1 legal co•aunity. 

have weighed heavily with Jackson: 

This must 
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There can be no doubt ·that [at Nuremberg] he 
ardently believed that great mo·ral issues were at 
stake •••• He also felt that here vas an opportunity 
to establish, once and for all, the truth that 
agressive var is the greatest of all crimes. 2 7 

Chief Justice Stone disapproved not. only of Jae kson' s 

appointae.nt to Nureaberg but also of the trial itself. He 

ref used to comply vit h B.iddle' s persona.I request to swear 

him in as one of the judges. 0 1 do not vi.sh to appear, even 

in that remote way, to give my blessing or that of the Court 

on the proposed N ure11berg trials," he explained. 2a Earlier 

he had written to a friend, "Jackson is avay conducting hls 

high-qrade lynching party in Nuremberq. I don't mind what 

he does to the Nazis, bat I hate to see the pretense tba t he 

is running a court and proceeding according to common 

lav. u29 Justice Black also found Jackson's behavior 

inappropriate for a member of the Court. Black •s son writes 

that Black "felt strongly that Jackson had no business 

taking a leave of absence from his job on the Supreme Couct 

to undertake an executive function. It not only subverted 

the separation of powers, but it also crippled the ability 

of the Court to function at full capacity."3 o Douglas was 

the third justice to speak out in opposi. ti on. He wrote: 

"[Jackson] was gone a whole year 1 and in his absence we sat 

as an eight-man Court. I thougll t at the time he accepted 

the job that it was a gross violation of separation of 
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powers to put a Justice in charge of an executive function. 

I thought, and I think Stone and Black agreed, that if Bob 

did that, he should resign. Moreover, some of 

us-- particularly Stone, Black, .Murphy and I--thou qht that 

the Nuremberg trials were unconstitutional !!I Americgj! 

standards. nJ 1 

Douglas here is 11issi ng the point. No one expected the 

trials to be run by American constitutional standards; 

indeed, the whole purpose of an international tribuna 1 is 

that it is not controlled by the procedures and legal 

philosophy of any one nation. In addition, while 

representing the Uni·ted States as Chief Prosecutor is 

oodoubtedly an Executive act.ion, Jackson•s actions do not 

.necessarily violate the conce11t of ~paration of powers as 

it. is historically understood. Madison, in the Federalist 

Papers (No. 47) 3,2, discussed the intent of t:he Framers when 

they established separation of po11ers as a principle of the 

new American govern11ent. Tyranny, wrote aadison, results 

from the accumulation of legislative, executive, a od 

judicial power in the same hands. The authority on 

separation of powers is Bontesquieu, and his source is the 

British parliamentary system; however, Montesquieu 11did not 

mean that these departments [legislative, executive, and 

judicial] ought to have no l!!Ctia! ggenc.1 in or no £Q.!!.trol 
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over. the acts of each other. His meaning ••• [ is] that where 

the whole power of one department is exercised by the same 

hands which possess the whole power of another department, 

the fundamental prinicples of a free constitution are 

SU bverted. n3 3 Thus, in the historica1 sense of the 

principle, Jackson was not viola ti119 separation of powers. 

One of Jackson's first problems--in addition ·to 

hammerinq out the details and procedures of the trial with 

his colleaques from Prance, Great Britain, and Bussia--was 

an issue of administratio.n. He had to coJ.lect his staff, to 

secure a site for the trial, to prepare a building for the 

influx of lawyers, spec ta tors, reporters, and military, and 

to provide secure facilties for the prisoners. 

Many of these matters (site• linguistics, etc.] 
were no more congenial to Jackson than the 
conflicts encountered in framing the charter. He 
was not a born administrator. He did not relish 
controversy with or among his subordinates, and 
tended to withdraw from administrative and 
executive duties. He delegated his authority 
extensively and sometimes mistakenly. The staff 
at Nuremberg w.s plagued with irritations and 
misunderstandings that a ficaer administration 
might at least have mitigated, and some of 
Jackson •s ablest assistants [such as General 
Donovan] soon departed because of policy 
disagreements or because their tasks and 
responsibilities were not sufficient! y defined. :J• 
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A different viev of Jackson's adllinistrative abilities comes 

from two Englishmen. Viscount Ki.lmur, Lord High Chancellor 

of Great Britain, wrote "[a] qi:ea t lawyer is not necessarily 

a good organiser, but here the extent of the organiza tiona 1 

problems that were solved must qi ve Jackson the palm. H:ts 

Lord Shawcross, who was with Jackson at Hureaberq, said that 

Jackson "neYer lost sig.h t of [the domestic details]. H36 

ihiche ver view is the more accw::ate, it is ynite clear that 

much of Jackson's time and enerqJ was occupied with 

organizing the trial • 

.More interesting to Jackson vere the coaplexities of 

compromising on a legal procedure to satisfy all four 

powers. The Russians were the most difficult to work with, 

but as the United States and Great Britain had captured the 

worst prisoners and ·the best evidence, they vere prepared to 

do without Soviet help i-f necessary.37 The four powers were 

well-represented. Great Britain sent the Lord Chancellor 

and the Attorney General; France sent the Judge of the ~9ur 

de Cassation and a prominent international law scholar, and 

the u.s.s.R. sent the Vice-President of the Pedecal Supreme 

Court and a leading Soviet law professor.38 Most of the 

problems were procedural rather than substantive. As 

discussed above, the Soviets wanted to supp.ly a full copy of 

the indictment to the defe nden·ts, which was done; the 
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indictments had much more detail than is usual in a British 

or Ame.rican trial. Common law rules of evidence were not 

followed: "Continental lawyers genera.l.ly regard them with 

varying degrees of abhorrence. Since they vere devised 

mainly to control jury trials, we sa 11 no reason to urge 

their use in an international trial before professional 

judges." 39 Admissability of evidence was decided by the 

tribunal based upon "probative value. 11 •0 For example, the 

French and Russians were shocked at the idea of surprising 

the defendants with previously undisclosed evidence,. which 

was very likely to occur as Occupa ti.on Forces delved more 

deeply into government records. The issue ended up with 

allowing evidence to be admitted as discovered but also 

making it availa.b.le to the defendants as soon as possible.•1 

Anglo-American la·w permits a defendant to testify under 

oath ; Continent al law does not permit such testiaony but 

does allov the accused at the end of the trial to make an 

unsworn statement. At Nuremberg the Nazis were permitted 

to do both.•2 And throughout the negotiations Jackson 

insisted that the tribunal be impartial and not be a 

kangaroo court. The idea of establishinq guilt by trial was 

difficult for the Soviets to qr:asp. Jackson wrote, "I have 

never doubted their qoo:l faith in accepting and in trying to 

apply this theory at the trial, but their failure to grasp 
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its full import brought up the same issue in •any guises."•3 

For example, the Russians proposed putting the accused at 

penal labor until the trial; Jackson refused because to do 

so presumed their quilt. Jackson also refused to allow any 

of the accused to testify against their fellow Nazis in 

return for clemency of any kind. He felt "such a method was 

altoqether out of place in a great international trial 

involving profound legal a DJ. moral issues. 11 •• In addition, 

such bargains--or even lesser ones such as the o.ffer from 

one defendant to cooperate if he could be shot rather than 

hanged--wece unnecessary to procure the convictions: the 

"testimony thus obtained is not di~redi ted by the suspicion 

that it was influenced by promises or expectations of 

leniency."•s 

THE OUTCOMES Q;f. !QMltBER~ 

One of the outcoaes of Nuremberg which affected Jackson 

most personally was that Fred Vinson, rathe.r t.han be, heca me 

Chief Justice vhen Harlan Stone died on 22 April 19IJ6. 

There had always been ruaors that Roosevelt intended to 

appoint Jackson as Chief Justice, and one rumor even said 

that Stone accepted his advancement vith the proYiso t.hat he 

would retire at seventy and let Jack son have his turn .. •6 At 

Stone's death Jackson was urged to leave Nuremberg for 
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Washington to assert his claims to the position. It is, 

however, unlikely that he was seriousl_y in contention.. The 

Jackson-Black feud was by then public knowledge; the 

appointment of Fred Vinson to the post unleashed a final 

vituperative attack by Jackson that was apparently prompted 

by the report that Black would resign if Jackson were 

appointed •• ., In addition, in aarc.h had come Jackson's 

disasterous and much publicized cross-examination of 

Goering. 

not a 

Even Lord Shavcross vas forced to admit "{i]t was 

success."•a Jackson was led by Goering "into a 

difficult cross-exa mina ti on field where opinions were 

challenged instead of facts, always an unrewarding 

exercise."•9 Whatever the reason, it could not enhance the 

chances of an absent Justice se_rv inq in a controversial 

tria 1. 

Jackson was disappointed at losing a chance to becollle 

Chief Justice; Douglas t hin:ks this thv arted ambition "trul_y 

poisoned his judicial career.nso In retrospect, however, 

Jackson did not find the loss so onerous. He ceflected 

later that al-though he certainly van ted to be Chief Justice, 

"I know that m._y vork, if it lives at all, wi-11 live in what 

I write. It von • t live in the administration work of the 

Chief Justice. 11 s1 In his f ina 1 Nuremberg report to 

President Truman on 7 October 19 46, Jackson wrote that to be 
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Chief P rosecuto.c at Nuremberg "was, perhaps, the greatest 

opportunity ever presented to an American lavyer.us2 

Jackson does not seem to have .regretted accepting the post. 

Personal ambitions aside, what acco•plishments did 

Jackson feel came from the Nu.re11herg trial? In his final 

report he lists sii major accomplishments. s:i 

1. Aggressive var vas declared a ncrime against 

international society" for which individuals are held 

responsible. A total of tvent_y-three nations adhere 

to the A g.ree ment of London (8 A ttg ust 19 45) • 

2. The principles underlying the agreement were 

incorporated into a judicial precedent. 8 A judgment 

such as has been rendered shifts the power of th.e 

precedent to the support of these rules of law. No 

oue can hereafter deny or fail to know tba t the 

principles on which the Nazi leaders are adjudqed to 

forfeit their lives constitute law--and law with a 

sanction." 

3. The four participat.in q nations we.re able to reconcile 

the basic differences in t.heir legal sy.steJlls to 

assure "all the elements of fair and full 

hearing •••• " 

4. The Allies set the "example of leaving punishment of 

individuals to the determination of independent 
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judges, guided by principles of law, a.f·ter hearing 

all of the evidence for the defense as well as the 

prosecution." This example may help strengt~en 

processes of justice throughout the world. 

5. The full and undeniable documentation of Ute Nazi 

atrocities was such that •there can be no respo.nsible 

denial of these crimes in the f oture and no tradition 

of mart yrdo11 of the liaz i leaders can rise a mont:J 

inforaed people." 

6. The method by which totalitarian regime gains control 

was fully documented in a "merciless expose." 

Jackson developed the lessons to be learned fro• the 

•post- mortem on a totalitarian state" the f ollo wing year. 

He wrote 

You can trace in Goering• s admission after 
admission the steps they took to o verthrov a free 
government and set up a totalitarian state. It 
would be well worth tile American's time to learn 
how it was done because the lleimar Constitution 
had almost as good protection on paper for civil 
liberty as our constitution has. Yet, they 
managed to set np the com::entration camps and the 
Gestapo and a dictatorship because the German 
people did not recognize the symptoms of a coming 
totalitar ianisa. s • 

Jackson's own lega 1 philosophy vas touched by 

Nuremberg. He had seen the •oral value of a "fair aad full 

hearing" before 

the .force of the state is brought to bear on [the 
accused]. The court's responsibility in this area 
o.f h. uman freedom v as for the Justice paramount, 
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for the arbitrary administration of justice is 
both an indignity to the claims of humanit_y and a 
damaging reproach to the legal order itsel.f. Some 
of the aost biting animadYersions to be found in 
the vri ting of one vhose bite was uncomaonly deep 
ace contained in his opinions on the denial of a 
fair hearing. ••ss 

Jackson discovered the idea o£ conspiracy in the common law 

and used it when he returned to the bench: 

Acknowledqinq, as he had earlier insisted, that on 
the procedural side prosecutions for conspiracy 
could be a 'dragnet device,• he laid hold of the 
concept of conspiracy as an escape fro• the 
probleas of the first amendment, in particular the 
test of clear and present danger. The Hureaberg 
experience had borne in upon him the distinctive 
character of the idea of er i11inal conspiracy in 
Anglo-American law and he pressed it into 
serYice.s& 

First amendaent guarantees see Ed to him to be particularly 

susceptible to abuse, and he was more prepared tha.n other 

Just:ices to sustain the demands of public order when 

confronted with inflamatory speech, public meetings, and 

door-to- doo.r visitations. s 7 

A series of these issues reached the Court after 
his ret11rn from Nuremberg, and his acquaintance 
with European experience colored his opinions, if 
it was not actually decisi Ye in his judgments. 
Even a system of licensing, within different 
standards, seemed to him j 11st.ifiable in the 
regulation of street speakers •••• with a kind of 
deliberate perversity, the Justice argued that to 
require permission in advance is •ore consonant 
with the protection of liberty of speech than to 
put the speakers to the hazard of surve.illance and 
a.rrest.sa 
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Jackson returned from Nuremberg a changed man. In a 

sense he felt that he had reached the peak of his career as 

a lawyec; the trial, he said in 1.947, "was the supremely 

interesting and (most] important work of m_y life •••• ttsg He 

had probably lost any chance to become Chief Justice. 

Whatever private regrets he 11a J have had disappeared in his 

work as Associate Justice.60 He had seen continental law 

mingled vi th the Anglo-Amecican tradition of the com11on law, 

and the resulting hybrid satisfied his sense of justice. He 

would never, after Nuremberg, be able to side with his 

brethe.rn D ouqlas and Black to take an absolutist stand. He 

returned to Washington to face a new President, a new Chief 

Justice, and the Administra·tive Procedure Act. 
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Fyfe), "Just.ice Jae kson and N uremberg--A British 
Tribute," Stanford Lav Revi~ 8 (December 1955), p. 56. 
Of course, both this a.rtic_l.e and Lo.rd S havcross• s ar-tic le 
cited below are memorial articles and may be suspected of 
improving upon history. 

36Lord Shavcross, "Robert H. Jackson •s Contributions During 
the Nuremberg Trial, 8 in Associa-ti .. on of tile Bar of the 
City of New fork and the Willia• Nelson Cromwell 
Foundation, 1J£· Justice Jackson: l'2.;_q Lectures in Hi§ 
Honor (Nev York and ·London: Col Wlhia CJni Yersit y Press, 
1969) , p. 120. 

3 7Bobert Jackso11, "Some Problems in Devel.oping an 
International Lega 1 Syste a," Templ~ Law ~uarterly 22 
( 1948), p. 157. 

3&Jackson, "Soae Problems in Developing an Internatio.nal 
Legal Systems," p. 14 8. 

3 9Jackson, "So11e Probleas in Deve1oping an :International 
Legal Systea,11 p. 1 51 • 

•ORobert Jackson, "Nuremberg in Retrospect," American ~ 
Association Jou!'_nal 35 (1949), p. 881. 

•1Taylor, p. 501. 

42Jackson, The Nurnherg ~, p. vii. 

43Jackson, "Soae Problems in Developing an International 
Legal Sys-tes," p. 149. 

••Taylor, p.. 503. 

• 6Gerl.tart, A aerica • s Ad voca~, p. 2.31. 

• 7I do not intend to discuss the acriaonies between Black 
and Jackson. This is covered in detail ia Gerhart, Black 
Jr. , and Pia.son, and while interestinq, tb.e debate is not 
germane to this paper. 
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•sshavcross, p. 126. Gerhart (pp. 39Q-J99) describes the 
cross-examination in a sliqht.ly mo.re favorable light. 
However, the facts seem to be that tlle Court permitted 
Goering to respond to Jackson's questions v ith long and 
evasive speeches: "llr. Just:ice Jackson, the Tribunal 
feels that the witness should be allowed to make vha tever 
explanation he ca.res to aake in ansve.r to this question ... 
(Jackson, !furn berg C~, p. 187). Goering interp.reted 
this to allow explanations in all his answers. On the 
second day of Jackson's cross-examination, Jackson lost 
his temper at Goering's propaganda speeches and rounded 
on the Tribunal: "Well, I respectfully submit to the 
trLbunal that this witness is not being .responsiYe ••• It 
is perfectly futile to spend our tiae if ve cannot have 
responsive answers ·to our questions... (Trial of the 
l!g,ior War Ct;,\.m.j.nals, Yol. 9, p. 507, quoted in Gerhart, 
p. 397.) On the third day of cross-exami.oation, Goering 
was admonished to respond more directly, but the cross-
e.xamination was only sa lvaqed by Sir David Maxwell Ff fe. 
The press was very critical. of Jackson• s performance. 

•9Sir Elvyn Jones, Q.c., to Lord Shavcross, in Shawcross, p. 
127. 

sonouglas, pp. 31-32. 

st Gerhart, p. 288. Interv iev v ith Jackson, 16 June 1951. 
Considering the conflicting opinions on the quality of 
his administrative efforts, perhaps remaining Associate 
Justice was not such a bad thing. 

s2Jackson, the Burn berg Case, pp. xv ii-xviii. 

S3The following discussion, unless otherwise noted, is from 
Jackson, The NurnbeJ;g Case, pp. xiv-.xvii. 

s•J ackson, "A Country .Lawyer Looks at an International 
Court," p. 200. 

sspaul Freund, "Individua1 and Coamo.nwealth in the Thought 
o .f Mu r. J us tic e Ja c Jcso n, n s ta nf o rd !!..!! Bev i e 11 8 ( 19 5 5) , 
p. 20. Wong Yang Sung, discussed in Chapter Six, 
provides one example of Jackson's views on fair hearings. 

S6Freund, "Individual and Co1u1onvealth in the Thought of l!r. 
Justice Jackson," p. 18. 

S7Preu.nd, "Individual and Commonwealth in the Thought of ~r. 
Justice Jackson," pp. 16-17. 
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5 8.Freund, "Individual and Commonwealth in the Thought of Mr. 
Justice Jackson," p. 17. 

59Gerhart, p. 441. Quoting Jackson in Reeorts of the Ne~ 
York State Bar Association 70 ( 1947) 1 p. 147. 

6 OA. L. G. 1 pp. 37-38. 



CHAPTER V.I 

" ••• in the discovery of hidden ca uses, strongec 
reasons are obtained froa sure experiments and 
demonstrated arguments than from probable 
conjectures and the op.inions of p.hilosophical 
speculators of the common sort. tt 

William Gilbert, 1600 

INTRO.DUCT ION 

The cases from Jackson•s final yea.rs on the court 

contain some of his most well-knovn opinions and dissents. 

Two cases for which Jackson wrote the opinion of the Court 

have been especially i•portant in subsequent cases: United 

Stat~§ v. Morton Sal! ( 1950) and .!Qrui Iaag, ~yqg v. McGrath 

(1950).l Both cases are covered in this chapter at some 

length; ~~~ Salt is important for its affirmation of the 

investigatory powers of the agencies, and io_!!g I.ang sung for 

its exposition of the Administrative Procedure Act, the 

subsequent reaction of Congress, and its impact on later 

cases. 

One point which is immediately clear upon reading 

Jackson's opinions is the extraordinar1 diversity of 

positions he espouses. In Chapter Two a conceptual history 

202 
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of administrative law was presented which sugges·ts that 

administrative law can best be understood i.n the conte·xt of 

substantive policy. In this cha pt.er 1 Jack.son •s opinions are 

exa11ined in terms of both traditional analysis and 

substantive policy. It is relatively simple to draw 

procedural parallels between cases, but to discover 

substantive similarities is more difficult and uncertain, 

perhaps in part 

restraint a·nd was 

because Jackson be.lieved 

unwilling to attempt to 

.in judic ia 1 

set policy by 

judicial means. Jackson •s opinions in six selected a lien 

cases are discussed in an effort to find the subs·tantive 

similarities; how effective this is and bow usefu-1 is in 

part the subject of Chapter Seven. 

MORTON SAL! 

The ftorton ~alt case was decided at the sa11e time as 

J!qng_ Yarui Sung. It arose .vhen the Morton Salt company 

ref used to obey a Peder al Trade Co11aission (.FTC) order to 

furnish certain reports indicating compliance with a Court 

of Appeals decree. The decree it~lf was originally issued 

to force compliance with an FTC cease and desist o.rder. The 

decree had specified that Borton Salt was t:o file co.11pliance 

reports v.ithin ninety days, and decree of tlte Court of 

Appeals reserved jurisdiction to issue further orders to 
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insure compliance. Morton Salt filed the required reports. 

Four years later the FTC ordered additional reports to be 

filed. Morton Salt (and International Salt) refused, 

charging 

District 

the Commission lacked 

Court and the Court 

jurisdiction. Both 

of Appeals upheld the 

companies. The SUpreae cou.rt did not. 

the 

salt 

Jackson wrote the opinion of the Court; Douglas and 

ftinton did no·t participate in the case. ltorton had asserted 

that the Court of Appeals through its enforcement order had 

exclusive jurisdiction oYer the original case and the 

Commission vas therefore invad.ing the Court of Appeals 

jurisdiction. However, as the court itad left to the 

Commission the right to initiate conte•pt proceedings if the 

companies violated the order, and the decree dlso directed 

the original reports to be filed vith the Commission, it 

appeared clear that the appeals court had not intended to 

exclude the Commission froa any further activity in the 

case. In addition, the Comaission•s responsibility to 

req ula te trade was not "suspended or ex haust.ed as to a .DJ 

violator whose guilt is once established. 11 2 

The salt company protested that the Commission had no 

evidence of any aisdoing; "it had at most a suspicion, oc 

let us say a curiosity as to whether [the salt company's] 

reported reformation in b usi. ne ss me thods was an abiding 
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one." 3 However. a corporation is not en titled to the same 

protections of privacy as are individuals. The Endi£.Qtt 

lQ.hnso{t case discussed in Chapter Pour had eliminated the 

"probable cause" requ_ireEnt for agency investigations 

established by FTC v. !J!e~i~ Toba~Q ~o.E!!_DI (192~); in 

1946, while Jackson was at Nureaberg, the Con.rt in Okla.!!.Q.!~ 

Press Publishi~ Co. v. i_glling had established that the 

criterion for a 

satisfied if 

unreasonable. n• 
protection to 

sufficient reason for an inYestigation was 

the "disclosure sought shall not be 

The Fourth Amendment could not furnish much 

!o.rton. Historically the courts have been 

unable to "go fishing" for evidence: t:he 11 judicial subpoena 

power not only is subject to specific co.nstitutio.na l 

limitations, which also apply to administrative orders, such 

as those against self-incrimination, unreasonable search and. 

seizure, and due process of lav, but also is subject to 

those limitatioas inherent in the body that issues them 

because of the provisions of the Judiciary Article of the 

Constitution. us However, administrdtive agencies are not 

subject to tile same constitutional proh..ibi tions; "it must 

not be forgotten that the administrative process and its 

agencies are relative newcomers in the field of law and that 

it has taken and will continue to take experience and trial 

and error to fit this process into our system of 
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judicature.11 6 Jackson then proceded to establish the "power 

of inquisition" of the administrative agency: 

The only power that is involved here is the 
power to get information froa those who best can 
give it and vho are most interested in not doing 
so. Because the jud.icial power is reluctant if 
not unable to suamon evidence until it. is sho vn to 
be relevant to issues in litigation, it does not 
follow that an ad tuinistra ti Ye agency charged vith 
seeing that the lavs are enforced may not have and 
exercise powers of original inquiry. It has a 
power of inquisition, i.f one chooses to call it 
that, which is no·t derived from the judicial 
function. It is more analogous to the Grand Jury, 
which does not depend on a case or controversy for 
power to get evidence but can investigate merely 
on suspicion that the la fl is being violated, or 
even just because it wants assurance that it is 
not. When investigative and accusatory duties are 
delegated by statute to an administrative body, 
it, too, may take steps to inf ora itself as to 
whether there is probable violation of the lav.7 

This is a rather breathtaking assertion of investigatory 

power; Justice Douglas, who dissented in subsequent cases on 

the same issue, must ha Ye regm tted that he did not 

participate in Morton Salt. 

SUBSEQUE~ CIT ATIOBS 

The section of the fto£ton Salt opinion quoted above has 

been cited twice by the Sup.reae court in recent years .a The 

·~ar1ier case is United ~~ v. Powe!.!. (1964), in which 

,Justice Harlan for the Court cited ~2I1Q!! Salt to support 

the Court •s contention that the Internal Revenue Service has 
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powers of inquisition just as does the Federal Trade 

Commission. 9 Douglas, joined by s te wart and Goldberg, 

dissented. Douglas tried to use .MortQ!! 2_al~ ·to justi.fy his 

case, claiming that the Court had reserved the right to 

"prevent the •arbitrary' ex:erc.isett of the power to force 

businesses to release reports,10 but the Court did not 

accept his viev either in Pove11 or in a subsequent case. 

Eleven years later, in 1975, the court again turned to 

!lo~ Salt in Uni_~ States v. ,!!isceglia.11 This case 

affirmed the prerogative of the Internal Revenue service to 

issue a "John Doe" summons to a bank to discover the 

identify of any taxpayer. The statutory language states 

that the Inte.cnal Revenue Service can invest.igate "all 

persons ••• who may be liablett for any kind of taxes a 00. 

therefore the Internal Be venue Service does not have to name 

any one in dividua1.12 Burger, vri ting for the court, cited 

Harlan •s position in the Povel1 case and once again 11uoted 

the excerpt from llor!fil! given above. Stewart, joined by 

Douglas, dissented, claiming that such investigatory power 

is too broad, allows the Internal Revenue Service to 

:investigate anyone in the count.ry with no prior 

justification, and could result in wholesale abuses .. 

Efowe ver, Jackson's 1 950 opinion has remained the accepted 

position of the Court. 
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A second opinion written by Jack.son which had a great 

impact was Wong, Ya.!!_g ~un_g v. McGrath ( 1950) .13 This case is 

notable for its discussion of the Adainistrati Ye Procedure 

Act, its implied threat to the Immigration Service, the 

subsequent reaction by Congress, and its later citations, 

especially in alien cases • 

. In 1948, Jackson wrote an artic1e on the "Meani11q of 

Statutes: What Congress Says or What the Court Saystt •• 

which foreshadowed h.is opinion in ,!on~ Iaqg sung. He was 

concerned first with an i•N.rtial judicial interpretation of 

the statutes: 

But when a ruling ma joritJ has put its commands in 
statutory form, we have considered that the 
interpretation of their fair meaning and their 
application to individual cases should be made by 
judges as independent of politics as humanly 
posi.ble and not serving the interests of the class 
for v hoJD, or a majority by whom 1 leqislat.ion is 
enacted. 1 s 

How are such judges to maintain their impartiality? Jackson 

wrote that to keep politics out of inte.rpretation of 

statutes "requires training, constant intellectual eff ort 1 

deliberation and detachment ••• • g ui.ded and aided by the 

E~ xperience of generations of co•mon law judges found in the 

precedents.nt6 
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Jackson next ad.cessed the problem of unclear statutes, 

which he does not at tribute to Conqressional incompetence or 

cowardice. Neither poo,r draftsmanship nor the ine.xactness 

of the English language can he blamed for laws which a.re 

confusing as to intent.. Ba tiler the problem is "that nei thee 

Congcess in the ctloice of language it v ill use, nor the 

Courts in ·the meanings they will ascribe to Congress, ha Ye 

really effective qui dance f:roa consistently accepted 

principles of interp.re ta tion. 11 17 Lack of such guidance 

leads the justices to interpret the statutes by their 

personal prejudices a oo th us, in a sense, by politics: 

11 [ f ]or the in di vi dual justice to be left so much at large 

presents opportunity and teapta tion to adopt. interpretations 

that fit his predilections as to what he would like the 

statute to mean if he were a legislator. Indeed, sometimes 

there is not much else to guide bim ... t• 

In this quandary, justices often resort to the 

legislative history of a st: at ute to guide their 

interpretations. Although Jackson at tiaes resorted to 

legislative histo.ry--and did so in ilO.!!,g Jang Sung--.he found 

that using legislative history as a guide to the meaning of 

statutes was overdone, of dubious value for "true 

interpretation,• and posed practical prohle,as for lawyers.1• 

Statutes, Jackson noted, are formalized expressions of 
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Congressional will. They have passed three readin9s in each 

house and have either executive approval or have overriden 

an executive veto. In contrast 1 ·the legislative history 

includes tentative as well. as final v ie11s of tlle 

legislators. In addition to these tentative and final views 

is presented tile political evolution of the statute; aa ny 

sides of the argument are offered for consideration, and 

expressed opinions which appear contradicto,ry may in fact be 

true expressions of the legislator's intent that 

subsequently have been modified by the political process. A 

misinterpretation of one legislator's position may be left 

"unanswered lest more definite state11ents imperil the chance 

of (the statute• s] passage.tt20 Th us an as·tute advocate can 

find support for almost any cause expressed in a legis.la tive 

history. By interpreting stat.utes through their legislative 

history, the s u·preme Court makes the fo.cmal acts of Conqre ss 

no longer a sa.fe basis for a lawyer to ad rise his client or 

for a lover court to decide a case. 

Jackson closed his article with a plea for basic 

principles of statutory construction. Just as the Brit:ish 

courts will not consider Parliamentary proceedings in 

deciding cases, the American Supreme Court should foll011 the 

advice of Holmes: "We do not inquire what the legislature 

ineant, ve ask only what the statute means. 0 21 If Holmes' 
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dictum were followed, the Court might avoid what Jackson 

believes is "[ p]erhaps the most unfortunate consequence of 

resort to legislative history {which] is that it introduces 

the policy controversies that qene rated the Act into the 

deliberations of the Court itself."22 

A lawyer conve.rsa nt vi·th this article by Jackson might 

have predicted how Jackson would frame his opinion in iO.fill 

I~.I!.q_ Sung_. For although Jackson resorts to legislative 

history, he does not do so from the stance of an outsider, a 

political judge, but ra tiler from the insider's viewpoint of 

the Attorney Genei:-al •s Comaitt:ee which be oY-ersav. In b.is 

use of legislative history he does not try to delve .into the 

political .raaifications of Congress .but he uses his 

knowledge to support statutory c onst.i:-uc·tion which would seem 

to need little support. And bis response to the Iamigra tion 

Service appeal that Congress intends to exempt them froa the 

Administrative Procedure Act receives the shoi:-t shrift this 

article--and ~h-Eastern Underwriters--should have led 

them to expect. 
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TH~ ADI1I NIST RAT IVE PB.QCEDJIRE ACT 

Jackson began his opinion in Wong Yang Sung with a long 

discussion of the background of tb.e Administrative Pcocedu.ce 

Act. He wro-te that "concern over ad11i nistra ti ve 

impartiali tr and response to growing discontent vas 

reflected in congress as early as 1929, vhen Senator Nore is 

introduced a bill to create a separate admioistra t.i ve 

court.n23 Jackson had wri·tten in Morton Sal!: 

The Administrative Procedure Act was fraaed 
against a background of rapid ex_paasion of the 
ad11inistra·tive process as a check. upon 
administrators whose zeal might otherwise have 
carried them to excesses not contemplated in 
legislation er eating their offices. It created 
safeguards even na rrover than the constitutional 
ones, against arbitrary official encroac.hments on 
private rights.2• 

Of course Senator Rorris•s 1929 bill did not produce an 

administrative court; Jackson may have regretted the 

omission for he later wrote approvingly of the French ~2~£ 

de Cassa ti on: 2s 

But for three quarters of a century Congress has 
continued to lauoch these [administrative) 
agencies without facing and resolving the 
administrative lav problems vhich their functions 
precipitatied. 

The painfully logical Fi:ench vent about the 
con trolling of official action where it affected 
the rights of the ci·tizen in exactly the opposite 
manner. They recognized from the beginning that 
controversies between the ci·tizen and an official, 
in the performance o.f his duty as .be sav it, 
involved some different elements and 
considerations than the contest bEtveen two 
private citizens over private matters. They 
invested the Conseil d' Btat vith jurisdiction over 
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regulatory bodies and recognized that droit 
ad11inistra tif was a different m.a tter than private 
law, as to which the Cour de Cassation was the 
high court • 

. But the United States and Eng.land have backed 
into the vhole problem rather than face it. ••• 2& 

Jackson brushed by the 1937 Brownlow Report rather 

quickly; in Wong Iang Sllfill he emplaasi zed onl 1 the point he 

vi shed to make to support his opinion--tha t the Commission 

"recommended complete separation of ddjudicating functions 

and personnel from those ha vin9 to do wi·th investiga·tion o.c 

prosecution. "27 Despite RooseYelt's direction to his 

Attorney General in 1939 to appoint a committee to review 

the administrative process, Congress in 1940 passed t.he 

Walter-Logan bill, a "comprehensive and rigid prescription 

of standardized procedures for administrative agencies, n2a 

which Roosevelt vetoed on 18 December 1940, in part because 

he was vai tin9 for the Attorney Genera.l's Committee 

.Report. 29 When issued, the Report contained both majority 

and minority proposals for legislation •. Ro legislative 

action was taken until 1945, primarily because of the var. 

In 1945 the McCarran-Sumners bill evolYed into the 

Administrative Procedure Act of 1946; Jackson stressed that 

the bill _painstakingly considered the views of the agencies 

and noted that the Department af Justice canvassed the 

agencies prior to the passaqe of ·the bill and '' subait ted a 

favorable report on the bill as finally revised. n:10 Jackson 

summed up his history: 
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The Act thus cepresent.s a long p€riod of 
study and strife; it settles long-continued and 
hard-fought content.ions, and enacts a f oraula upon 
which opposing social. and political forces have 
come to rest. It contains many compromises and 
generalities and, no doubt., soae ambiguities. 
Experience may reveal defects. But it would be a 
disservice to our form of government and to the 
administrative process itself if the courts should 
fail, so far as the terms of the Ac·t warrant, to 
give effect to its remedial purposes where the 
evils it was aimed at appear.31 

Jackson was explicit about the erils the Act is 

supposed to remedy. One he foreshadowed in his mention of 

the Brov.nlow Report: that one person should not serve as 

both prosecutor and judge. In support of this he cited not 

only the Brownlow Report of 1937 but also a 1940 report by 

the Secretary of Labor, "v hose jurisdiction at the ti me 

included the Immigration and Na t.uralization Service, t132 and 

of course his own Attorney Genera1 1 s Report. The second 

evil he noted briefly: the general lack of "uniformity of 

procedure and standardization of ddainistrati¥e practice 

among the diverse agencies •••• n33 He concluded: 

such were the evils found by disinterested 
and competent students. Steh -were the facts 
before Congress which gave i•petus to the demand 
for the reform which the [ Adainistrative 
·procedure] Act was intended to accomplish. It is 
the 2lain duty of £he courts, reqardle§§. of theif. 
vie~ of .,t~ wisdom flE policy of the !£.!., 12 
£2,!!St~ this ~~dial leqislatio!!, to eliainate, 
§2 far s..§ its £~xt ~rai.y, the practices it 
condemns. .J• (Emphasis added.) 
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He is echoing- his earlier article's view on judicial 

responsibilty and statutory interpretation. He believed the 

statute was clear; he offered historical support both froa 

his ovn experience and fro11 the legislative history to 

support his construction. He even drew a supporting 

document (the report f .roa the Secretary of Labor) from what 

was, if not the enemy's camp, at least the home base of the 

enemy• s ally. He then threv down the 9a un Uet to his fellow 

j ndges: no matter vhat their personal views on the 

Administrative Procedure Act or -0n iamigration, their "plain 

dutytt was to construe the statute's aeaninq to 

both no.n-unifora procedures a Bl the minqling of 

eliminate 

the office 

of prosecutor and judge in one gover11aent official. 

!..!!! ARGU!ENTS AND THE WARIING 

The facts of 

not in dispute. 

overstayed his 

!2.!!.9: Ya .!!I sling we re 

Wong Ia ng sung, 

shore leave in 

straight forward and 

a Chinese national, 

the United States. 

Immigration officials arrested his; after a .hea.ring before 

an immigrant inspector, Wong Tang Sung vas ordered deported. 

Both the Acting Coaaissioner and the Boa.rd of Iamigra tion 

Appeals confiraed the deportation order. Wonq Yang Sung 

filed a habeas £0.Cpll§. petition for release fro• custody 

"upon the sole ground that the administrative hearing was 
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not conducted in conformity with Sections 5 and 11 of the 

Administrative Procedure Act. u3s The two sections of APA 

invoked by if ong Yang Sunq re<J uire the e .xami ner wllo conducts 

the hearinq to make the decision and to be independent of 

any investiga tinq or prosecuting function (Sec. 5) a.nd 

requires each agency to appoint independent examineLs (Sec. 

11). Section 7, on which Immigration relied .ia part 1 

pro,,ides an exemption for hearings conducted •in whole or 

part by or before boards or other officers special.ly 

provided for by or designated pursuant to statute ..... tt36 The 

Iamigration Service admitted that the hear~ng given to Wong 

Yang Sung did not c oapl.f vi tit the req uireaen ts of the 

Administrative Procedure Act, hut Immigration also contended 

that the Act did not apply to deportation hearings. Eoth 

the District of Columbia D.istcict Court and the Court of 

Appeals upheld the I ••igra ti on Service. 

Jackson quickly dismissed the arguments advanced by the 

Immigration Service. Hearing examiners often served as 

investigators or prosecutors in cases vhiclt they did not 

hear, thus giving rise to the danger of developing an 

"agency perspective" in deportation hearings. Clearly the 

hearing inspecto.r was an official with prosecutive and 

investigatory functions, even though he did not personally 

investigate or prosecute Wonq Yang Sung's case. Jackson 
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found such a commingling especially offensive in deportation 

cases "where we frequently 11eet with a voteless class of 

litigants who not only lac.k the influence of citizens, but 

who are stranqers to the laws and customs in which they find 

themselves involved and 11ho of ten do not even understand the 

tongue in which they are accused.0 37 Reither was Jackson 

aoved by the contention that t:o app.ly the Adainistrati ve 

Procedure Act to the Imm.igration SerYice would .be bota 

costly and a.n inconven.ience; "of course it will," he wrote, 

"· •• but the power of the purse belongs to Congress, and 

Congress has determined that the price for qreater fairness 

is not too high."38 

A final point was Immigration •s suggestion that 

Congress intended to acknowledge by statute the agency•s 

position that. deportation hearings were not subject to the 

Administrative Procedure Act. Bi11s were pending in 

Congress to aa.ke the e xe apti on explicit; Immigration .had 

requested an explicit exeaption after a 19'18 decision had 

found in favor of Uie alien.39 Although coaaittees in both 

houses had reported favorably on the bills, Congress 

adjou,roed vi th out ta king action. Imaiqration argu.ed that 

since Congress was avare of the agency iaterpretation and 

had "taken no action indicating disagreement vita that 

interpretation, it was •at least arguable that Congress was 
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prepared to specif.icalJ.y confirm the administrative 

construction by clari.fyinq action. 0 •o Jackson was firm: 

"We do not think. we can draw that inference from inco•pleted 

steps in the legislative process."•• In reply, Wong Yang 

sung subai tted that the "agency admits that it is ac tinq 

upon a wrong construction by seetinq ratification froa 

Congress. "•2 Jae.Itson refused to accept either vie•: "iie 

draw, therefore, no inference in favor of either 

construction af the Act--from the Department• s request for 

legislative clarification, from the congresional coaaittee•s 

willingness to consider it, or fro• Congress' failure to 

enact it. 0 •3 This latter point is certainly in line with 

Jackson's views on the Court's role vis-a-vis Congress that 

he enunciated .in South-Eastern Onder11ri.ter2. i.e., that the 

Court has no business either tying or forcing the hands of 

Congress. 

The Immigration Service, hove Yer, did not rest with 

assertions of cost or inconvenience or Congressional intent. 

The Governmen·t claimed "first, tlta t the general scope of 

[Section] 5 of the let does not cover deportation 

proceedings; and, second, taat even if it does, tJie 

proceedinqs are excluded from the .requirements of the Act by 

virtue of [Section] 1."•• Section 5 in the original bill 

established formal requireaents in every case 
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adj udica ti on required "by law;" the Attorney Genera 1 

suggested a change to "by statute or Constitution. n•s The 

final version, which read "required by statute," was 

interpreted by Immigration to mean that an adjudicatory 

hearing vas necessary only when the statute explicitly 

provided for one. Wong Yang Sung asserted a right to a 

hearing under preYioo.s Court decisions; his interpretation 

of the legislative history construed "by statute" to 

indicate a legislative intent. to avoid "creating by 

inference a new right to a hearing, where no right existed 

otherwise.•• 6 Jackson, as 11ight have been expected, was 

unsympathetic to an argument based on legislative history: 

"The legislative history is more conflicting than the text 

is ambiguous."• 7 

The government, however, had advanced some arguments in 

its discussion of t.he leg isla ti ve history which Jackson felt 

obligated to ansvec. Jackson disagreed strongly with 

Immigration's contention that the statute which authorized 

deportation had no express reguirement for any hearing or 

adjudication; de_portation hearings were not covered by 

Section 5 of APA. The requirement for hearings vas the 

constitutional requireEnt of procedural due process; to 

con tend that the Imaiqration let vas out.side such 

consti·tutional requirements .as to jeopardize the lct•s 

validity. He wrote: 
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But the difficulty with any argument premised 
on the proposition that the deportation statute 
does not reyuire a hearing is that, rdthout such a 
heacing, there would be no constitutional 
authority for deportation. The constitutional 
requirement of procedural due _process of la v 
derives f.ro11 the sa ae soui:ce as Congress 1 povec to 
legislate and, where applicable, peraeates every 
valid enactment 0£ that body. It was under 
compulsion of the Constitution that this Court 
long aqo held that an antecedent deportation 
statute must provide a hearing at least for aliens 
who had not entered clandestinely and vho had been 
here some time even if illegally •••• 

ie think that tbe limitation t.o hearings 
•required by statute• in [Section] 5 of the 
Administrative Procedure Act exempts from that 
section •s application on.ly those bearings which 
administrative agencies .may hold by regulation, 
rule, custom, or special. dispensation; not those 
held by compulsion. We do not think the limiting 
words render the Administrative Procedure Act 
inapplicable to hea r.i ng s, the req ui:rement .for 
which has been read i.nto a statute .by the Court in 
order to save the statute f.ro• invalidity ..... we 
would hardly attribute to Congress a purpose to be 
less scrupulous ab out the fairness of a hearing 
necessitated by the Constitution than one granted 
by it as a matter of expediency • 

. Indeed, to so construe the Immigration Act 
might again bring it into constitutional jeopardy .. 
When the Constitution reguires a he,aring, it 
requires a fair one ..... A deportation hearing 
involves issues basic to hum all liberty and 
happiness and, in the pmsent upheavals in lands 
to vh.ich aliens •ay be returned, perhaps to life 
itself. It aight be difficult to justify as 
measuring up to constitutional standards of 
impartiality a hearing tribunal for deportation 
proceedings the like of vhic.h has been coode11•ed 
by Congress as unfair even where less vital 
matters of property righ~s are at stake.•a 

In other words, should the I amig ca ti on Ser vice persist in 

its c.laia that it .is exeapted fro11 the Act, the Court might 
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find the Immigration Act upon which the Service was built to 

be unconstitutional. This is a strong threat coming from 

tile Court and ind.icates the seriousness with which Jackson 

at least regarded the safeguards provided by the 

Administrative Procedure Act. He was not impressed with 

Imaigration•s arguraen·t tha·t qrounded its case for exemption 

£roa the APA in the cons.id er at ion that its obliga t.ion to 

grant a hearing vas rooted in the constitution and not in a 

statute. 

He was not so veheaent about. the contention that 

Section 7 of APA provided an exeaption for the iamig.ration 

inspectors at deportation hearings because they were 

specially desiqna ted by statute.- He aqreed that such 

inspectors had the powers necessary to conduct. 

investigations of, for exa 11ple, aliens at the borders of the 

United States, Hbut that Congress by grant of these powers 

has specially constituted them or provided for their 

designation as hearing officers in deportation proceedings 

does not appear [in the Act ]. 0 •9 

Justice Reed cou1d not agree with Jackson• s 

interpretation of Section 7. Unde.r the portion of ·the 

Iamigration Act v hich described the duties of immigrant 

inspectors, 

inspection ••• of aliens, including those seeking 
admission or readmission to or the privilege of 
passing through or resid.inq in the United states, 
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and the exaaina tion of aliens a crested vi thin the 
United States under this Act, shall be conducted 
by imm.igran·t ins pee tors •••• Said inspectors shall 
have power to administer oaths a.nd to take and 
consider evidence touching the right of any alien 
to enter, reenter, pass through, or reside in t:he 
United States., and, whe:re such action may be 
necessary, to make a written record of such 
evidence •••• so 

Reed found it obvious that the statute specially provided 

for an officer to conduct the hearings and that therefore 

deporta t.ion hearings were not covered by the Administrative 

Procedure Act. 

CONGRESSIONAL RESPONSE 

Congress agreed. The sase year that. !o;gg_ Yang a..yng was 

decided, Congress attached a rider to a.n appropciat.ions bill 

that specifically exempted deportation hearings from the 

Administrative Procedure Act. This rider was later repealed 

by the 1952 Immigration and Nationality Act vhich achieved 

the same purpose but in a manner more foraal than an 

appropriations rider.s • This Act established an "exclusive 

procedural systea for deportation hearings. ns2 The Act 

provided in part for a "special inquiry officer" to conduct 

the hearing and at times to present evidence and to 

i nte rroga te vi tnesses; the hearing officer was, however, 

prohibited from hearing a case in which he participated in 

the investigation. 53 Undec Section 242 {h) of the Act, the 
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Attorney GenBral issued regulations and established the 

Board of Immigration Appeals which was to figure so largely 

in Jackson •s dissent i.n United States ex re.l. Accardi v. 

~hauSl.l!.ngss,I. s• llthough Wong Yang ~Y!!£1 has not been 

explicitly overruled,ss Congress itself overruled the 

decision and the Court deferred. 

SUBSEQUENT CIT ATIO.J§ 

Despite the Conqress• objections to t.be holding in jong 

Yang ~~q.g, the case was frequently cited, especially in the 

years immediately following the decision. 56 One of the 

earliest cases was Un!!ed States v. seecto.r (1952).57 

Spector had been indicted for failing to •aake timely 

application in good faith for travel or other documents 

necessary to his departureu after a deportation order.ss He 

moved to have the indictaen·t d.isaissed on the grounds that 

the relevant portion of the Immigration Act was 

unconstitutionally vague. The District Court upheld his 

petition but the Supreme Court reversed. Black and Jackson, 

joined by Frankfurter, dissented. 

Black simply found the statute too vague to stand. 

,Jackson pushed further, .relying on Wong_ Wing Y. United 

:States, (1896)59 which had h.eld that the "Constitution 

prohibited for g,!minal purl!Q~ a j odicial determination 
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without a jury that the alien was illegally present in tb.e 

United States. 11 60 He noted that in .Li sirui v. Uniteg, 

States, 6 t the court had quoted a previous case: "l An] order 

of deportation is not a punishment for crime •••• It is bQt a 

method of enforcing the return to his ovn country of an 

alien vho has not complied vi th the conditions [upon vhich.] 

his continuing to reside here shall depend. He has not, 

therefore, been deprived of life, liberty, or property, 

without due process of lav •••• 11 •2 In this case the "Court 

thereby aade it clear that there is a great distinction 

between deportation itself and a deportation order that aay 

be made the basis of subsequent criainal pun.ishment. H63 

This distinction, Jackson felt, should have governed 

~:eeg_,iQ£. Harisiades v. _2h4uqhnessy ,•• an earlier 1952 case 

in which Jackson wrote for the Court, Prankfurte.c 

concurring, had established that the alien is on "an equa 1 

constitutional ·footing with the citizen when he is charged 

vi th crime, 11 and that. "adainistrative deterainations of 

liability to depo.rta tion ha Ye been 

constitutional only by considering the• to 

civil in nature, with no criminal 

sustained as 

be exclusively 

consequences or 

connotations. tt6s In seector, the Gove.rnaent vas judging the 

deportation charge on ad•inistra ti ve, civil grounds and then 

·celying on the result as the basis of a criminal charge. 
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Jackson found this insupportable: "(We) cannot sanction 

sending aliens to prison except upon compliance with. 

constitutional procedures. We can afford no libecties with 

liberty itself."66 Jackson delved into the adainistrative 

procedure and its possible consequences .in some depth; he 

pushed the issues beyond Black• s "void for vagueness" 

position. 

A second case in vhic Ii ilo!!<J. Yang §.Y!!_g_ vas critical was 

Unit~ Stat~ v. Tucker True!, Linfil! {1952). 67 The 

Interstate Coaaerce Comaission had granted a certificate to 

a motor carrier that rivaled Tucker Truck. Tucker T£uck 

opposed the certificate, and the hearing by the Interstate 

Commerce Commission, which had granted the certificate, was 

co·nducted by an examiner ifhose appoin:t11en t conflicted vi th 

the procedures established by the AdainistratiYe Procedure 

.Act. Tucker Truck petitioned a district court t.o invalidate 

the Commission's certificate on the basis of an improperly 

appointed hearing e.xaainer. Tucker Truck had not previously 

questioned the examiner's appointment, and Tucker Truck did 

not claim that the e.xalline.r conducted the hearing 

improperly. The District Court set the coaaission•s order 

aside, but the supreme Court reve.r.sed. Jackson wrote the 

opinion of the Court. 
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Jackson based his opinion in Tucker Truck on a 

distinction between .!!!.§§ f.2· v. Qni ted ~tes•• and WO!!!! 

;lli§.2 had established tha-t the iaproper 

appointment of an examiner was cause to invalidate an order 

of the Interstate Commerce Coalli ssion, h u.t .in Riss t he 

objection had been raised at the hearing. The Biss decision 

was distinguished by Jackson because it "establ.ished only 

that a litigant in such a case as [Tucker Truck] vito does 

make such deaand at the t.iae of laeari11g is entitled to an 

examiner chosen as the (Administrative Procedure] Act 

prescribes. tt69 Jackson noted tha-t thousands of orders would 

be vulnerab_le to attack if the issue of appointment 

procedures could he raised at any t.ime fol..lov ing the 

hearing. Such an impractical consequence vould not be 

allowed: 

simple fairness to those vho are engaged in the 
tasks of adainist.ration, and to litigants, 
requires as a general rule that courts should not 
topple over administrative decisions unless the 
administcative body not only has erred but has 
erred against objection aade at the time 
appropriate under its practice.7o 

Tucker Truck was not, however, relying solely on tae 
;Riss decision. Following Wong ~ Sung, it was suggested, 

would establish that the use of an irregularly appointed 

hearinq examiner re 11oyed the entire issue from the 

:jurisdiction of the Int erst.ate Coa11erce Commission. Jae ks on 
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dismissed the argument, first because Government bad not 

raised the issue of timeliness in !2!.9. Yanq ~ung and 

therefore any discussion of the probable result of suclt an 

objection was irrelevant. Secondly, following Just:ice 

Marshall, court tradition holds that when the court 

exercises jurisdiction and that exercise is neither 

questioned nor commented upon, the court is not bound by the 

prior exercise of jurisdiction. Thus Jackson, w.bo was so 

strongly opposed to ming ling of in ..e stigati ve and adjudicate 

powers, found in this case that the practicalities of 

administration outweighed the evil the Adainist.cative 

Procedure Act had been cacefu.lly crafted to eliminate. 

Frankfurter, vho had sided vi th Jackson in Wong rang 
Sung, was unable to distinguish ~ss and !ong tang ~qqg as 

Jackson did. Frankfurter found t.hat the liaitations of tbe 

Administrative Procedure Act on the functions of hearing 

examiners nbind, and confine the (Interstate Commerce} 

Commission itself" and cannot be vaiwed by an litiqant..71 

Frankfurter relied on "t.he significance ve attached to t.he 

requirement of independent hearing ex:aainers as inherent in 

the process of administrative adjudication." 72 He found this 

case even stronger than Jf.2!!9: J~ng_ ~unq because Congress 

acceded to Ia11igration•s request that deportation hearings 

be exempted from the Administrative Procedure Act yet 
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rejected a similar request from the Interstate Commerce 

Commission following ,!is_2. 

Douglas's dissent in this Tucker TrY!:! relied eYen more 

hea vi1y on Wong_ Yang_ Sung. Mo objection to the examiner was 

made at Wong Yang sung' s hearing; nit vould seem, the.cef ore, 

that reversal of this administrative order would follow ~ 

fortiori from ionsi Ya_gg Sung•s case."73 That the exaainer 

appeared unbiased is i•m terial: 

Ho one knows how the commingling of police, 
prosecutor and judicial functions .in one person 
aay affect a pa rticula .r decision. In some 
situations it might make no difference; in others 
it might subtly corrupt the administrative 
process. The only important consideration for us 
is that Congress has condemned the practice; and 
w>e as supervisors of the federal system should see 
to it that the lav is enforced, not: selectively 
but in all cases coming before us. 74 

Douglas conc.luded that "the action of the Commission in the 

present case created an error that per11eates the entire 

proceeding. It is an error that goes to the very vitals of 

the case. I would therefore set aside the order and send 

the case back for a hearing t:hat meets the statutory 

standards of fairness. I would make the rule of iong ~anq 

sunq•s case good for more than the day and the occasion."7s 

The dissenting opinions of both Frantfur~er and Douglas 

sound as though they should have come from Jackson •s desk. 

Wogg, Yang Sunq is one of Jackson• s aost wel.1- k11ov n opinions; 
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he appears to be a fervent supporter of the Administrative 

Procedure Act, especially in its prori si.ons to separate the 

judicial function from the investigatory. How then t:o 

explain Tuck~ Track in which he distinguished Wong tang 

Su!!,g virtually to extinction? Part of the explanation rests 

vi th the concept: of Y iev ing ad ministra ti ve 1av as 

substantive law • 

. DEFINING SlJBSTAif.lIYE !_gAS 

Quite clearly the first problem to be faced is into 

vhat substantive areas shall administraive law be divided? 

Several approaches were discussed in Chapter Tvo: for 

example, Robinson1 Gellhorn, and Bruff in their 

Administrati we Process tried to fit the various st.eps of tile 

administrative process into the context of substantive 

policy areas such as environment.al policy oc licensing • 

.Rabin suggested dividing the substantive federal areas into 

regulation, public management, and benefit distribution. 

While these provide interesting and valuable devices to 

organize material, they do not proY.ide much insiqht into 

:interpretation of judicial opinions taat appear to be 

inconsistent. The critical factor in analyzing tkese cases 

is to identify the siai.larities which are _releYant to the 

judge, especially if one major concern of the analysis is 
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predictability. It is a 11 very well ·to write that "when 

questions of substantive policy are defined out. of 

administrative law, the underlying and unifying factors in 

court-aqeacy relations are lost, and what. reaains is a 

clutter of proced u.ra 1 rules which seem to lack coherence 

precise! y because the factors underlying them have 

disappeared."7• The trick. is to knov what substantive 

policy is being dealt with. 

TRANSPORT I NG EX PLOll!]S-= 

J!o ye~ Bot or Lines v. United State~ ( 19 5 2) and Dalehi t~ 

v. United states (1953)77 are both cases in which Jackson 

dissented and which deal directly with transporting of 

explosive material. Such substantive si11ilarity--explosives 

--is deceptive, as Jackson's dissents, and the issues of 

concern to the Court, do not reall_y deal at a 11 vi th 

transporting explosiTes. 1!2.1£~ rests on the vagueness of an 

Interstate Commerce Commission regulation; the Court found 

to be valid the regulation which Boyce wiolated by 

transporting ca rho n b isulphide th rouqh the Hol1and Tunnel in 

Brooklyn. Jackson, joined by Black and Prankfurter, thought 

t.he regulation lacked any definite. standard by which Boyce 

could choose a leqa.l route for the trucks; he asked 

Would .it not be in the public interest as well as 
in tb.e interest of justice to this petitioner to 
pronounce this Ya gne regulation invalid, so that 
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those who are responsible for tile supervision of 
this dangerous traffic can go about the business 
of framing a regulation that will specify 
intelligible standa.rds of conduct? 78 

Jackson has either lost his inhibitions against forcing the 

political branches to act, or else his inhibitions applied 

only to Congress; at any ta te , his concern here is 

vagueness. In contrast, the issue in Dalebite is the 

definition of dis er et ion and the tort liability of the 

Government. The court found that the Government was not 

liable under the Tort Claims Act for daaa9es resulting f.com 

a massiYe explosion of two ships loaded with fertilizer 

because all the government sponsored actions were 

discretionary and inYolved the exercise of judgment at a 

:ttplanning rather than an opera-t:ional leve.l. 0 79 Jackson, 

once again joined by Black and Frankfur-ter, dissented. He 

thought the Court had moved the protection of discretion too 

far down into the "housekeeping side of federal activities" 

which. "involved actions akin to those of a p.riva te 

manufacturer, contractor, or shi.pper. neo Th us, eYen though 

Jackson cites the §2I<;e case in his dissent in Dalehite as 

imposing ttcriminal liability without regard to knovled ge of 

danger or intent where potentia_lly dangerous articles are 

introduced into interstate comaerce,net it is clear that 

the relationship between the two cases does not rest on 

interstate commerce or transporting explosives. The best 
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that might be said to tie these two cases together is that 

Jackson• s dissent in Dalehite is in.fluenced by the breadth 

of the definition of discretion and that this inexactness 

offends him as does the regulatory va.queness in B OYC!!, but 

such an analysis is specious. Dalehi te and Boyce, despite 

superficial similarities, a.re not significantly related to 

each other. 

=..Q! STATUTORY EXPLIC!]~~~? 

There are, however, two cases which are related to 

Bo!C!f! in their concern for statutory e:xp.licitness: Federal 

Trade £om11ission v. Ruberoid {1952), in which Jackson 

dissented, and United States Y. fiv~ Gambling DeVi£~2 

(1953), in which Jackson announced the judgment of the 

court. e2 In Ruberoid, the company had been ordered by the 

Federal Trade Co••ission to stop discriminatory pricing of 

roofing materials. Ruberoid petitioned the Court of Appeals 

for review; the order was affirmed bot on rehearing, the 

Court of Appeals refused to issue an order 0£ enforcement. 

On appeal, the Supreme Court affirmed the Court of Appeals, 

,Jackson dissenting. 

In his dissent, Jackson noted that Bubecoid's objection 

to the Federal Trade Commission order vas that the orde.r to 

cease and desist from discriminatory pricing also contained 
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orders "to cease types of violations it never .had begun and 

[Ruberoid] asked that any order include a clause to the 

e.f£ect that it did no·t fo.rhid the price differentials 

between custoaers which are expressly allowed by statute.ne3 

The Court of Appeals had ag.reed the order was vague but had 

laid the blame for vagueness on the Clayton Act. Because 

the Act was vague, the commission was excused hy the court 

of Appeals for a vague cease and desist order. Jackson did 

not accept this conclusion: 

This appraisal ••• exposes a grave deficiency 
either in the Act itself or in ·the ada.inistrative 
process by which it has been applied. Admitting 
that that statute is 'vag oe and general in its 
wording,' it does not follow that a cease and 
desist order implementing it sb.ould be. I think 
sach an outcome of administrative proceedings is 
not acceptable. We would xectif f and advance the 
administrative process, which has become an 
indispensable adjunct to modern g0Yern11ent, by 
returning this case to the CoaaissioJt to perfo.ra 
its most useful function in administering a·n 
admittedly complicated Act.e2 

Thus in .Ruberoid as in BO.I£!!.• Jackson would return an 

unclear requ1ation to the agency which promulgated it. 

In Five Gambling Devices, Jackson announced the 

jud9ment of the court in an opinion which Frankfurter and 

I!inton joined. Black and Douqlas v.rote a concurr inq 

opinion. Clark, Warr en, Reed, and Burton joined in dissent • 

. Jackson refused to reach the constitutional questions: "All 

we would decide at present is a question of statutory 
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construction. We think the Act {of January 2, 1951, which 

prohibits shipment of gambling machines in interstate 

commerce but includes incidentdl registration and reporting 

provisions,] does not have the exp1icitness necessary to 

sust:ain the pleadings vllich the Government llas drafted in 

·these cases. on this g.round alone, we would affirm the 

judqments below" which disaissed the charges.as Despite 

Jackson's avowed support for the administrative agencies and 

the administrative process, he vas um•il.ling to allow . a 

vague act to support the 

at least, the unifying 

indictments. For these examples, 

factoc is procedural rather than 

substantive. Ruberoid's substan·tive issue is discriminatory 

pricing under the Clayton ACti Boye~ is transportation of 

explosive matecials under an Interstate Commerce Commission 

rega.la·tio.n; Five Gambling !!!Uic~ in·wolves regulating the 

gambling industry. However, common to all tb.ree is the 

concern with clarity and explicitness of acts or 

regula·tions. 

To find sia.ila.rities among procedural issues in cases 

does not advance the need to delineate what level of 

stlbst.antive areas should be considered# or if the 

substantive concerns are viewed as general substantive 

policy areas for which issues in administrative law are 

simply tools. An exa mina ti on of Jackson •s opinions in 
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selected alien cases may he 1 p to cla.rif y how these questions 

might be answered. 

''l'HE ALIEB CASE~: 

Knauff, Wonq Yang SU_!!_g, Barisiades, Spector, llezei, and 

Accardi-86 

Rat her t ban present a long dis:: ussion of each case, t be 

six cases have been arranged chro.nologically, a brief 

stateaent of the .facts of the case is qiven, and Jackson's 

opinion, whether for the Court or in dissent,. is presented. 

United States ex re 1. Kna u{!, v. Shayg,hnessy ( 1950). 

Ellen Knauff was a German war bride vi th an exemplary record 

as member of the Roya 1 lir Foa::e in Britain during the 11ar 

and in Germany as a civilian employee for the Occ11pa tion 

forces. She vas denied adaittance to the United States as a 

security risk. The Attorney General did not allow her a 

hearing. The Court upheld the Attorney General. Jackson 

joined by Black and Frankfurter, dissented primarily because 

o.f the secrecy of the proceedings: 

Security is like lihert:y in that aany are the 
crimes committed in its name. The aenace t.o the 
security of this country, be it great as it may, 
from this girl •s admission is nothing compared to 
the menace to free institutions inherent in 
procedures of this pattern. In the name of 
security the police state justifies its ar.bitrar1 
opp.cessions on evidence that is secret, because 
security might be prejudiced if it vere broaqht ·to 
light in hearings. The plea that evidence of 
quilt aast be secre·t is abhorrent to .free men, 
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because it provides a cloak for 
the misinformed, the meddlesome, 
to play the role of inf oraer 
uncorrected. a 7 

the aalevolent, 
and the corrupt 
undetected and 

Wong Yang S,Y!!.9 v. PlcGrath ( 1950) • As noted above, Wonq 

Yang Sung, a Chinese sailor, was ordered deported by the 

Immi gr at ion sec vice without a hearing that aet the 

requirements or the Administrative Procedure Act. Jackson, 

writing for the court, held that the Iaaigration Service vas 

controlled by the Administrative Procedure Act and ordered 

Wonq Yang sunq released. 

Harisiades v. Shay_g~~§Y (1952). Harisiades, a legal 

alien, had been a member of the Coaaunist Party but had 

ceased Party membership. Congress declared that membership 

in tile Communist Party at any time, past or present, was 

grounds for deportation, and Harisiades protested, partly 

because the Constitution forbids ~!. 2ost facto la vs. 

Jackson, vi th Frank.furter concurring 1 wrote for the Court 

that the expulsion order vas valid: 

That aliens reaain vulnerable to expulsion after 
long residence is a practice that bristles with 
severities. But it is a weapon of defense and 
reprisal confirmed by international law as a power 
inherent in every sovereign state. aa 

Jackson then cites Oppenheia•s International ~ that states 

do not even need to give .reasons for deportation of aliens. 

In this case, the !i!!,. 12~~ {~~!,Q. nature of the law is 
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immaterial. The law forbids alie~ to belong to 

organizations that advocate the viol.ent overthrow of the 

government. Since deport at ion is a civil, not a crimina 1, 

aatter, it is not affected by the constitutional prohibition 

against !!.! I?.~ fa£l.Q laws because this prohibition applies 

only to crimes. 89 

United states v. SE?ector (1952). Spector was an alien 

who had been ordered deported for advocating the overthrow 

of the goverruaent bf force. He was imprisoned after a jury 

trial for failing to obtain documents to leave, and the 

iaprison11ent was based on an administ:rat.ive decision that 

his presence in the Onited States was unl.avful. The jury 

could not decide whether Spector was in the country 

illegally but only whether or not he had applied for the 

docwnents. The Supreme Court upheld his conviction but 

Jackson, joined by P ra nkf urte r and Black, dissented. 

Jackson vas particularly troubled by the loqical extensions 

of the decision: 

We aust not forget that, while the alien is not 
constitutionally pro·tec ted against deportation by 
administrative process, he stands 011 an egual 
constitutional footing with th.e citizen when he is 
charged vi th cri•e. If Co119ress can subdivide a 
charge against an alien and awoid jury trial by 
submitting the vital aAd controYersial part of it 
to adllinistratiYe decision, it can do so in the 
prosecution of a citizen. lnd if vital elements 
of a crime can be established in the manner kere 
attempted, the vay would be open to effective 
subYersion of what we have thought to be one of 
the most effective constitutional safeguards of 
all men's freedom •••• 
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While we would not join in a strained 
constcuction of the Constitution to create 
captions or trivial obstacles or de.lays to 
solutions of this problem (of where to send 
dangerous aliens sioce Communist countries vish 
them to remain in the United States and non-
Communist countries do not want them], ve cannot 
sanction sending a.liens to prison e.xcept upon 
compliance vith co.nst.itutional procedures. We can 
afford no liberties v it h libe.rty itself. •o 

s hauqhness,I v. United States ex rel. llezei ( 19 53). 

Mezei was an alien resident who remained abroad for nineteen 

months and, upon at tempting to return to the United std tes, 

vas excluded. Because no other country would receive him, 

he was con fined to El1is Island for twenty-one months. A 

District Court in habeas corpus proceedings ordered him 

paroled into the United st.ates on bond. On appeal by the 

Attorney General, the Supreme Court he1d the District Court 

order invalid in part because as an °ent.rant• alien,, Mezei 

was not protected by the due process clause. Black, joined 

by Douglas, and Jackson, joined by Frankfurter, dissented. 

Jackson vas offended in part because the Attorney 

General refused to give reasons fox den yin <J Mezei admittance 

to the nation where he .had resided for twenty-five years: 

"This man. who seems to have ied a life of unrelieved 

insignificance, 11ust haye been astonished t.o £ind himsel.f 

suddenly putting the Government of the United States in such 

fear that it was afraid to tell hi• vhy it was afraid of 

him. 0 91 Jackson again noted the problem faced by the alien 
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who must find a country to receive him: HSince we 

proclaimed him a Samson who aigh t pull do vn the pillars of 

our temple, •e should not be surprised .if peoples less 

prosperous, less strongly established and less stable feared 

to take him off our timorous hands. 11 92 Jackson reiterated 

his concern vi th practicality: "It overworks legal fiction 

·to say th at one is free in lav when by the commonest of 

co.maon sense he is bound ..... Ve aust reqard this alien as 

clepri ved of liberty, and tile question is whether tile 

deprivation is a denia 1 of due process of law .. 11 93 The Fifth 

Amendment, he notes, prohibits deprivlnq persons--not. simply 

citizens--of life, liberty, or property without due process 

of law. 94 Jackson found that "dete.ation of an alien would 

not be inconsistent vith substantive due process1 

provided--and this is where ay dissent begins--he is 

accorded procednra l due process of lav.n9s 

Jackson concluded his dissent with a discussion of 

procedural due process; he found analogies between the 

Government.' s position in this case and the ,Nazi system of 

"protective custody" which, •once established with the best 

of intentions, vill drift into oppression of the 

it'.lisa.d van taged in this country as surely as it has 

elsewhere. "96 To a void this pitfall, procedural due process 

:11 ust be observed scrupulously. 
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Procedural fairness, if not all that 
originally was meant by due process of lav, is at 
least what it most uncomproaisingly requires. 
Procedural due process is aore ele11ental and less 
flexible than substantive due process. It .fields 
less to the times, varies less with conditions, 
and defers much less to leqislatiYe judqment • 
.Insofar as it is technical la v, it • ust .be a 
specialized responsibilit.y within the competence 
of the judiciary on which they do not bend before 
political branches of the Government, as t.hey 
should on matters of policy which co11prise 
substantive law. 

If it be conceded that in ooae way this alien 
cou.ld be confined, does .it matter vha.t the 
procedure is? -Only tb.e unta uga·t layman or the 
charlatan lawyer can ansver that procedures matter 
not. Procedural fairness and .reg ularit J are of 
the indispensable essence of liberty. Severe 
substantive laws can be endured if they ace fairly 
and impartially applied •••• [ Due] process of law is 
not for the sole benefit of the accused. It is 
the best insurance for the Government .itself 
against those blunders which lea Ye lastinq stains 
on a system of justice •••• 

our law may, and riqh tly does, place aore 
restrictions on the alien t.han on the citizen. 
But basic fairness in hearing procedures does not 
vary vi th the status of the accused. If the 
procedures used to judge th.is alien are fair and 
just, no good .reason can be gi.ven vhy they should 
not be extended to simplify the condeanation of 
citizens. If they would be unfair to citizens, 1r e 
cannot defend the fairnes of thea vhen applied to 
the more helpless and handicapped alien •••• 97 

Jackson acknowledqed that Coaaunism is a danger: 

The communist conspira torical technique o.f 
infiltration poses a problem v hich sorely tempts 
the Government to resort t.o confinement of 
suspects on secret inforaation secretly judged. I 
have not been one to discount the Co••unist 
evil. 98 
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However, he refused to see Communism as the oniy threat to 

American government: 

But my apprehensions about the security of our 
.fora of governaent a re about equall J aroused by 
those vho refuse to recognize the danqers of 
Communism and those who will not see danger in 
anything el.se. 99 

United States ex: .re 1. Acea rdi v. Shaughnessy ( 1 954) • 

Accardi vas ordered deported, and he app.lied to the Board of 

Imai gration Appeals to have the deportation order suspended. 

The Board denied his application. Accardi claiaed his case 

was prejudged because the Attorney General in 1952 had 

circulated a list of "unsavory characters" whom he wished to 

deport, and Accardi's naae was included. Although Accardi 

ad11i tted he vas deporta.ble, the Supreme Court held tba t he 

must have a rehearinq; his application might be unsuccessful 

11 but at least he will have been afforded that due process 

required by the requ.la tions in such proceedings. ttt.oo 

.. Jackson, joined by Reed, Bur~on, and Hinton, dissented. 

Jackson Yiewed the decision to suspend the order as 

executive discretion and hence not subject to judicial 

review: 

Conqress vested in the Attorney General, and 
in h.im alone, di~retion as to whether to suspend 
deportation under certain circumstances. ie think 
a refusal to e.i:ercise that discretion is not 
revievable on habeas corpus •••• Habeas corpus is to 
enforce legal .rights, not to transfer t.o the 
courts control of executive discretion.101 

In addition, the Board of I1111ign tion Appeals vas 
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neither a judicial body nor an independent agency. 
It is created by the Attorney General as part of 
his office •••• [and] operates under his supervision 
and direction, and its every decision is subject 
to his unlimited review and revision •••• we do not 
think: [the validity of the decision] can be 
impeached by shov.in<J that he oyecinf1uenced 
meabers of his own staff whose opinion in any 
event would be only advisory.n1 02 

The six cases presented h.aYe all dealt with problems 

regardinq aliens. All but Knauff were deportation cases. 

All involved the office of Attorney General ·which Jackson 

him.self had held at one time. 

Spec!_q_r, and ftezei, Jackson supported the alien• s position 

but in Harisiades and Accardi he did not. This division is 

not unexpected in view of Jac.kson•s overall support rating 

in alien cases: in the 1946 throuq.h 1952 teras1 he voted 

fo.J:: a1ien claims in fifty ~rcent of the alien cases, well 

below Murphy, Rut.ledge, and Black who were g_l•a1s in sup po.rt 

<>f the alien, but well above Reed (nine percent support), 

Clark (fourteen pen:ent support) , and llfinton (nineteen 

percent support). 103 Viewed at th.is level of analysis, 

Jackson's opinions seem unpredictable, a conclusion which 

Pritchett sugqests "leads one to question vhethec (Jackson] 

has developed any systematic theories about civil liberties 

or the judicial function.••o• Other authors find in 

Jackson •s work "a consist.ency of thought which is a vital 

part of his judicia 1 philosophy. Por him liberty is 
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possible only in a vell-orde x:ed society •••• " 10s However, 

consistency is not an essential attribute in an anal.ysis of 

judicial work: 

If this portrait [of Jackson] leaves soae fea t.ures 
blurred, it is not disturbi nq. tlha t is disturbing 
is the risk of the opposite distortion, an 
excessive tidiness in the po.rtrayal of a complex 
and altogether unmechanical individua1.10• 

To make sense of these su cases-- admittedly a sma 11 

and inconclusive sa•ple--it is necessary to look at the• 

through the filter of lureaberg. Jackson left Geraa ny vi th 

a deep concern for potential destruction of deaocratic 

government which larked in an overpermisslveness to minority 

groups. Th.is is seen aost clearly in such opinions as 

Te rminiello (1949), Kunz Y. le!. York (1957) 1 and Sain v. ,Hg,! 

York ( 1948) .107 He was, as ve have seen, a staunch defender 

of liberty bot of liberty wit.h restraint. Ve aight have 

expected that Nuremberg voul d have giYen Jackson a horror of 

suppression of any kind, given the excesses of the Nazis 

and, in this Cold War period, of the Russians to suppress 

disagreement with qovern•nt policy. What Jackson learned 

was in fact the opposite: bad the Weiaac Republic 

suppressed the Hitler ainority which endangered democracy, 

the Republic miqht have survived. 

Philip Kurland in a 1977 article on Jacksoa refers to 

Jackson as a liberal rather than a libertarian. 1oa He 
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distinguishes between the tvo points of view by defining 

f.irst the legal libertarian vho 

tends to think in terms of the absolute and 
unconditioned protection of asserted civil 
libert.ies, almost without acknowledgement of the 
possibility of any legitimate competing values. 109 

.Examples of legal libertarians are Justices Blac.k, Douglas, 

Rutledge, Murphy, Warren, and Brennan; Kurland notes ·that 

aost libertarians are a.lso judicial actiYists. "In gross, 

then," writes Kurland, "the libertarian. •• is dedicated to a 

creed that societal salvation lies in the maintained prisacy 

of all claiaed civil rights and that t:he savior is the 

judicial branch of governaent. 11 110 

The l.iberal tradition, represented by Holmes, Brandeis, 

Cardozo, Frankforter, Stone, Learned Hand, Friendly, and 

Jackson, and whose "foremost acadeaic apologist 0 111 

Bickel, follows the creed that 

[the] individual is free and supreme, subject to 
11ajorit y rule in those areas where the majority is 
authorized to rule, a irl the mala of majority rule 
has been greatly extended, but not vith regard to 
matters of faith, or speech oc ideas unless that 
speeclt or ideas or faith does specific .haem to 
othecs. AboYe a 1.1, for the liberal jurisprude, 
responsibility vas an attribute of liberty.112 

is 

Jac.kson• s • liberalismtt--in Kurland• s sense of the 

term--te11pered by his experiences at Nureaberg is the key to 

the six alien cases. Knauff offers no threat to the 

Government. There is no evidence to brand her a subversive, 
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and the manner in waich she is excluded .is secr·et and thus 

reainiscent of Nazi Germany. In addition she was a var 

bride and Congress had •ade quite clear its desire to help 

var brides enter the country. Jackson supported 

Congressional intent and dissented aqainst Star Cha Biber 

procedures. The bas:is of Jackson's reasoning in Mezei 

follows Knauff. Similarily, ion9 Yang Sung was, as far as 

the court record shows, siaply a Chinese sailor who had 

overstayed his shore leave. Congress had not expl.ici·tly 

exempted the Immigration Service from the Administrative 

Procedure Ac·t which, however reaotely, Jackson had helped to 

fashion. Wong Yang Sung•s treataent was not fair in that 

the hearing examiner's status vas not, in Jackson •s view, 

congruent with the requirements set out .by Congress. Absent 

any national dange.r, the de 11a nd s of justice and procedural 

regularity, and Jackson's previously iterated reluctance to 

second- guess c on9ress 1 struc tui:ed his opinion for the court. 

seect:or is 1 however, a case involving a Com.munist but 

in the con·text not of civil liberties hut of safeguards in 

adainistrati•e procedures. The llureaberq experience showed 

Jack.son how once an undemocratic government is established• 

administration can be used to circuYent the courts; he 

returned to this theae in the excerpts from aezej quoted 

above. Weighing Spector•s Communist affiliations against 
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the dangerous example furn.~ bed by his imprisonment, Jae Itson 

preferred the Communist. It is important to note. however, 

that the issue was not. trying Spector as .much as it was l!.2!! 

he was tried. There is no indication that Jackson would 

have objected to the outcome had Spector been convicted in a 

jury trial which passed on the il1egality o.f his pcesence as 

well a.s on his refusal to apply for travel docv.aents after 

the deportation order. 

Harisiades vas a f orme.r co-uni st o.rdered deported. 

There were no procedural irregularities in his deporta tioa 

order and the lav which allowed his deportation vas clear in 

intent. Congress did not vant any foraer or cur.cent 

Communists to remain in the country. Citizens could not be 

deported but aliens could. And vhile the Constitution 

clearly prohibits ~ pos_! factg la vs, j odicial precedent 

forbids thea only in criminal cases. Hone o.f the de•ands of 

Jackson's philosophy--daaqer of precedent, secrecy, 

violation of Congressional intent, procedural 

i.rregu.larity--caae to Harisiades• defeBSe, and his Part_y 

aeabership vas against hia. Hence the dissent. 

Accardi too was a Communist but ve migat suspect that 

Jackson• s predilection -for procedu.ral safequa~rds would come 

to Accardi •s defense. However, J acksoa had been Attorney 

General and, although the BoaJ:d of Iam..igration Appeals had 
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been instituted since his time, he was sensitive to both tile 

duties and the perogatives of the office. He was as zealous 

in guarding executive discretion as he was legislative 

intentions. Accardi, both a Coamunist and an "unsavory 

character," was admittedly deportable and t.h.e exercise of 

executive discretion was not subject to judicial rewiew. 

It therefore see as that the subs tao ti Ye policy 

addressed here is not that of aliens or even of alien 

deportation but rather one of 

Jackson •s belief is that they may 

control of Coamunists. 

be e.xpe1led but o.n.11 if 

the eipulsion does not violate safeguards necessary to 

pre vent the United St ates fro• following the Yery procedures 

ve condemn in the total.itarian beginning of the Weimar 

Republic. Viewed in this context, we can see that the 

various tools of admin.istra ti Ye la v as they are coa11only 

conceived, e.q., procedural due process, defereace to 

legislative intent, executive discxetion, or administrative 

expertise, are appl.ied as the circumstances ·warrant to 

achieve a desired policy direction. 8011 th.is discoyery may 

be generalized, if at a.ll., and what tbe iapact on public 

administration Jl.igh t be, is the concern of the f i.nal 

chapter. 
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lis·ten. Jackson •s concern for a1iens as a class is not 
as sincere as this opinion might indicate; this point is 
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5 3In Marcello v. Bonds, 349 u.s. 302 (1955), these 
proceedings were challenged because the hearing officer 
was supervised by officials with in vestiqatory and 
prosecutory powers. Tile Court uplleld Iaaigration 
although both Black and Frankfurter dissented on 
substantially the same grounds raised by Jac.icson in ~.swg 
Jang, Sung: judges shou1d be independent of the "power 
and control of prosecutors" ( .349 u. s. 319) • 

s•347 u.s. 260. Jackson's dissent in this case rests on the 
Attorney General's control of the Iaaigration Board of 
Appeals. Accardi had been denied his application for 
suspension of deportation. The Attorney General, pr.ior 
to the Board of Appeal's decision, had circulated a 
confidential list of people he wanted to deport. lccai:di 
claimed this prejudiced hls hearing. Jackson quite 
clearly could not deny ·the _p.rej 00.ice, but Jackson felt 
that since the Board was not only advisory but also 
appointed by the Attorney General who had unlia.ited and 
final review of all its decisions, anr bias they might 
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dependent role. Jackson was joined in ·this dissent by 
Beed. Burton, and ft in ton. 
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ss !Q.l!Sl Jang Sung is not the only case in which Congress 
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involved. Gerhart ("A Decade of Mr. Just:ice Jackson," 
New York OniversitI ~Review 28 (!ay 1953:927-971) 
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to agree. 63 Stat. 917. 918 (1949). 29 u.s.c. Sec. 213 
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9 •This is essentially the arguaent advanced by Douglas in 
his dissent in Harisiades: 

rt>reover, it was Douglas' contention that the 
[ 1893] Fong Yue Ting case [Douglas approved of 
Justice Brewer• s dissent in tb.i s case] was 
inconsistent with t. .be philosophy of constitutiona 1 
law developed since 1893 for the protection of 
resident aliens, which has come to regard them as 
'persons• within the meaninq of the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments and so entitled to due 
process and egnal protection. Specifically, 
resident aliens have been protected against 
discrimination in business or emplopent [lie!, !2. 
v. Bo.Ekins, 1886; _!ruax v. Raich, 1915]; taeir 
property aay not be taken without just 
compensation []ussifil! Volunteer ,!leet v.. United 
$.!_ates, 1931 ]; they are entitled to habeas corpus 
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constitutional protection, I think the more 
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like dignity.• 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

"I have come across men o.f letters vho have 
written history vi thout taking part in public 
affairs, and politicians who have concerned 
themselYes with producing events without thinking 
about them. I h.ave observed that the first a.re 
always inclined to find general causes, whereas 
the second, living in the midst of disconnected 
daily facts, are prom to imagine that everything 
is attributable to particu1ar incidents, and that 
the wires they pull a re the same as those that 
move the world. It is to be presumed that both 
are equally deceived." 

llexis de Tocqueville. 

In t.his chapter, seve.cal lines of thought developed 

throughout the study are brought together. The chapter has 

three major subdivisions. The first concludes the direct 

discussion of Jackson's vork. His ultimate Yiev of 

administrative lav and the ad Iii ni strati Ye process is 

presented, as is his personal impact on present vievs of 

ad11inistra ti ye la 11. 7he second section discusses the 

ramifications of using substantive law and policy to frame 

our concept.ua lization of ad minis·trati ve law. Four possible 

levels of analysis and the usefulness of each are discussed. 

The third section discusses the i•portance of the study to 

public administration. 

257 
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ROBERT JACKSON ~)ID ADMINISTRATIVE LA,!: £0NCLUSION 

PERSONAL BASIS tQ! JlCKSOl 1 S .!IB~~ 

In order to judge Jackson's ultiaate impact on 

administrative law, soae understanding of Jackson as an 

individual is necessary. Some vti ters "described his 

political philosophy as a little bit riqat of center. He 

o£ten said he be1ieved in liberal legislation conservatively 

construed. tt t "The net i mpressio.n, fl wrote one obser:ver. "is, 

·to some extent, that of a man being forced more and more to 

the right by the sweeping vievs of his more 'libera 1 1 

colleagues-- and not u-ting it. •2 His opinions were at tiaes 

too clever; he sacrificed clarity or succinctness for the 

judicial hon Frankfurter viewed tllis failing 

genero usl r: 
To an unusual degree in the hi story of the Court, 
Justice Jackson wrote as -he felt. In hls case, 
the style was the man •••• Unlike what he praised in 
Brandeis, his style sometimes stole a~tention from 
the sobstance ••• [but] no man who ever sat on the 
Supreme Court, it seems to ae, mirrored the man in 
him in his judicial wo_rk aore completely than did 
Justice Jackson.~ 

Frankfurter summed up his i•pressi.ons of the 11an in the 

·foreword to a syaposiua on Jackson in 1955: 

Self-reliance, good-humored tolerance, recogni-tion 
of the other fellow's right to be a.od 'lo thriYe 
even though you aay not taink he is as good as you 
are, suspicion of authority as ve11 as awareness 
of its need, disdain of arrogance and self-
righteousness, a preference foe truculent 
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independence over prudent deference 
conformity--these were the feelings that 
bis outlook of life.• 

and 
shaped 

Frankfurter suggested t.hat Jackson's book review of Arthur 

Gray Powell •s ! ~ S?2 Home _!_gain is a valuable a id to 

understanding Jackson• s c ha.cacter. s Jackson's review & 

emphasized his pride in rural values, exeaplified by the 

:judges who might consult 11it h their neighbors before aa king 

decisions: "But usually without asking they knew how the 

coamunity felt, and the decision represented its collective 

idea of the decent thing. And generally it vas not far 

off. "7 He lamented the uchan eaphasis in a law founded on 

agrarian principles: "Thece isn•t a whiff of the stable in 

a carload of college freshmen. More and •ore those who in 

couct and classroom and legislative body restate our legal 

principles are men vho have not experienced the country life 

of which our lav was so largely the expression. tta He 

admired Georgia's governor John siatoo 6 •ho coaauted to life 

imprisonment the death sentence of a Jeldsh factory •anaqer 

unfairly convicted of •u.rder and thereby committed politica 1 

suicide. Perhaps Slaton•s example influenced Jackson's 

decision to qo to Buremberg in the face of opposition and to 

remain there despite the urgings of friends to return to 

:Eight for the Chie.f Justices hip .. At least in his early 

·years in Washinqton, Jackson thou9ht of himself as a country 
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lawyer, and he was shaped by his yea rs in rural Nev York and 

in Jamestown: "Understanding of his outlook in public 

questions vould be aided by an appreciation of the 

atmosphere of rugged independence, free discussion, and keen 

solicitude for the riqh ts and welfare of the .individual, 

which pervaded his city and county, so profoundly influenced 

by the presence of Cha uta ugua Assellhly •••• 11 9 

Howeyer, this "keen solicitude for the rights and 

welfare of the individual" of Jackson's early years vas 

modi.tied somewhat by Jackson's Hure•herg experience and his 

years on the Court. His expmssions of his Yievs changed 

after joining the Court; Barnett in 1948 wrote that "it 

cannot be too strongly urged that Jackson is primarily a 

brilliant and powerful advocate, and that in his earlier 

utterances he vas working in that role •••• one might assume 

that the judge is mo.re nearly the real Jackson than was the 

young a11d politically ambitious Hew Deal pcosecuto.r and 

presidential hopeful."10 Rehnquist, writing in 1980, 

echoed tbis sentiment: 111~ Struggle fo~ Judicial Supreaac,I, 

published in 1941, "neither could nor would have been 

regarded as gospel by the aan who, as an Associate Justice 

of t:he Su.Preae court in 1952, w.rote one of the concurring 

opinions in the famous Steel Seizure &ases."u 
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MINORITY RIGHTS ~ MAJORITY il:GHTS 

Jackson's sup po.ct of the rights of the in div idua 1 ca me 

into conflict with the need fo.r p.roper authority to govern 

by majority rule. Jackson wrote in his Godkin Lectures, 

published posthuaously in 1955, that the balance between 

liberty and authority is the "•ost. delicate, difficult and 

shifting" balance the court is asked to •aintain.12 Be felt 

that the rough outlines of a free society were provided by 

the Bill of Rights. Liberty, •achieved only by a rale of 

law," is not the "•ere absence of restraint." This rule of 

law often entails impinqinq upon the rights of the majority 

in order to protect individual or minority ri9hts: 

In case after case in which so-called civil 
rights are in•olved, the question siaaers down ·to 
one of tke extent to which aajority rule will be 
set aside. This issue has been debated, but it 
has by no means been settled, and vievs shift as 
the occasion for judicial intervention shifts from 
case to case. About all ve need to note, unless 
we were to go into a lengthy discussion of the 
particular cases of application of the power, is 
that the pove·r of th.e Court to protect individual 
or minority ri9hts has on the other side of tae 
coin t:he power to restrain the aajorit y. Some 
profound political philosophers, among thea ftr. 
Jefferson, doubted the advisability of such 
intervention. P.lr. Je.ffersou asked where else we 
may "find the origin of just powers, if not in the 
aajority of the society? Will it be in the 
minority? Or in an individual of that minority?" 
Perhaps we should say that it is only to be found 
in the law, in rationally and dispassionately 
devised rules which limit the aajority•s control 
over the individ ua 1 and the Irlnori t.y. But even 
with the best draftsmanship possih1e such rules 
cannot but leave many questions for 
interpretation.t3 
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This position repeats a view espoused by Jac1c.son in 

195.3 when he confronted the prob.le• of maintaining minority 

rights: "Presumably we enforce the rig~ts of a ainority 

which restrict the aa jority only because a one-time majority 

will established them. May later majorities rescind the 

grant?"t• The problem is to deteraine what is owed to the 

past. Jefferson wrote that: "the ear~h belongs to the living 

generation •••• "and Jae kson agreed. 1s Jack: son concluded that 

proper ru.les of conduct require that: the v ill of the current 

majority should be supported unless it clearlJ violates the 

Constitution. t 6 It seems that Jackson has contradicted 

hiaself; in Koreaa tsu he sugqested that the preservation of 

American society is not "•erely• protecting the 

Constitution 1 but here, nine years later, he is w.citiaq that 

obedience to the Constitution takes precedence oyer even the 

•will of the living generation.• Tbis posit.ion is not so 

confusing when explained in ligh-t of lureaberq. 

JACK SJ R AIQ THE BOLE Qf. iI!I. COltSTITUTIO,I 

Frankfurter in 1941 had written: 

How to fit ancient liberties, •hich laave gained a 
new preciousness, into so1ution 0£ those exigent 
and intricate economic problems that have been too 
lonq avoided rather than faced, is the special 
task of Administrative Law. 1 7 
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Jackson recognized thdt the administrative agencies were an 

essential ingredient. in modern government and that they had 

to be accepted and controlied. One answer to Frankfurter's 

"special task" was the Administrative Procedure Act; in the 

1953 article Jackson vrote that the Act was a:o. exaaple of a 

measure 11 that may help to pre vent government froa becoming 

arbitrary and oppressive as .it grows bi9.•1 a The Act could 

protect indiYiduals f .com t.vo movements that threaten 

liberties: authoritarianisa and the state philosophy that 

the state's interests are supre•e. Aathoritarianisa Jackson 

defined as "official authority, unconfined by law, (which] 

rides roughshod over individual rights."' 9 The individual 

b.ere is protected by due process. The second 11<>veaent ·taken 

to its ertreae becomes totalitarianism and from this 

movement the individual is protected by liaitin9 the power 

of the l'ederal government. People, Jackson wrote, a re 

willing to exchange liberty for security, subsidies, and 

collective ad vantage, but they forget that an lntilld te 

connection exists between property rights and human i:ights; 

Jackson felt that the two could not be separated. His 

foreign experience led hia to believe that reaoval of 

individual rights, at least in foreign nations, always 

.followed from reaowal of pi:operty rights. The establishment 

<>f the police state is a.cgued on the same basis as 
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regula tinq property rights, e.g., compulsory service, heavy 

penalties for absenteeism, production quotas. It is 

therefore necessary for individuals to guard jealously a 11 

their rights within the con·text of majority rule and 

constitution al is•. The Weimar Bepublic, faced with a 

confrontation between ma jori tJ rule and minority rights, 

foWld its Constitution and qovernaent incapabl.e of tlae 

correct decision. In the 1944 Kore11t,yY dissent, Jackson 

suggested that American society might survive without the 

Constitution, that on occasion the Const.itution 11iqht ha. ve 

to qive way to •ilitary expediency. After Ntiremberg ae 
fo wid that the only hope of pi::ese.rY i.ng society in the face 

of "exigent and intricate economic proble11s" and in the Cold 

War conflict was the Constitution, const.rued, vhen possib.le, 

in a way that supports the prevailing Yiev of the majority. 

Jackson const: antly affirmed that the court aust lean in 

favor of the constitutionality of action by the political 

branches, and he felt st.rongl.y that "overstepping or 

irresponsible use of judicial power is as auch an evil as 

lawlessness in either of the other branches of 

government. 11 20 He vas opposed to j adicial actiYi.sm; .he felt 

the Court should not be viewed as the only branch of 

government to protect liberties: 

The question that the present times put into 
the minds of thoughtful people is to what extent 
Supreme Court interpretations of the Constitution 
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will or can preserve the free government of which 
the court is a part. A cult: of libertarian 
j ud.icial actiYists nov assails the Court almost as 
bitterly for renouncing power as the earlier 
"liberals" once did for assuaing too auch power. 
This cult appears to believe that the Court can 
find in a 4,000-vord eighteenth-century document 
or its nineteenth-century Aaendmen ts, or can 
plausibly supply, some clear bulv ark against. all 
dangers and evils that today beset us internally. 
This assumes that the Court will be the doainant 
factor in shaping the constitutional practice of 
t"he future and can and will maintain, not only 
equality with the elective branches, but a large 
measure of supremacy and control over them. I 11ay 
be biased against this attitude because it is so 
con1:rary to the doctrines of the critics of the 
Court, o.f v hoa I was one, at the time of the 
Roosevelt proposa 1 to reorqan.ize the judiciary. 
Bat it seems to me a doctrine wholl.J lncompa tib.le 
with faith in democracy, and in so far as it 
encourages a be.lief that the judges may be left: to 
correct the result of public indifference to 
issues of liberty iD choosing Presidents, 
Senators, and Representatives, it is a yicious 
teachinq.21 

However, Paul Fm und cautions against a too liter a.l 

interpretation of Jackson's words; the question above 

was only a caution, not a dogma, and a caution 
which did not keep hi• fro• breaking the sound 
barrier explosively and .repeatedly. Liberty 0£ 
conscience and the right. to procedural decencies 
we.re the causes t.ha t most eapha ticall y drev from 
Mr. Justice Jackson his fuli powers of indignation 
and reb11ke on behalf of man against the State. 22 

Walter Muphy, discussing Jackson's views on free speech and 

the judicial function, agreed: 

But aqreeaent or disagreement {with legislative or 
executive judgment] did not change his belief that 
the Court could best •aintain its prestige by 
standing aloof from those situations vhere elected 
officials were forced to balance competing riqhts, 
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insuring only that there had been no efforts at 
censorship or discrimination. 23 

Thus over his years on the Court Jackson evolved .from a 

shrewd country lawyer to a judge whose philosophy w.hich1 

while not always clear or ,predictable, is much the product 

of his judicial experience a lki his year at Bur em berg. 

JACKSON AND THI, AD8ItfISTBA7!..!! PBOCBS~ 

The major impact or Jackson•s wo£k as mirrored in his 

ovn vri tings was the work at Nuremberg. He did, however 1 

express his views on the ad mini.strati ve process in his 

dissents in Buberoid and in Ch.enery 11.2 4 Jackson used these 

dissents as a fora• for essays on adtli.nistration auch as he 

used the steel Seizure Cases to coa11ent upon Presidential 

power. 

Cqene\:..I II 

The Public Utility Holdinq Coapany Act of 19352s 

required utility holding companies to register with the 

Securities and Exchange Coaaission (SEC). once registered, 

the holding co•panies lie.re required to integrate 

geographically and to simplify corporate structure under 

standards pres er ibed by the SEC. Dur in<J inte9ra tion and 

reorganization, the SEC controlled the coapanies• financing 

and operation. The Public Utility Holding Act permits 

coapanies -to submit voluntary re orqani za ti.on plans. 
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The first Chenery case {1943)26 arose when Cbeaery and 

other stockholders of a holdinq coapany for Federal Water 

Service Corporation purchased preferred shares of Federal 

stock while approval of a reorganization plan vas pending 

before the SEC. D.n der the proposed plan, preferred Fed era 1 

stock would be converted to coamoa stock in the new 

corporation formed from the reorganization. The result of 

the purchase, were the plan a pp.coved, tKu1ld be that C.henecy 

and the other holding company managers would retain their 

interest in tile company. The SEC refused to allow the 

manaqeaent to convert their new preferred shares to common 

stock and restricted them to receiving the cost of the 

shares plus four percent interest. The SEC justified its 

holdinq on the 9rounds that because aanagement had p.cior 

knov1edge of the reorganization, manaqement 1 s purchase of 

the shares vas unfair a .nd a violation of its fiduciary 

relationship to the shareholders; the SBC cl.aiaed that this 

notion of fiduciary relationships came fro• Supreme Court 

and other court decisions. Chenery appealed, and ultimately 

the Supreme Court returned the ca.se to the Court of Appeals 

to be remanded in turn to the SEC. 

The SEC reconsidered the issue, proclaimed a new line 

of reasoning for its decision against Chenery 1 but reached 

the same decision. Chenery aqain appealed to the SEC 
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decision to block the reorganization plan which would 

convert management's prefer.red stock t.o common stock. 

Justice Murphy wrote the opin:ion in £henery !I· He 

emphasized two "simple bat f unda.aental" rules of 

administrative law which Justice Frank£urter had stated in 

Caenen !· The first ES that "a reviewing court, in 

dealing with a deter•inatio.o or judqement which an 

adrdnistra-tive agency alone is authorized to aake, must 

judge the propriety of such action solely by the qounds 

in voted by the agency," and the second was that "{if J the 

administrative action is to be tested bJ the basis upon 

which it purports to rest, that basis aust be set. forth with 

such clarity as to be understa Ddable. •27 In Cheaery !, the 

SEC had invoked judici.a l aut.hori ty as the grounds for its 

order, and the Court had decided that. the .interpretation of 

the lav by the SEC was in error: management has no 

fiduciary duty to the shareholders which pro.llibits it from 

buyinq and selling stock, a ad the only rule of equity upon 

which the SEC aiqht have relied would app1y only in cases of 

fraud or aisaanage•ent. In c;henery !!, the SEC concluded 

that Chenery was in violation of the Public Utilities 

Holding Act. This tiae the SEC based its decision on 

administrative expertise and not on judicial authority. 
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on this second at tempt to have the reorganization plan 

approved, Chenery contended that since no fraud or 

mismanagement was involved, the SEC could not issue an order 

forbidding the management to receive their profit, and that 

any rule which forbade sta::h activity must be prospective 

only. Writing for the Court, Justice !urpby disaqreed: 

To hold that the Coaaission had no alternative in 
this proceeding but to approve the proposed 
transaction, while f oraula ting an_J general ru1es 
it might desire for use in f11ture cases of this 
nature, would be to stultify the adltinistrative 
process. That we refuse to do.2• 

l!urphy clearly felt tha. t the Commission vas justified in 

deciding Cbenery•s case by a retroactive individual order. 

The SEC, he wrote, was charged vi th impleaen tinq the Holding 

Coapan y Act, and this impleaentation aight be by general 

rule or by individual order. The method chosen was at the 

discretion of the SEC: 

The function of filling in the interstices of the 
Act should be perfor•ed, as auc.h as possible, 
through the gua si- leqisla ti ve promulgation of 
rules to be applied in the future. But any rigid 
requirement to that effect would a ate the 
administrative process inflexible ..... Hot every 
principle essential to tae effective 
administration of a statute can or should be cast 
immediately into the aold of a general rule •••• In 
performing its importaat functions in tbese 
respects. therefore, an administrative aqenc1 must 
be equipped to act either by geaeral rule or by 
individual order. to insist upon one -form of 
action to the exclusion of the other is to exalt 
form over necessity .29 
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Jackson, joined by Frankfurter, dissented. Chenerz .II 

is considered by some scholars as ·the best expression of 

Jackson •s views on the ad11inistrative process.30 Jackson 

was usually supportive of deference 'to the adain.istrative 

process but he was stil.l "less inclined to treat 

administratiYe findings as conclusive or determinative than 

were most of b.is colleagues. n31 He held in c heneu II that 

the opinion of the Court was unjustified deference to 

adainistcati ve expertise, especia.lly since the problem was 

new to the Securities and Exchange Coam.ission: 

What are ve to make of this ceit.erated 
deference to •ad ministra ti ve experience• when in 
another context the Court says. •Hence, ve refuse 
to say that the Comaission, which had ~ 
.I?revious.i1 been conf rooted with tJi41 ~oblea of 
management trading duri!!_g ~organization, was 
forbidden froa utilizinq this particular 
proceeding for announcinq and applyi,ng a ~ 
standard of £.2.!!,g~ct. • 1 ••• (Eapha sis s11pplied .) 

The Court's reasoning adds up to this: The 
Comaission must be sustained because of its 
accumulated experience in solving a prob1ea with 
which it had never before been conf.ronted!32 

Jackson quite clearly thought the Court was allowing 

the agency to judge ma t·ters of la v proper! y reserved for 

judicial review and not just matters of fact; he found the 

possible precedent to be dan9erous. The opinion 

aakes jlldicial review of administrative orders a 
hopeless foraality for the litigant, eYen where 
granted to hia by Congress. It reduces the 
judicial process in such cases to a aere feint. 
While the opinion does not have the adherence of a 
majority of the full Court, if its pronouncements 
should become governing principles they would. in 
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practice, put most administrative orders over and 
above the law .33 

The difference between the first Chenery case and this is 

"simply the difference between holding that administrative 

orde cs a ust have a basis in lav and a holding that abse.nce 

of a legal bas.is is no ground on which the courts aay annul 

them. n34 He felt that the courts nst not overweight the 

importance of administrative experience which may be 

exercised only vitbin the agencies• discretionary powers as 

provided by law. ihat action is, or is not, within the law 

is a decision for the Court: 

The truth is that in this decision the Cou.rt 
approves the Commission• s assertion of power to 
govern the aatter without law, power to force 
surrender of stock so purchased v henever it will, 
and power also to o..erlook such acquisitions if it 
so chooses. The reasons vaich will lead it to 
ta.ke one course as against the other reaain locked 
in its own breast, and it has not and apparent.ly 
does not intend to coaai t them to an 1 ru.le or 
regulation. This administrative authoritarianism, 
this pover to dec.ide without la11, is vhat the 
Court seems to approve in so many vords: "The 
absence of a general rule or regu1ation governing 
management trading d urinq reorganization did not 
affect the Commission•s duties ............ Tllis seems 
to me to undervalue and to belittle the place of 
law, even in the systea of ad•inist.rative 
justice •••• 

I have long urged, and still believe, that 
the adainistrative process deserves fostering in 
oar system as an expeditious and nontechnical 
method of applying law in specialized fields. I 
can not agree that it be used, and .I think its 
continued effectiveness is endangered when it is 
used, as a method of dispensing wit.h law in those 
fields. 35 
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Part of Jackson's outrage derives from his opinion that 

the courts in general, and the Supreme Court .in particular, 

have the obligation and right to c"heclc adainistrative 

agencies. In 1947, Jackson wrote 

In tbe United States, once Congress delegates 
authority to an administrative agency, the 
Congress loses effective control of the use to 
which that authority vill be put, because it 
places the power in the hands of an independen·t 
and soaetiaes antagonistic Executive departaent of 
government. Hence, Congress legislates with 
wearisome and confusing details, designed to 
foreclose abuse, on the tb.eory that every 
administrator will push his atithority to the 
utteraost limits and as far beyond ~.2 the £2,!rt2 
will permit--!.,!! expectation seldom disappointed.36 
(Emphas~s added.] 

He returned to this the•e, that the courts control the 

administrative process, in the Godkin Lectures. He noted 

first that the courts supervise the administrative process 

by enforcement of administratiYe subpoenas, througlt judicial 

review of ad11inis-tra t ive decisions, and through judicial 

reviev of administrative subpoenas. of these three, 

judicial review of administrative decisions has been the 

most troublesoae: 

But the courts recognized taa t mingled with a 
judicial function were executive and legislative 
ones. On the one hand ( the courts] tried to aYoid 
super vising intermingled nonjudicial functions, on 
the other to prevent arbitrary in vasioa of private 
rights. The limit of review wavered froa case to 
case, th-e courts being on the whole aore 
rest:r ictive of their own jurisdiction than 
Congress desired. Finally an Administrative 
Procedure Act v as passed to effect some separation 
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of prosecutive and adjudicative functions, to 
provide better and more independent aearinq 
officers, and to enlarge the scope of judicial 
review. So far as adainistrative decisions ace 
concerned, --it-vqQlq ~.! ~hat it this headless 
fourt!!_ branch !!.~ g_ heag, it ~!H?1 B! the supreme 
Cour!_. 37 ( Emphasis added.] 

Ruberoid 

By the end of his tiae on the court, Jackson seemed to 

have developed a suspicion of the administrative process. 

Be did not doubt the oecessi ty for the ad11inistrative 

agency, but he felt strongly that the agencies must be 

controlled. A lthougll he advocated the Nev Deal measures in 

the Thirties and Forties, it mqst not be forgotten that in 

those years he viewed himself as a governaent advocate, and 

the positions he supported were not necessarily his ovn. He 

always thought of himself as a country la vier, and in 1944 

wrote Hftuch controversy has shifted to the administrative 

tribunal, and the country lawyer hates it and all its 

vorks."3a This vas, perhaps, an ove.rstate•ent for effect, 

but Jackson had noted--and feared--a deterioration in 

government administration. His clearest. and most eloquent, 

·expression of his views of administrative la11 is in his 

dissent in FTC v. Ruberoid (1952) vaich is impo£tant in the 

context of this study not for the issue decided in the case 

but for Jackson's development of the • fundaaent.al. principles 
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which determine the position of the administrative process" 

in the A 111erican system of government. 39 

1: Statutes Jackson •s first 

ttf undamental principlen is that statutory enactments often 

are deliberately left incomplete for "clarification by the 

administrative process before cow:t review 

enforcement. tt•o 

The Congress is not able or willing to finish the 
task of prescribing a positive and precise legal 
right or duty by eliminating all further choice 
between policies, expediences or conflicting 
guides, and so leaves the rounding out of its 
command to another, saaller and specialized 
agency •••• 

Such .legislation cepresents inchoate 
law •••• The intervention of another authority must 
mature and perfect an effective rule of conduct 
before one is subject to coercion ••• The only 
reason for the intervention of an administrative 
body is to exercise a grant of unexpended 
legislative power to veigb what the legislature 
wants weighed, to :reduce conflicting abstract 
policies to a coIC.rete net reaainder of duty or 
right. '!'hen, and then only, do ve have a 
completed expression 0£ the legislative will, in 
an administrative order which we may cal.l a sort 
of secondary le9isla ti on, ready to he en forced by 
the courts.•1 

or 

2: Adainistra ti ve Process Coa ele tes .!!av. The second 

fundamental principle is that the tt constit ut iona 1 

independence of the adainistra ti we tribunal presupposes that 

i. t will perform the function of co11p.letin9 unfinished 
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law."" 2 Jackson first addressed the place of tne 

administrative process in the traditional American system: 

The rise of administrative bodies probably 
has been the most siqnificant legal trend of the 
last century and perhaps more values today are 
affected by ·their decisions than by those of all 
the courts, review of administrative decision 
apart. They also have begun to have important 
consequences on personal rights •••• They have 
become a veritable f ou.rth branch of the 
Government, which has deranged ou.c three-bra oc h 
legal theories aoch as the concept of a fourth 
dimension unsettles our three-diaensiooal 
th.inking. 

Courts have differed in assigning a place to 
these seemingly necessary bodies in our 
constitutional system. Administ.rative a gene ies 
have been called quasi-legislati 'le, quasi-
executi ve or quasi-judicial, as the occasioo 
required, in order to validate their f Wlctions 
within the separation-of-powers scheme of the 
Constitution. The mere retreat to the qualifying 
"quasi• is implicit with confession that: all 
recognized classifications have broken down, and 
"quasi" is a saoota cover whicia we draw oYer our 
confusion as we might use a counterpane to conceal 
a disocdered bed.•3 

The place of ad ainistra ti ve agencies in the .American 

constitutional scheme was also addressed in the God.kin 

Lectures. Jackson .noted the resistance of lawyers to the 

increase of the administrative process. This resistance, he 

wrote, is based on the lavrer•s natural preference for a 

system in which he has been trained for the leading role and 

on the aversion many lav_yers• clients haye for whatever 

reg ula tor f scheme is being enforced. Despite these 

objections, Jackson continued, 
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[it] is too late in the day to continue the 
argument as to whether these statutory bodies 
which defy the constitutional principle of 
separation of powers are unconstitutional. They 
have been accepted as a valid part of our legal 
system. But for three quarters of a century 
Congress has continued to launch these agenc.ies 
without facing and resolving the administrative 
law problems which their functions precipitated.•• 

Jackson had reverted to the practical side of his nature: 

he vas unclear on just. hov the agencies fit into our 

constitutional theory, but since they are the heart af 

social and economic legislation and are already .in place, he 

accepted them. 

Jackson distinguished be-tween statutes that have a 

policy component left to the agencies and those that are 

complete. Statutes that a re coaplete, such as revenue, 

pa tent, and customs law, are enforced tlu:ough executive 

action by executiYe agencies even thou:jh questions of fact 

are still required. 

Only where the la 11 is not yet clear of policy 
elements and therefore not .ready for .sere 
executive enforceme.ntis it nthdravn from the 
executive department and confided to independent 
tribunals. If the t.cibunal to lfhich such 
discretion is delegated does no~hing but 
promulqate as its own decision the generalities of 
its stat.atory cha.ct er, tae rationale for placing 
it beyond executive control is qone.•s 

This, for Jackson, is adainistratiYe law: that lav which is 

both left .incomplete by Conqmss and coapleted by an 
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independent administrative agency--an agency vhich is placed 

beyond executive control. Administrative law, in Jackson's 

view, must include a policy component and therefore includes 

ad mini strati ve discretion. .Independent ad•iAistra ti ve 

agencies, rather than purely executive agencies, are thus 

the repositories of completed administrative law. 

3: Bes traint.§ That the 

legislative coaponent: of agency actiYitJ •aust neither be 

passed on to the courts or assumed by th.ea" is Jackson's 

·third fundamental principle.•• 

That the work of a Co11aission in translating 
an abstract statute into a concrete cease and 
desist order in large measure escapes judicial 
review because of its legisla ti Ye character is an 
axiom of administrative lav •••• •7 

The courts aay reviev to ensure that the "secondary 

legislation properly deriYes from the primary l.egisla ti on" 

or that due process considerations have been satisfied. •a 

However, a determination by an independent 
aqency, with "quasi- legislative" discretion in its 
armory, has a much larger immunity from judicial 
review than does a deterllina ti on by a purely 
executive aqency ..... 

On review, the Court does not decide whether 
the correct determination has been reached. So 
far as the Court is concerned, a wide range of 
results •ar be equally correct. In review of such 
a decision, the court does not at all fol.low the 
same mental processes as the Commission did in 
making it, for the judicial function exc.ludes (in 
theory, at least) the policy-making or legislative 
element, which rightfully influences the 
Commission• s judgment but over which judicial 
power does not extend. Since it is difficult for 
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a court to determine from the record where quasi-
legisla ti ve policy making ka s stopped and quasi-
j udicial application of policy has begun, the 
entire process escapes very penetrating 
scr lit in y •••• •9 

Suamary: Jackson• s Definition of Administrative It~ 

Jadtson•s views on the adainistcative process can be 

summed thus: the ad mi nist.ra ti ve process, which has a 

deha table role in the American constitutional system, secves 

a necessary role in American government and we must seek to 

control, rather than to eliainate, it. Independent 

regulatory agencies produce secondary legislation which 

includes, by definition, policy considerations. This 

secondary legislation, expressed in the foca of rules and 

regulations, comprises administrative lav and is rev ievab le 

only so far as is necessary -to verify both its congruence 

11i th the original Conqressional iate.ot and its consistency 

vit:b. constitutional requirements. 

Such a view is hard.ly an earth-shattering denial of the 

established view of administrative law. If Jactson•s •ature 

opinions on administrative lav vere pedestrian, vba t, if 

anything, has been his impact on the f~ield ?SO His iapact in 

the definitional sense has been minimal; unlike Goodnow, oc 

Preund, or P ra nkf urter, the strength of his -views was 

neither strong enough noc radical enough to make auc.b 
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impact. However, his impact in the evolutionary sense--in 

his involvement with the events which led the field to 

concerns with discretion and wit.h substantiYe law--was 

considerable.s 1 That involvement has been described in soae 

de tail in earlier chapters; similar incrementa 1 

contributions might have been aade by any attorney who 

filled the offices of Solicitor General or Attorney Genera 1, 

but such a sustained effort and involvement spanning the 

Yery early years of the Nev Deal and continuing through the 

coldest of the Cold war was only possible because Jackson 

filled so many roles so well. 

lDfUNISTRAI!ll LAW AS SUBSTANTIVE Y!: LEVELS OF lBALYSIS 

The concluding portio·o.s of Chapter Tvo: Conceptual 

History of Administra ti Ye La. v indicated clearly that to 

understand administrative law, we must set it in tile context 

of its substantive policy area. This section vill discuss 

the usefulness of each of the fo11ovinq four approaches to 

thinking of administrative la• in a substantive la v 

perspective: s2 ( 1) Babin sugqes-t:ed di vi.ding agency aissions 

into (a) regulation, (b) public management, and (c) benefit 

distribution as a heuristic device to introduce the 

substantive element. (2) Robinson, Gellhorn, and .Bruff in 

their Administrative Process tried to fit the various steps 
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of the administrative process into the context of 

substantive policy areas such as environmental policy or 

requlatory licensing. (3) c. Herman Pritchett chose a 

different level by viewing the behavior of the Supreae Court 

as a unit and as individual justices as it rules on policy 

areas; an exa 11ple of this approach is civil. .Libert:.ies and 

the Vinson Court ( 1954),. ( 4) And finally, the focus may be 

narrowed even further to the voi:::t of one justice, as has 

been done in this paper, to try to ferret out the principles 

and philosophies by which he worked by anaiyzing his cases 

in one substantive area. 

It is a truism that tile level of anal_ysis that should 

be used depends in great pt rt on the results one wishes to 

achieve. Rabin's work is most useful in determining a 

definition for the field of administrative lav. His 

di visions incl ode the areas tltat are ignored by the na rrover 

definitions such as Jackson's; should administrative lav be 

restricted to the work of the independent agencies such as 

the Securities and Exclaange Coaaission, then important 

issues such as off-shore oi1 development--larqely under the 

purview of the Department of Interior--a.ce excluded from ·the 

analysis. 

field that 

Rabin is seeking an organizing principle for the 

is na rrover than si.apl I "substantive law." 

Within his three categories of regulation, public 
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management, and benefit distribution can be placed virtually 

all administrative activities of the executive branch. such 

a conceptualization of the field does not restrict research 

to case law; 

re la ti on ships 

catego.ries. 

state 11a1 well 

one miqh t, for example, 

with Congress .in terms 

The eYex.-increasing deaands 

call for: special concerns 

e.x:aaine 

of the 

of the 

agency 

three 

welfare 

in administrative 

law; Charles Reich's article on °The He• Property• indicates 

hov adainist.rati.-e law is changing v it.h reqard to velfa re 

·n benefits. ns 3 Rabin• s conceptualization provides a 

d.efini ti on al focus tbr:ou gh v hich to study administrative 

law; it provides access to t:he en tire range of 

administrative activity .from organizatio.nal concerns with 

internal and external environments to policy iaplementation 

to specific court cases. Within such a definition 11ight be 

found almost any aspect of vlaa t is tradi t.ionally .included in 

the study of public administration. 

Robinson, Gellhorn, and Bruff ace perhaps the most 

aabi tious in their attempt to reconceptua.lize the field, 

because they try to retain the case-laa approach vhile 

incorporating substantive issues. Their atteapt is only 

partially successful because they encounter the same 

difficulties in grouping cases as was found in the attempt 

in Chapter Six to identify the 11nifying principles behind 
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Jackson's alien cases. They utilize policy areas that 

bisect several of Rabin's cateqories. For example, 

environmental policy consists in part of regulation (e.g., 

clean air standards) and in part of manage11e.nt (e. 9., 

restricting access to wilderness areas) • Tile flaw in the 

approach is that, unlike Rabi.n's broader perspective which 

includes political behavior, policy-setting, and aqency 

discretion, only those issues which coae before the courts 

receive 11uch attention. And, as we have seen, what may 

appear to be substantively siailar cases are not necessarily 

so. 

There is an assumption underl yi.n9 the approach of 

.Robinson et. al. to administrative law that should be 

scrutinized. The presumption of la:v school texts, or of any 

acadeaic text:, is that. the material can be coapressed into a 

course or series of courses. .If Ba.bin•s perspective 

provides a truly useful definition of the field, tken 

perhaps ad11in istr atiTe law is not a course or sec ies of 

courses but is instead an academic c urr.ic ul WI in its ovn 

right. or perhaps what is usually called ad•inist.rative la 11 

is in reality only a small subset: "Case Law in .Public 

Administration," and what is needed are courses in "Rules 

and Requlat.ions" which inyestiga te such areas as public 

involvement and its iapact on agency pronouncements, or how 
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regulated industries cope vith regulating agencies which 

refuse to issue prospect.ive rules. If administrative lav is 

to break out of the case method pattern--a pattern which 

should be suspect for anyone vho has read Davis on informal 

procedure--it will have to change the assu•pt.ion tbat it can 

be taught froa one book. 

There are, however, positive aspects of sue h an 

approach. First, tl&a t a la v school text, such as Bobinson, 

Gellhorn; and Bruff•s Administrative Process, would attempt 

to develop substantive concerns is encouraging. In Chapter 

Tvo we saw Jaffe and Nathanson acknowledge that one reason 

administrative law is taaq.ht hJ the case method is that the 

case method is ~.I· It may not be totally accurate or 

co11plete, but it proY ides a logical, functional framework., 

providing the anomalous cases are omitted. Robinson, 

Gellhorn, and Bruff force the student to include policy 

considerations. In addition, it shou.ld by nov be clear that 

:no division of issues into substantive areas can be entirely 

sa·tisfactory. There are a1vays over laps and contradictions, 

places where anomalies can only be resolYed by resorting to 

concerns that are properlr in another area. Nataa.nson wrote 

in 1956 that "the future of adainistratiYe lav lacks tile 

clarity calculated to a_ppeal t.o orderly ainds."s• The 

Eighties are part of the future he envisioned, and 
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administrative law is no c1earer. To begin to understand 

administrative law, we •ust be prepared for disorderliness. 

The third approach through vb.ich substantiYe .issues say 

be included in administrative law is by viewing the courts 

through an historical perspective. Examination of, for 

example, the Rooseve1t Court, or the Vinson Court, provides 

the historical evolution of legal concepts or of substantive 

policy as it is defined by the courts. Despite t.he dreams 

of legal purists, the work of the Supreae Court does not 

take place in a po1it.ica.l vacuum. Speaking of the after ma ta 

of Roosevelt's court-packing fight, JackSOll said • ••• in the 

next si.x months the Supreme court rewrote tae whole lav of 

labor in the United States. If JOU wish to believe this to 

be aere coincidence it. is all right vi~h ae. 11 ss Historical 

events do not need to be so spectacular as Roosevelt's 

attempt. to contro.l tile Court; death and ret.ireaent gave him 

sufficient control of the Court through his appointment 

power that. the Court is knovn not as the Stone Court but as 

the Roose .. elt Court. 1:he Court must. eventually respond to 

public opinion. Judges bring the assuaptions of their 

training to the court; "j udicia1 power has oft.en delayed but 

ne Yer permanently defeated" persistent public op in ion, wrote 

Jackson in 195J.56 
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By viewing Court opinions over a considerable length of 

time which is structured by some common factor--such as the 

Roosevelt presidency--qeneral trends of po.li tical force, 

public opinion, and judicial interpcetation are observed. 

Single cases cannot be aff o.rded the opportunity to dominate 

the analysis because too many cases are decided. Thus in 

the 1970• s the court• s decisi Ye role in environmental 

matters is seen against the broader socio.loqical concerns of 

the anti-Vietnam War movement and the counter-culture 

110 veaent. 

What is 

investigations 

often lacking 

is the 

in these historical 

of courts agency behavior which 

coaprises aost of the .interaction between citizen and 

bureaucrat and which by tbe very nature of the interaction 

is legal and hence adainistra ti Ye lav. The defense of the 

historical method aqainst that charge is that it is only 

supposed to identify t:he broader trends, and that to 

consider agenc_y behaV"ior is to change and to narrow the 

focus. Such omissions a re not, b.ovever, 

example, agency considerations are not 

necessary; for 

excised froa 

his primary Pritchett• s work, and while they are not 

concern, they are incltded 111lere appropriate. 

The final .level and met hod o.f analysis is to focus upon 

the work of one Justice as ta.is study has focused upon 
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Justice Jackson. This is a pot.entiall y fruitful method with 

very narro v ap plicat..ions. Fi.est, one is restricted to a 

very small period of time, unless the Justice chosen is one 

such as Douglas or unless, like Holmes and Bran.de is, his 

influence is such that it extends well beyond ais lifetime. 

Second, only those cases in which he v.rot.e an op.inion or 

dissent a.re of much va.lue for defining his interes~ts. 

Aggregate studies like The Rooseve.lt cour_! can, through 

·tabulation of judicial votes, find the broad indicato.rs of a 

Justice's philosophy, but only a detailed examination of his 

work can verify the indicators. Of necessity, then, many 

factors which miqht proYide depth must be igno.red o.r unused. 

I do not think that in general, the indiYidual Justice mode 

of examination can provide atx:h insight into 

issues. Rather it is the other way round: 

terms of substantive issues provides insight 

philosophies of individual Justices. 

substantive 

th.inking in 

into the 

There are. however, soae exceptions to the view that 

the wort of single Justices is not very useful in analyzing 

substantive issues. These exceptions arise vhen that 

Justice is so placed as an individual that his personal 

behavior is historically significant. Jackson is one such 

,Justice, as he had direct personal influence with Boosevelt 

and was so intimately involved with what eYentually became 
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the Administrative Procedure Act. His life and work 

provides a focus to organize an otherwise overvhealinq arra_y 

of material. His work at Nuremberg is a bo.ous; by stepping 

outside the A •erican lega 1 confines of the Constitution, he 

brought a unigue perspective to bear on the relationships 

between law and society. ls a general technique, the use of 

individual Justices provides the least usefu.l methodology. 

But to return to the tru.isa which beqan this section: to 

achieve what I wanted, this was the appropriate level of 

analysis and technique. 

LESSO~[ ~ PUBLI_£ !QJIINISTBATION 

The importance of this study to public ad11.lnistration 

was addressed in part in Chapter One: Introduction. There 

are. however, soae issues beyond the small concern of the 

justification for the study. This includes the role of 

administrative law in the discipline of public 

administration both in conceptual teras and in li9ht of 

educational processes. 

To think: of adainistrati.e law in terms o.f substantive 

law or policy is to continue to ignore hov administrative 

law is de.fined. Is it si aply case law on a particular 

topic, neatly indexed by Shepard and Vest? Does it include 

the hearings held before the agencies and decided by 
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administra·tive la v judges? .Probably both views may be 

included without .much controversy since the.J both have vha t 

we consider the trappings of the lav, and because the coucts 

aay ul tiaately review the hearing resu.lts. Does 

administrative .law include the .rules and regulations 

published, as required by law, in the Federal .Register? 

Probably so, especially as these may be viewed as secondary 

legislation, and legislation is clearly lav. Does 

administrative law include the decision process by which 

those rules and regulations a.re made? Maybe. This is 

political acti vi tJ, and some academics and lawyers cling to 

the illusion that politics is antithetical to .law. From 

here on, the answers to "Does it inc.lude ••• 1" become 

increasingly unclear. In one sensE, any legitimate 

gove.rnaent activity is law, and any differentiation between 

kinds of lav is partly artificial and designed to induce 

clarity and order where none exists in fact. But to include 

any bureaucratic activity as admi.oist.rative .la• is to define 

the field out of eiistence. 

There are no answers. .If we accept 1887 as the date at 

which public administration became a self-conscious 

activity, the·n almost one hundred years later we have not 

.ar.ri ved at a satisfactory consensual definition of public 

administration. How then can ve eipect to define 
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ease of understanding. 

(the c onsti t otion) 
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We can subdivide it to increase the 

We can analyze it at mac.ro-leve ls 

and llic ro-le vels (case law and 

discretionary action). We can Y iev it as a tool of socia 1 

control as Iredell Jenkins suggested, or as a tool of 

managerial implementation o.f policy 1 as David Gould 

.suggested. ife can analyze ageo::ies or courts or J1LStices or 

cases. But vit.hin certain bounds, hov we define 

admi.nist.rative lav depends largely upon vhat we plan to do 

with the results of our defiDition, and therefore a 

consensus on the definition is uniaportant. The bounds 

vi thin which ve define admioistrat ive law, however, a re 

important, and it is these bounds that have implications for 

the teaching of pub.lie administration: 

1. Ad11inis·trative law includes case lav but is not 

restricted to case law. 

2. Administrative lav includes a vital discretionary 

component that operates at every level of the 

administratiYe process, including aqencf and court 

behavior. 

3. Administrative law, because of its intimate 

relationship with the leg.islat.ure, the executive, t.he 

courts, and the bureaucracy, is intensely political 

both in its origins aod its implementation. Any 
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study of administrative law 

political re la tionshi ps. 

must include these 

It is these three factors which must be included in any 

definition of administrative law. 

The implication of these factors fo.r teac.hin9 public 

administration seem clear. Admin.istcati ve law permeates 

virtual! y every segment of the public administration 

curriculum. To teach simply case la v and to label such a 

course "Adainistrative Lav" is to do a disservice to 

students of public administration. Fortunately, nev texts 

are appearing that grapple vith the need to include the 

discretionary and politica 1 components of adainis:trative 

la v. s7 Ho vever, just as palicy coapon.ents should not be 

.ignored in administrative la v, neither should administrative 

law be ignored in presenting courses o.n policy analysis, on 

bureaucratic theory, or on other public administration 

subfields. 
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:JeJackson, •A Tribute to County Lawyers: A Review, 11 p. 139. 

3 9343 u. s. 483. 

•0343 u.s. 483. Original in italics. 

•1343 U.S. 486-487. 

•2343 u.s. 487. Original in i ta.lies. 

43343 o.s. 487-488. 

••Jackson, The Supreme Court in th~ ).aerican System Q! 
Gover~~!ll!.!., p. 46. One of the aethods frequently relied 
upon by Congress to resolve the problems posed by 
administrative agencies has been the legislative veto. 
However, in a recent decision ~ v. Ch!!ll!.!, (Ho. 80-1832, 
decided 23 June 1983), the Court struck dovn the use of 
the legislatiYe veto as 1.mconsti tutional. Jackson• s 
opinion in the Steel SeiU~ Case§ (see Note 11 in this 
chapter) was cited several tiaes as was his artic.le in 
the Harvard Law Review explaining Roosevelt •s viev of tb.e 
legislative veto in t:he Land-Lease .let (see Chapter Three 
foe a full discussion). 
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•s343 U.S. 489. {Notes omitted.) 

46343 u. s. 490. Original in italics • 

• 7 34 3 u. s. 490 .. 

• 8 3 4 3 u. s • 49 0. 

49343 u.s. 490-491. 

sophilip Kurland does not find Jackson •s impact to have been 
substantial: 

I would say that neither Jackson's attitudes nor 
his craftsaanship, v hether in the real.a of civil 
liberties or elsewhere, has left a deep aark on 
the jurisprudence of the Supre.111e Court:. But he 
has left an intellectual inheritance that JBay, 
like a phoenix, rise again. 

(Kurland, "Justice Hobert H. Jackson--Impact on Civil Bights 
and Civil Liberties,'" UniversitI of Il.linois Law .Forua 
1977(1977), p. 576.) Just what that •intellectual 
inheritance" aigh.t be is unclear, unless Kurland is 
.referring to the concepts developed in some of Jackson's 
dissenting essays, such as governaental discretion in to.rt 
liability (Dalehite), extra-Constitutional society 
(Koreaatsu}, or levels of Presidential pover (Steel seizure 
Cases). 

S1The connection between the late Thirties and the early 
Forties and Jackson• s last years on the Court is not as 
remote as might be ex pee ted. For exaaple, the lover 
court judge who invalidated the FTC rule in Boberoid--and 
vi th whose decision Jackson, dissent.ing, agreed {although 
we are not told if Jackson also agreed vita the reasoning 
behind the decision) --va s Jllige Groner who filed a 
separate minority report with the Beport of the Attoi:ney 
General's Commit.tee.. Groner vas in fa-vor of Yery strict 
j ndicial controls of the administrative process. 
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s21 do not mean to imply that these four approacbes--or 
variants of them--are the only ones possible. One might, 
for e.xample, examine the work of one agency or bureau or 
department, althouqh the danger of producing a case study 
is always present under such conditions. (I do not 
intend to denigrate case studies, but a case study is not 
the goal of this analysis). I a• limiting this 
discussion to the four methods outlined .in the 
accompanying text. because they have been introduced 
earlier in the study, and beca llSe I feel they adequa·tely 
bracket the concerns I vish to address. 

53Charles Reich, "The Ne·w Property," Yale l!ll Jo~! 73 
{ 1964): 733- 787. 

s•Batbaniel lfa'thanson, "Law and the Future: Ad11inistrative 
Law," HortJaves·tern Oniversitr La.! .Review 51 (.May-June, 
1956), p. 184. 

ssaobert Jackson, •Labor and the Lav,• !ital Speeches 3 
(1937), p. 719. 

56Jackson, •The Task of Maintaining our Liberties," p .. 965. 

57Phillip Cooper's 1983 text, .Public La!. and Public 
Administratio.n, is an adairah.le text that util.izes a 
multi-faceted app.roach. 
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JUSTICE ROBERT JACKSON AND THE EVOLUTION OF ADfltIIIS~RATIYE 
LA ii 

by 

Susan Jane Btk:k Cox 

(ABSTRACT) 
Heither practloners nor acadeaics in the field of 

public ad•inistration have agreed upon a satisfactory 

definition of administrative law. To help explain this 

pre sent-day confusion, conceptual history of 

administrative law is presented. This history, which 

stresses hov administrative lav has been perceived, is 

divided into three major periods: 1893-1913, 1933-1946, and 

19 46 to the present. The def.in.it ion is found to have began 

as the tripartite viev of delegat.ion of legislative 

authority, exercise of legislative authority, and judicial 

re view, vhich later changed to a concern for the 

discretionary component of adainistrati•e law; the present-

day definition includes substantive law. 

Because the Bev Deal era was critical in codifying 

administrative law and in settin9 the stage for the changes 

vhich followed, the Nev Deal and post lew Deal yea.cs are 

examined closely. The vork of Robert Jacksoo, who served as 

Solicitor General and then Attorney General under President 

l'rantlin Roosevelt, and then as Associate Justice of the 

Supreme Court from 1941 to his death in 1954, is used as the 



focal point for the examination. Jackson's work as 

government attorney had considerable impact on the field of 

adllinist:rative lav, espec:ially in his influence on the veto 

of the Walter Logan bill and the Attorney General's 

Coami ttee on ldainistr at.iv e Procedure. His work as a 

Justice had less iapact; most of his notable opinions ace in 

dissent and have yet to be affiraed by the Court. 

The dissertation concludes id.th a discussion of 

Jackson •s vie vs of administrative law, the necessary 

components to a definition of adlllinis·trative law, and th.e 

importance of accepting such components for methods of 

teaching public ad11inis·tration. 


